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Johann Sebastian Bach was one of the most widely sought music teachers in
Germany during his lifetime. This study examines how young musicians in J. S.
Bach’s circle learned the art of composition, complementing previous scholarly
emphasis on Bach’s importance as a keyboard pedagogue.
Copying and studying music in manuscript was the main way to learn to
compose in the eighteenth century, both in a guild apprenticeship and in a Latin
school education. While a few sources with clear significance for compositional
study under Bach have received scholarly attention, the importance of apprentices’
scribal copies has been overlooked. Yet, the preparation of performance parts,
transcriptions and arrangements, the emulation of models, the correction and
revision of scores—these kinds of copying activities gave apprentices access to
written music and the opportunity for study.
Writing music from the mind without the aid of instruments was

increasingly valued by composers in the early eighteenth century, and was
emphasized by late eighteenth century commentators’ portrayal of Bach as an
original genius. The centrality of writing emerges from the humanistic education
that musicians received within the cantorate system. Just as humanist authors
practiced rhetorical techniques of imitation, expansion, adaptation, and
elaboration, so composers learned to use the conventions of musical writing to
expedite compositional invention and development. Copyists, likewise, used their
conceptual grasp of compositional structure to expedite the copying of an
exemplar. The early-eighteenth-century concept of genius, as acumen in the study
of models and fecundity in their imitation, is the basis for the idea of the original
genius, despite the late-eighteenth-century emphasis on individuality and novelty.
Musicological discussions of recent decades have shed light on the
importance of improvisation, breaking down the distinction between performer
and composer. This dissertation argues that the importance of writing need not
minimize the importance of embodied musical skill: writing is a kind of embodied
knowledge. Considering music notation and the act of writing as forms of
compositional thought, not merely as the means of inscription, is analogous to
Derrida’s deconstruction of the speech-writing binary for language.
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PREFACE

Most people interested in Johann Sebastian Bach have, at one time or another,
marveled at his music and wondered how he did it. Even as we admire Bach’s
unique combination of taste, intellect, and virtuosity, his broad-ranging stylistic
literacy, powers of synthesis, and technical facility, we may begin to understand
how he achieved all this by considering how he taught others, and how others
learned from him.
This dissertation considers Bach as a teacher of composition by studying the
vast corpus of his students’ copies, both musical and literary, as evidence of Bach’s
compositional instruction. Copying is construed broadly to include not only scribal
copies (the verbatim reproduction of exemplars), but also transcriptions of
performances, arrangements and emulations of models, and composition. By
studying these materials in tandem, this project traces how Bachian invention was
taught and learned, as well as the socio-intellectual context in which this
compositional pedagogy arose: at the crossroads between the traditional guilds and
the literary training of Lutheran Latin schools.
Traditionally, scholarship on Johann Sebastian Bach’s teaching has focused
on his keyboard compositions. This emphasis is deeply rooted in Bach
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historiography. The author of Bach’s first biography in 1802, Johann Nicolaus Forkel,
characterized his subject primarily as a teacher of keyboard performance. Ever
since, scholars have tended to highlight Bach’s active role as a teacher, downplaying
his students’ roles as learners. The prioritization of authentic sources (autographs
transmitting the composer’s thoughts) over secondary sources (capturing others’
engagement with the materials), so necessary for the work of making the new
critical Bach edition, eclipsed reception and cultural history in the last decades of
the twentieth century. That approach followed from, and indeed reinforced, the
view that Bach was a uniquely gifted musician and teacher, and that his students
were mere followers; as such, more could be learned directly from the master’s
teaching than from what individual epigones might have gleaned. Such a view
makes Bach’s pedagogy into a kind of holy grail, obscuring the reality that the
training of musicians in the eighteenth century was ad hoc, a practical
apprenticeship in which most was learned by osmosis of examples, whether of the
master or of fellow apprentices. In short, how students learned from Bach and from
each other, rather than how Bach taught them, is a richer question, to which a
greater mass of primary sources can be brought to bear.
In the twenty-first century, Bach scholarship has cultivated new topics and
adopted new methods. Until quite recently, cultural and reception history had been
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limited by a lack of source materials. In the mid 1990s, as the Neue Bach-Ausgabe
(NBA) was reaching its final decade, a comprehensive search of Saxon and
Thuringian archives was undertaken. This search, dubbed “Expedition Bach,” was
unexpectedly fruitful, even leading to the discovery of a new work and the recovery
of Bach’s earliest autographs.1 Arguably even more significant was the rediscovery of
many archival documents and manuscript copies, the details of which made it
possible to establish the context for the early transmission of Bach’s music. Such
basic research provided the foundation for The New Bach Reader in 1998 (NBR), a
revised and much expanded version of the standard English-language anthology of
Bach documents, as well as Christoph Wolff’s Johann Sebastian Bach: The Learned
Musician in 2000, the most important Bach biography since Philipp Spitta’s 1873
account. More recent cultural portraits, institutional histories, and fresh
engagements with the rich musical criticism of the period are likewise based on
these newly accessible primary sources.
1

“Expedition Bach” is a project of the Leipzig Bach Archive (Prof. Dr. Peter Wollny,
director); it is funded by the Gerda Henkel Stiftung and Prof. Michael Maul is the
lead researcher. See “Expedition Bach,” Bach-Archiv Leipzig. https://www.bachleipzig.de/de/bach-archiv/%C2%BBexpedition-bach%C2%AB (accessed June 26,
2019). For the newly discovered Weimar-period aria BWV 1127, see Michael Maul,
“‘Alles mit Gott und nicht ohn’ ihn’ – Eine neu aufgefundene Aria von Johann
Sebastian Bach,” BJ 91 (2005): 7–34. For Bach’s earliest autographs, see Peter Wollny
and Michael Maul, “The Weimar Organ Tablature: Bach’s Earliest Autographs,” UB
3 (2008): 67–74 and eid. Weimarer Orgeltabulatur: Die frühsten Notenhandschriften
Johann Sebastian Bachs (Kassel: Bärenreiter, 2006).
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Despite

such

inroads,

Bach’s

compositional

instruction

remains

understudied. The completion of the NBA in 2007, with its comprehensive
apparatus detailing the transmission of Bach’s works, and the launch in 2010 of
Bach-Digital, the online source catalogue integrating these philological findings
with digital images, have made possible such reception histories as Matthew Dirst’s
Engaging Bach: The Keyboard Legacy from Marpurg to Mendelssohn and Russell
Stinson’s The Reception of Bach’s Organ Works from Mendelssohn to Brahms.2
Reception studies such as these remain in the minority. Yet, even here, as these
titles illustrate, the traditional emphasis on keyboard music and performance
persists. Only since 2013 and the inclusion in Bach-Digital of “the earliest
transmission in copies” of Bach’s works and sources from within Bach’s “immediate
circle, that is, his sons, pupils, and friends,” have new sources been available
whereby the understudied aspects of Bach’s teaching and his apprentices’ learning
may be addressed.3
Since Johann Friedrich Agricola and Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach’s obituary
2

3

Matthew Dirst, Engaging Bach: The Keyboard Legacy from Marpurg to Mendelssohn.
Musical Performance and Reception (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
2012). Russell Stinson, The Reception of Bach’s Organ Works from Mendelssohn to
Brahms (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2006). For Bach-Digital, see “About Us,”
Bach-Digital. https://www.bach-digital.de/content/infos.xml (accessed June 26,
2019).
See “History,” Bach-Digital. https://www.bach-digital.de/content/history.xml
(accessed June 26, 2019).
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for J. S. Bach, the idea of original genius has been central to Bach’s historical legacy.4
From this perspective, Bach’s compositional art should not be learnable; if it were,
his creations could not so easily be understood as the work of an original genius.
Among scholars pursuing cultural, social, and reception histories, the need for a
critical appraisal of the secondary sources (that is, of manuscript copies and
compositions by students) has remained unfulfilled.
This dissertation, therefore, contributes to our understanding of Bach’s
teaching by adopting a new methodological perspective on the sources. Rather than
treating documents copied out by Bach’s apprentices between 1720 and 1750 as
secondary sources of Bach’s compositions, I consider them as primary sources of
their scribes’ musical training. In some cases, Bach’s intervention in these
documents gives witness to his supervisory role in their apprenticeships; up to now
such interventions have been the focus of scholarly attention. But in the vast
majority of cases, the apprentices’ copying activities reflect their self-directed,
critical engagement with their source materials. By situating copying practices in
the context of the music guilds and the Latin schools, we can understand how
students undertook the task of learning to compose. The distinction between what
4

Christoph Wolff, “Defining Genius: Early Reflections of J. S. Bach’s Self-Image.”
Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society 145/4 (2001): 474–81. For C. P. E.
Bach’s obituary, see Dok III/666, 87; for an English translation, see NBR, 297ff.
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was taught explicitly and what was learned in private study and reflection is an
important historical datum: what is taught and learned, and the means by which
the exchange of knowledge occurs, point to the values of the musical culture.5
Chapter 1 is an introduction to the sources and problems. Scholarship
usually treats source criticism and rhetoric as distinct areas of inquiry: the former is
considered a more nearly objective description of signs and their interdependence,
the latter an interpretation of their significance. I deconstruct this separation by
using source criticism—stemmatics as well as sketch studies and so-called “genetic”
criticism—and musical rhetoric as complementary ways of studying the structure
of compositional thought. To do so requires a survey of the concept of rhetoric as it
is traditionally used in musicological discourse: in general, rhetoric has meant a
lexicon for labeling musical phenomena or some highly subjective rubrics for
interpretation. By contrast, in the eighteenth century, rhetoric was principally an
activity: it was the cultivation of a repertory of texts (“classics”), and the set of
procedures for selecting, revising, and expanding them, or for composing new texts
in imitation of them. Rhetoric in this sense—the one undergirding the concept of
musica poetica—can be studied using source-critical methods. In turn,
5

Cf. Bruno Nettl, “How Do You Get to Carnegie Hall? Teaching and Learning” in: The
Study of Ethnomusicology: Thirty-Three Discussions, 3rd edn (Urbana, IL: University
of Illinois Press, 2015), 376–389.
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consideration of the poetic origins of sources motivates the distinction between a
“concept copy” and a “direct copy,” that is, between the notation of a musical
thought and the recopying of a notation. These new categories nuance the
traditional distinctions among working and calligraphic hands, composing scores,
and fair copies.
Chapter 2 provides a broad cultural overview of music apprenticeship in
eighteenth-century Germany and the place of writing and written music within it,
against the backdrop of the rise of the cantorates and the concomitant demise of
the traditional guild system. It is a composite drawing, pieced together from the
first-person accounts of letters and autobiographies, music criticism, and music
theory treatises. Despite the new emphasis in the early eighteenth century on
musical erudition and the cultivation of musical classics, clear reflections of the
intellectual culture of the cantorates, many of the traditions of guild apprenticeship,
including the distribution of labor and the importance of travel, were retained.
Chapter 3 examines the work of Wilhelm Friedemann Bach, Carl Philipp
Emanuel Bach, Johann Ludwig Krebs, and Johann Adam Kuhnau as copyists in
Bach’s cantata workshop—a veritable factory between 1723 and about 1735. Copies,
although not composing scores, nevertheless provide evidence of how scribes dealt
with compositional problems on certain occasions, how they understood and
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executed the intentions of the composer, and how they assisted in the preparation
of parodies. By following selected scribes individually, one can track when and how
the training of those who became composers diverged from the training of those
who became professional copyists.
In Bach studies, studying student manuscripts in this way is unusual.
Students’ copies, if they are studied at all, are studied as sources for Bach’s securely
attributed compositions; therefore, in the presence of a Bach autograph, student
copies are construed as secondary sources. Focusing on the work of assistants is an
approach borrowed from art history, whereby an understanding of an artist’s work
(in the sense of both actions and results) proceeds from an examination of the
artist’s environment, of the materials and techniques of manufacture. In the study
of the visual and plastic arts, the materiality discourse has brought forward the
complex relationship between artistic creation and artisan production, and has
helped to historicize the relationship between the fine arts and handicraft, between
the artist and the craftsperson, and among inspiration, design, and execution.
Following this art historical approach, we can glimpse Bach’s apprentices at work in
the copying workshop on the third floor of St. Thomas’s School, learning as much
from their own hands and from each other as from their supervising master.
Also in Chapter 3 I address apprentices’ earliest forays into cantata
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composition. Sources for such works survive from the early 1730s. They include the
recently discovered Ich bin vergnügt mit meinem Stande by C. P. E. Bach, as well as a
series of apocryphal works, some still erroneously ascribed to Bach. By analyzing
these materials, I show that although the working methods of Bach’s students may
have varied in particular details, certain fundamental principles of compositional
logic show the imprint of the Bach school.
Building on the general study of apprenticeships of Chapter 2 and the basic
scribal training acquired by copying cantatas described in Chapter 3, Chapter 4
offers a case study of the early education of Wilhelm Friedemann Bach. Whereas
most evidence of apprenticeship with Bach is based on verbal summaries, W. F.
Bach’s surviving student copies and compositions constitute the richest body of
primary musical sources documenting an apprenticeship under J. S. Bach. If we add
to these materials W. F. Bach’s four school notebooks, containing his Latin and
German rhetoric lessons, we have an uncommonly complete picture of the early
intellectual and professional formation of a budding composer. The so-called
Schulhefte have never been studied in direct comparison with the Clavierbüchlein;
yet both are types of commonplace books. Together, they show how the techniques
of rhetoric were inculcated, and how they led gradually from rote copying to free
composition.
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It is a scholarly commonplace that eighteenth-century composers learned
their craft by copying out the work of other composers. By studying apprenticeship
in its totality, and especially by sifting through the details of how and what
apprentices copied, we can explain the ways Bach’s apprentices approached the
formative task of emulating their master and describe the intellectual and cultural
surroundings that enabled them in this endeavor. Successful composers embraced
copying as something far from drudgery: it was a pragmatic necessity, the means of
intellectual exchange, a source of inspiration, an instrument of honor, and the
pathway to originality.
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DE INGENIO FLORILEGIUM

᾽Ισοκράτης τῆς παιδείας τὴν µὲν ῥίζαν ἔφη πικρὰν, τοὺς δὲ καρπούς γλυκεῖς.
(Isocrates said that education’s root is bitter, but its fruits sweet.)
—Greek anecdote, quoted after Libanius, Progymnasmata 3
Nemo artifex nascitur.
(Es fällt kein Meister vom Himmel.)
—Erasmus, translated by Wilhelm Friedemann Bach
Wenn man den Contrapunkt auch recht gut versteht, so gehören doch noch viel
andre wesentliche Dinge dazu, wenn man ein guter Komponist werden will.
—Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach
I know of no genius but the genius of hard work.
—J. M. W. Turner, attr. in: John Ruskin, Notes by Mr Ruskin on His Collection of
Drawings by the late J. M. W. Turner (1878)
Genius is one per cent inspiration, ninety-nine per cent perspiration.
—Thomas Edison, attr. in: Harper’s Monthly Magazine (September 1932)
I always thought that inspiration is for amateurs. The rest of us just show up and get
to work. You sign onto a process and see where it takes you. You don’t have to
invent the wheel every day. Today you’ll do what you did yesterday and tomorrow
you’ll do what you did today. Eventually you’ll get somewhere. Every great idea I
ever had grew out of work itself. If you’re going to wait around for the clouds to
open up and lightning to strike you in the brain you’re not going to make an awful
lot of work.
—Chuck Close (American photorealist painter)
Genius is nothing but a great aptitude for patience.
—Fortune cookie
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Chapter 1

CHAPTER 1

COMPOSITION IN THE CULTURE OF RHETORIC:
PROBLEMS AND METHODS

Among the writings of Johann Kuhnau (1660–1722), Johann Sebastian Bach’s
predecessor as the cantor in Leipzig, appears Der musicalische Quack-Salber, or “The
Musical Quack,” a satirical novel published in 1700. Besides being an important
early example of the German novel and a rich document of contemporary musical
culture and performance practice, it’s uproariously funny, satirizing that culture and
caricaturing the people who inhabit it. Many of the jokes are funny even if the
reader isn’t already intimately familiar with music and music culture, as the title
reassures prospective readers:
The Musical Quack, not only for knowledgeable Amateurs of Music,
but also all others without any particular knowledge in this art,
written as a diverting and pleasing Story for pleasure and enjoyment
by Johann Kuhnau.1
This transparency enables the modern reader, too, to gain through the novel a vivid,
if partial, impression of German music culture around 1700.

1

“Der Musicalische Quack=Salber/ nicht alleine denen verständigen Liebhabern der
Music/ sondern auch allen andern/ welche in dieser Kunst keine sonderbahre
Wissenschafft haben. In einer kurtzweiligen und angenehmen Historie zur Lust
und Ergetzligkeit beschrieben von Johann Kuhnau.” Kuhnau 1700, [i].

1
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Figure 1-1: Johann Kuhnau, Der musicalische Quack-Salber (1700), title page

2
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The novel describes the adventures of Caraffa, a German charlatan trying to
pass himself off as an Italian virtuoso. Caraffa is the butt of every joke. In one
episode, the narrator describes how a composer ought to compose, and contrasts
this with Caraffa’s bumbling attempts.
Composition is solely a mental work whereby, besides the hand
that meanwhile writes, the [mental faculties of] fantasy,
memory, and judgment alone are employed. But when Caraffa
was composing his ditty, every limb of his body was engaged.
Now whistling with his maw, now drumming with his hands,
now fingering the tabletop, now tra-la-la-ing with his tongue;
and so as not to loose the meter, he was obliged to keep time
now with [the bobbing of] his head, now with [the tapping of]
his foot. No craftsman, hacking diligently away at whatever
craft, strains as much as Caraffa does [at composition].2
The historical-cultural background that makes this vignette funny is multifaceted.
First, the influx of Italian music and musicians into Germany in the 1680s and 1690s,
particularly in connection with the establishment of opera houses in Hamburg and
Leipzig in 1678 and 1693, respectively, spurred a significant change in the German
musical landscape. In making Caraffa assume a fake Italian name, Kuhnau

2

“Die Composition ist sonsten eine Arbeit der Geister, dabey ausser der Hand, die da
schreibet, die Fantasie, das Gedächtnüß und Judicium alleine geschäfftig sind: Wie
aber Caraffa sein Lied dichten wolte, hatten alle Gliedmassen des Leibes mit zu
thun. Bald pfiffe er mit dem Maul; Bald drommelte er mit den Händen, Bald
fingerte er auff dem Tische; Bald liedelte er etwas mit der Zunge her; Daß auch die
Mensur nicht aussen bleiben möchte, so muste bald sein Kopff, bald auch sein Fuß
den Tact halten. Es kan kein Mann, der das schwerste Handwerck treibet, in dem
er am fleißigsten arbeitet, sich so sehr bemühen, als hier Caraffa that.” Kuhnau
1700, 143–5.

3
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conveyed the nationalistic layer of the anxieties German musicians felt, an element
that would become ever more common and explicit in the music criticism of the
eighteenth century.3 A stooge like Caraffa helped self-respecting German musicians
feel better about themselves vis-à-vis their Italian émigré colleagues and
competitors.
Secondly,

the

decades

around

1700

coincided

with

the

rapid

professionalization of music in Germany. The guild system, in which Johann
Sebastian Bach was trained, was being supplanted by the cantorate system in which
university-educated bourgeois teachers taught music and other humanities subjects
at grammar schools attached to the churches, in addition to providing music for
church and civic ceremonials.4 Kuhnau portrays Caraffa as a guilded town musician,
or Stadtpfeifer, with delusions of cantorial grandeur. A character like Caraffa helped
to alleviate the anxieties of educated, upwardly-mobile German musicians eager to
distance themselves from the local yokels in the town guilds, and to identify instead
with the music culture of cities and courts. The reader and narrator together are in
cahoots, playing Sancho Panza to Caraffa’s Don Quixote.

3
4

Cf. Reinhard Strohm, ed., The Eighteenth-Century Diaspora of Italian Music and
Musicians (Turnhouts: Brepols, 2001).
Cf. Butt 1994, esp. 1–11.
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Finally, and most significantly, the hapless Caraffa’s work as a composer is
likened to the activity (treiben) of an artisan. Caraffa is using his whole body to
compose, which is seen to make him ridiculous: real composers compose solely
with their minds. The portrayal shows Caraffa trying to compose at a desk like a
learned cantor, but failing (and flailing) as would a guilded musician.
In 1775, Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach (1714–1788) reported to Johann Nicolaus
Forkel (1749–1818) that J. S. Bach “composed everything without the use of an
instrument, but later tried it out on one.”5 This report was confirmed in 1790 by
Ernst Ludwig Gerber (1746–1819), the son of a former Bach student: “It was never
[Bach’s] habit in composing to ask the advice of his clavier.”6 Forkel suggested that
Bach likewise “rigorously” obliged his students “to compose entirely from the mind,
without an instrument. Those who wished to do otherwise, he called, in ridicule,
keyboard jocks (Clavier-Ritter).”7

5

6
7

“Wen[n] ich einige, NB nicht alle, Clavierarbeiten ausnehme, wen[n] er den Stoff
dazu aus dem Fantasiren auf dem Claviere hernahm, so hat er das übrige alles ohne
Instrument componirt, jedoch nachher auf selbigem probirt.” Letter of C. P. E. Bach
to Forkel, 13 January 1775. Dok III/803, 288–90 at 289 = CPEB-Dok/202, 1:478–84 at
479; NBR/395, 398–400 at 399.
“[D]a er nie gewohnt war beym Komponiren sein Klavier um Rath zu fragen.”
Gerber 1790, 1:col. 86–92 = Dok III/948, 466–70 at 468; NBR/370, 372.
“In allen diesen und andern Compositionsübungen hielt er seine Schüler streng an,
ohne Clavier, aus freyem Geiste zu componiren. Diejenigen, welche es anders
machen wollten, schalt er Clavier-Ritter.” Forkel 1802, 73; NBR/VI, 455.
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Despite the later claims of Forkel and Gerber, C. P. E. Bach in fact never said
that J. S. Bach never composed at the keyboard. Indeed, he wrote to Forkel that J. S.
Bach, when composing keyboard pieces, “took his material from the keyboard by
improvising” (den Stoff dazu [Clavierarbeiten] aus dem Fantasiren auf dem Claviere
hernahm), but thereafter developed his material away from the keyboard. This
procedure Bach apparently followed only for keyboard works; other compositions
he composed “entirely without an instrument.”
Ideas about the virtues of composing with or without a keyboard are varied.8
Haydn, according to his early biographer Georg August Griesinger, followed a
similar procedure, not only for keyboard works but in general:
Haydn always composed at the keyboard. “I sat down, began to
improvise [phantasiren], sad or happy according to my mood,
serious or trifling. Once I had seized upon an idea, my whole
endeavor was to develop and sustain it according to the rules of
art. Thus I sought to keep going, and this is where so many of
our new composers fall down. They string out one little piece
after another, they break off when they have hardly begun, and
nothing remains in the heart when one has listened to it.” He
also disapproved that these days so many musicians compose
who have never learned to sing. “Singing,” he said, “is almost to
be counted among the lost arts, and instead of song one allows
instruments to dominate.”9
8
9

For an overview, see Charles Rosen, Piano Notes: The Hidden World of the Pianist
(New York: Free Press, 2002), 12–19.
“Haydn dichtete seine Werke immer vor dem Klavier. ‘Ich setzte mich hin, fing an
zu phantasiren, je nachdem mein Gemüth traurig oder fröhlich, ernst oder
tändelnd gestimmt war. Hatte ich eine Idee erhascht, so ging mein ganzes

6
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That “new composers” neglect the sustained development of an idea “according to
the rules of art,” following instead the ever-changing flights of fantasy, “break[ing]
off when they have hardly begun,” is similar to Bach’s reported disapproval of the
“keyboard jocks.”
Mozart’s legendary facility at composition away from the keyboard is surely
exaggerated. In a letter to his father in 1781, he wrote, “The room I’m supposed to be
moving into is ready for me: I’m now going to rent a piano because unless I get a
piano in that room I can’t live there, especially now when I have a lot to write and not
a minute to waste” (emphasis added).10 Evidently, a keyboard was essential to

10

Bestreben dahin, sie den Regeln der Kunst gemäß auszuführen und zu souteniren.
So suchte ich mir ze helfen, und das ist es, was so vielen unserer neuen
Komponisten fehlt; sie reihen ein Stückchen an das andere, sie brechen ab, wenn
sie kaum angefangen haben: aber es bleibt auch nichts im Herzen sitzen, wenn
man es angehört hat.’ Er tadelte es auch, daß jetzt so viele Tonmeister componiren,
die nie singen gelernt hätten: ‘das Singen sey beynahe unter die verlorenen Künste
zu rechnen, und anstatt des Gesanges lasse man die Instrumente dominiren.’”
Georg August Griesinger, Biographische Notizen über Joseph Haydn (Leipzig, 1810;
repr. Hildesheim: Olms, 1981), 114–5. English translation after Vernon Gotwals,
trans., Joseph Haydn: Eighteenth-Century Gentleman and Genius. Madison, WI, 1963.
Cf. Hollace Ann Schafer, “‘A Wisely Ordered Phantasie’: Joseph Haydn’s Creative
Process from the Sketches and Drafts for Instrumental Music” (PhD diss., Brandeis
University, 1987) and ead., “Kindling the Compositional Fire: Haydn’s Keyboard
Phantasiren,” in: Critica Musica: Essays in Honor of Paul Brainard, ed. John Knowles
(London and New York: Routledge, 1996), 365–378.
Robert Spaethling, ed. and trans., Mozart’s Letters, Mozart’s Life: Selected Letters
(New York: W. W. Norton, 2000), 277. Two letters of Maria Anna Mozart to Leopold
Mozart of 24 March and 5 April, 1778 confirm this picture. From the letter of 24
March (Bauer-Deutsch no. 439) : “den wolfgang ist die zeit lang weill er noch kein
Clavier hat.” From the letter of 5 April (Bauer-Deutsch no. 440): “. . . der eingang
und die stiegen ist so öng das es ohnmöglisch wehre ein Clavier hin auf zu bringen.
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Mozart’s compositional process, at least when he was under pressure. Although his
wife Constanze later claimed that “he seldom went to the pianoforte when he
composed,” this can best be understood in light of the description given by Franz
Xaver Niemetschek (1766–1849) in his 1798 biography of the composer: “Mozart . . .
never touched the piano while writing . . . . [When composing an aria] he went
about for some time, concentrating on [the text] until his fantasy was fired. Then he
proceeded to work out his ideas at the piano; and only then did he sit down and
write. That is why he found the writing itself so easy.”11
Beethoven, too, improvised at the keyboard in order to compose. An 1811
sketch leaf contains a note Beethoven made to himself to get a “small piano for
composing.”12 In 1823, he wrote to his student and patron, Archduke Rudolph of
Austria (1788–1831):

11

12

der wolfgang mues also ausser haus beÿ Monsieur le gro Componieren weill dorth
ein Clavier ist.”
“auch kam er nie während des Schreibens zum Klavier. . . . Wenn er den Text zu
einer Singkomposition bekam, so gieng er lange Zeit damit herum, dachte sich
ganz hinein, und erregte die Thätigkeit seiner Phantasie. Bey dem Klavier arbeitete
er dann die Gedanken vollständig aus; und nun erst setste er sich zum Schreiben
hin. Daher war ihm das Schreiben eine leichte Arbeit, wobey er oft schertzte und
tändelte.” Franz Xaver Niemetschek, Leben des K. K. Kapellmeisters Wolfgang
Gottlieb Mozart nach Originalquellen beschrieben (Prague, 1798), 54. English
translation after Lewis Lockwood, Beethoven: The Music and the Life (New York: W.
W. Norton, 2003), 282.
“kleines klawier zum componieren.” Quoted after Lockwood, Beethoven: The Music
and the Life, 282 fn. 4. See also Hans Schmidt, “Verzeichnis der Skizzen
Beethovens,” Beethoven-Jahrbuch 6 (1969): 7–128 at 60.
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[You] must now continue, in particular, your exercises in
composition, and when sitting at the pianoforte you should jot
down your ideas in the form of sketches. For this purpose you
should have a small table beside the pianoforte. In this way not
only is one’s imagination stimulated but one also learns to pin
down immediately the most remote ideas. You should also
compose without a pianoforte.13
Beethoven’s account shows that even though improvising at the keyboard was an
important catalyst for composition, the ability to translate the thoughts that came
from improvisation into notation was a separate skill that needed to be exercised
simultaneously. This seems consistent with Haydn’s terminology for his creative
process, which distinguished phantasiren (improvising), componiren (sketching and
drafting), and setzen (writing a full score).14
This dissertation assesses the reports about how Bach taught his students to
compose, and how they in fact did compose. Is it actually true that Bach taught his
apprentices to compose at a desk away from the instrument, except perhaps when
composing keyboard pieces? Did Bach have a systematic compositional pedagogy?
13

14

Sieghard Brandenburg, ed., Beethoven-Briefwechsel. Gesamtausgabe (Munich:
Henle, 1996–1998), no. 1686. English translation after Susan Kagan, Archduke
Rudolph, Beethoven’s Patron, Pupil, and Friend: His Life and Music (Stuyvesant, NY:
Pendragon, 1988), 32.
“Übersende unterdess[en] das 6te quartett [op. 50]. Aus mangl der Zeit hab ich das
5te noch nicht setzen können, unterdessen aber ist dasselbe schon componiert”
(emphasis added). Letter of Joseph Haydn to Carlo Artaria, 12 July 1787. Quoted
after Hollace Ann Schafer, “‘A Wisely Ordered Phantasie’: Joseph Haydn’s Creative
Process from the Sketches and Drafts for Instrumental Music” (PhD diss., Brandeis
University, 1987), 1. Schafer elaborates the distinction between componiren and
setzen through the dissertation.
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What kinds of sources and evidence would bear on these question? What historical
or cultural factors, whether related by real musicians or adumbrated in fictions like
Caraffa, may have conditioned the accounts given by Bach’s students on such
matters?

Copying Bach – Overview
J. S. Bach was one of the most widely sought music teachers in Germany
during his lifetime. Some eighty private pupils came under his supervision in
Leipzig, ostensibly “attracted by the opportunity to combine academic studies at
Germany’s largest and most prestigious university with private instruction in
music.”15 Some of these students worked with Bach for a decade or more.
Hans Löffler seminal study on Bach’s students distinguished several different
kinds of pupils.16 Among the eighty are not counted those students of St. Thomas’s
School whom Bach instructed in singing in the normal course of the curriculum. By
the mid-eighteenth century, the moniker Bach Schüler was already used as a badge
of honor by many who had been students at St. Thomas’s during Bach’s tenure—or
whose connection was even more tenuous. However, Bach scholarship counts

15
16

NBR, 314. Cf. also Hans Löffler, “Die Schüler Joh. Seb. Bachs,” BJ 40 (1953): 5–28;
Löffler’s study cites 81 Bach students.
Löffler, “Die Schüler Joh. Se. Bachs,” 5.
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under this rubric only those students from St. Thomas’s School or the university
who, working as copyists or performers as his so-called “Helfer bey der Musik,”
helped Bach perform his official duties; those who received private instruction in
singing, keyboard, or composition, whether they were rich amateurs or
professionals in training; those whose personal connection with Bach is not certain,
but who were contemporaneous, avid collectors and advocates and whose own
works show Bach’s influence; or those colleagues with whom Bach enjoyed regular
exchange.17
Naturally, these groups frequently overlapped, as the musicians in Bach’s
circle interacted in multiple, flexible contexts. Students in Bach’s family, especially
Wilhelm Friedemann Bach (1710–1784) and C. P. E. Bach, as well as Johann Ludwig
Krebs (1713–1780) and Johann Christoph Altnickol (1720–1759), who all lived in the
Bach household at different times, are properly considered a special group; their
interaction was closer and longer than that of other students. On the other hand,
some of the individuals Löffler indexes were not really students: Johann Peter
Kellner (1705–1772) is more properly considered an admirer of Bach’s, and Johann
Schneider (1702–1788) was in fact a colleague, serving as the organist at the

17

Cf. Hans-Joachim Schulze, “Studenten als Bachs Helfer bei der Leipziger
Kirchenmusik,” BJ 70 (1984): 45–52.
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Nikolaikirche from 1729 and himself privately teaching some of the students of St.
Thomas’s.
This study examines J. S. Bach as a teacher of composition, and accordingly
deals with the work of those students who became professional musicians, focusing
on those who themselves were composers. Foremost among such students are
Bach’s sons. However, I also consider the training of professional scribes who
seldom or never composed, as well as the compositional trials of non-professionals.
The training of Bach’s apprentices is documented through a substantial body
of musical manuscripts, including Bach’s pedagogical compositions, students’
copies of these, and student compositions. These musical sources are
contextualized by verbal accounts, including Bach’s professional references on
behalf of his students (Zeugnisse), the application letters (Bewerbungsschreiben) of
former students applying for professional posts, and other isolated documents.18

18

For professional references, see Dok I, 127ff. For application letters, see Dok II/267,
196; II/274, 201; II/288, 209–10; II/518, 408; II/519, 408; II/520, 409; II/521, 409–10;
II/524, 411; II/525, 412; II/544, 424; II/588, 459; II/596, 466. An important series of
documents comes from Philipp David Kräuter, Bach’s student in Weimar in 1712–
13, who provided his Augsburg sponsors a remarkably granular account of the
musical topics covered, Bach’s teaching methods, expenses, living arrangements,
and other details of the apprenticeship. According to Kräuter, these practicalities
included singing, keyboard and violin playing for church services and in concerts,
instrument care and maintenance, copying, and composition. Bach’s teaching, it
comes as no surprise, was aimed at producing well-rounded musicians in his own
mold for the service of the church or the court. See Franz Krautwurst, “Der
Augsburger Bach-Schüler Philipp David Kräuter. Eine Nachlese,” Augsburger
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Examination of these documents provides a basis for describing how young
musicians working in Bach’s circle learned the art of composition. A central finding,
elaborated in Chapters 3 and 4, is that reports of composing at a desk are, in general,
borne out. The activity of writing, what Joseph Kerman, in another context called
the “graphic act,” was central to what it meant to be an apprentice in Bach’s orbit.19
Indeed, the prestige of writing music from the mind without the aid of instruments
was increasingly vaunted among literary-minded composers with aspirations to
intellectual seriousness.
The centrality of writing to the art of composition can be explained in the
context of the humanistic education that musicians received in the Latin schools
through the seventeenth century until about the mid-eighteenth centuries.20 Just as
humanist authors practiced techniques of imitation, expansion, adaptation, and

19
20

Jahrbuch für Musikwissenschaft 7 (1990): 31–52; id., “Anmerkung zu den Augsburger
Bach-Dokumenten,” in: Festschrift Martin Ruhnke zum 65. Geburtstag, ed. KlausJürgen Sachs (Neuhausen-Stuttgart: Hänssler, 1986), 176–84. Cf. Dok V/B53a, 116;
V/B53b, 117; V/B53c, 118; V/B54a, 119; V/B56a, 120; V/B57a, 120; V/58a, 122; V/B53ba,
274; II/28, 46; NBR, 318ff.
Joseph Kerman, “Beethoven’s Early Sketches,” MQ 56/4 (1970): 515–538 at 538.
The neo-humanist project sharply declined toward the middle of the eighteenth
century, giving way to the new classicism of sensibility. As familiarity with the
Latin language diminished, so appreciation for Latin literature waned. New
classical models were sought in Greek as opposed to Latin antiquity, and in art and
architecture as opposed to literature; Johann Joachim Winckelmann’s tract
Gedanken über die Nachahmung der grichischen Werke in der Malerei und
Bildhauerkunst (Dresden, 1756) is emblematic of the newer priorities. See Geoffrey
Atherton, The Decline and Fall of Virgil in Eighteenth-Century Germany (Rochester,
NY: Camden, 2006), 74–88.
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elaboration, so composers learned to use the conventions of musical writing to
expedite compositional invention and development, and copyists used their
conceptual grasp of compositional structure to expedite the copying of an
exemplar.
Musicological discussions of recent decades have reconfigured our
understanding of compositional history by shedding light on the centrality of
improvisation, breaking down the distinction between performer and composer,
and even problematizing the concept of a musical work.21 The relationship between
improvisation and composition—or more generally, between orality and literacy—
is complex, and the importance of writing does not diminish the importance of
embodied musical skill, nor the tacit knowledge that comes from experience in

21

Some of the most influential contributors have been scholars of the Italian
partimento tradition, especially Robert O. Gjerdingen, Music in the Galant Style
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2007); Giorgio Sanguinetti, The Art of Partimento:
History, Theory, and Practice (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2012); and Dirk
Moelants and Kathleen Snyers (eds.), Partimento and Continuo Playing in Theory
and Practice, Collected Writings of the Orpheus Institute 9 (Leuven: Leuven
University Press, 2010). For other approaches, see Tom Beghin and Sander M.
Goldberg (eds.), Haydn and the Performance of Rhetoric (Chicago: The University of
Chicago Press, 2007); Annette Richards, The Free Fantasia and the Musical
Picturesque (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2001). On the origin of the
concept of the work, see Margaret Bent, “‘Resfacta’ and ‘Cantare Super Librum’,”
JAMS 36/3 (1983): 371–391; Rob C. Wegman, “From Maker to Composer:
Improvisation and Musical Authorship in the Low Countries, 1450–1500,” JAMS
49/3 (1996): 409–79.
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performance.22 Indeed, it may be that the ability to write music away from an
instrument in some way proves the composer’s skill as a virtuoso: the instrument is
so deeply embodied that it remains accessible to the composer even when working
at the desk. Nevertheless, the special art of putting pen to paper—of expanding,
revising, and improving written music; of manipulating notation as well as sound—
is central to Bach's compositional aesthetics, and was central to his teaching of
composition as well.
An important aspect of Jacques Derrida’s argument in De la grammatologie
(1967) was that throughout the Western philosophical tradition, writing has been
considered a derivative of speech, a system that lacked speech’s full access to the
substance of thought.23 Reacting against an Aristotelian conception of the sign,
Derrida contends that written signs can signify like oral signs can. However, instead
of arguing that writing is “as immediate” as speech, he suggests instead that all signs
22
23

Cf. Walter J. Ong, Orality and Literacy: The Technologizing of the Word, 2nd edn
(London: Routledge, 1982/2002).
“If, for Aristotle, for example, ‘spoken words (ta en tē phonē) are the symbols of
mental experience (pathēmata tēs psychēs) and written words are the symbols of
spoken words’ (De interpretatione, 1, 16a 3) it is that the voice [vowel], productive of
the first symbols, has a relationship of essential and immediate proximity with the
soul.” Jacques Derrida, Of Grammatology, trans. Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak, rev.
edn (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2016), 11. “Si, pour Aristote, par
exemple, ‘les sons émis par la voix (τὰ ὲν τῆ φωνῆ) sont les symboles des états de
l’âme (παθήµατα τῆς ψυχῆς) et les mots écrits les symboles des mots émis par la
voix’ . . . c’est que la voix, productrice des premiers symboles, a un rapport de
proximité essentielle et immédiate avec l’âme.” Id., De la grammatologie (Paris:
Éditions de Minuit, 1967), 21f.
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signify by reference to other signs—that is, that speech is not so immediate as it
appears, but, as in writing, its signs “establish conventions [by] linking other
conventions among themselves.”24 In other words (no pun intended), Derrida
argues that speech acts signify in the same transitive, or “deferred,” way as writing.
Writing, no less and no more than speech, is a trace of the substance of thought. The
concept of différance, the “(pure) trace” that “permits the articulation of signs
among themselves,” emerges as a consequence of Derrida’s deconstruction of
speech’s putative preeminence over writing.25
Music notation, perhaps even to a greater degree than written language, is
likewise frequently seen as secondary to performance. The moment of
compositional invention or inspiration is conceived as prior, both temporally and
ontologically, to an act of compositional writing. Notation is seen to be at a remove
from the music it notates; it is not itself music. Conversely, considering music
notation and the act of writing as a form compositional thought—not merely as a
means of inscription—is analogous to Derrida’s deconstruction of the speechwriting binary for language.

24
25

Of Grammatology, 11. “Le langage écrit fixerait des conventions liant entre elles
d’autres conventions.” De la grammatologie, 22.
Of Grammatology, 62. “La trace (pure) est la différance . . . . Cette différance n’est
donc pas plus sensible qu’intelligible et elle permet l’articulation des signes entre
eux à l’intérieur d’un même ordre abstrait—d’un texte phonique ou graphique par
exemple—ou entre deux ordres d’expression.” De la grammatologie, 92.
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My second argument in this dissertation, elaborated in Chapter 2, is that the
notion of a systematic Bachian compositional pedagogy is illusory, despite the fact
that such a method was described by late-eighteenth century commentators. Here
is how Johann Philipp Kirnberger (1721–1783) described it in 1782:
[Johann Sebastian Bach’s] method is the best because he
progresses thoroughly from the easiest step to the most
difficult, through which even the step to fugue itself is no more
difficult than any other. For this reason, I maintain that Bach’s
method is the only one and the best one. It is regrettable that
this great musician has written nothing theoretical about
music, and that his teachings have been made available to
posterity only through his pupils. I have sought to restore the
method of the late Bach to basic principles and to present his
instruction to the very best of my ability in my [forthcoming]
book, The Art of Strict Composition.26
Kirnberger’s appeal to the “Bach method” can be seen in part as a marketing
maneuver. By claiming Bach had a systematic method that he never wrote down,

26

“Seine Methode ist die beste, denn er geht durchgängig Schritt vor Schritt vom
leichtesten bis zum schwersten über, eben dadurch ist der Schritt zur Fuge selbst
nicht schwerer, als ein Uebergang zum andern. Aus diesem Grunde halte ich die
Johann Sebastian Bachsche Methode für die einzige und beste. Es ist zu bedauern,
daß dieser große Mann über die Musik nie etwas theoretisches geschrieben hat,
und seine Lehre nur durch seine Schüler auf die Nachwelt gekommen sind. Ich
habe die Methode des sel. Joh. Seb. Bach auf Grundsätze zurück zu führen und
seine Lehren nach dem Maaße meiner Kräfte der Welt, in meiner Kunst des reinen
Satzes, vor Augen zu legen gesuchet.” Johann Philipp Kirnberger, Gedanken über
die verschiedenen Lehrarten in der Komposition, als Vorbereitung zur Fugenkenntniß
(Berlin, 1782), 4–5 [= Dok III/867, 362]. English translation after Richard B. Nelson
and Donald R. Boomgaarden, “Kirnberger’s ‘Thoughts on the Different Methods of
Teaching Composition as Preparation for Understanding Fugue’,” JMT 30/1 (1986):
71–94 at 75.
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Kirnberger created the market and demand for his own treatise, which was to
appear in 1786. In his 1802 biography, Forkel likewise describes Bach’s “sure and
excellent” method of teaching composition, beginning with thoroughbass, then
proceeding to chorales, and by degrees to ever higher compositional heights.27
This notion of a systematic compositional pedagogy permeates the modern
reception of Bach’s teaching. Kirnberger and Forkel and others describe a method
that is a progression from rudiments to increasingly complex genres.28 Even if Bach
began keyboard instruction with isolated rudiments for fingering, as pieces like the
Applicatio BWV 994 in the Clavierbüchlein vor Wilhelm Friedemann Bach seem to
confirm, the manner of teaching composition was all but certainly much more
varied. Some students, like Johann Ludwig Krebs, were Bach’s students for more
than a decade; others, like Johann Gottfried Müthel (1728–1788), studied with Bach
for only a few weeks. (Müthel’s time with Bach was cut short by the latter’s death.)
The students’ manuscripts do not suggest that a uniform, step-by-step progression
was followed in such disparate cases.
It is true that there were a limited variety of copying activities, including rote
copying, arrangement, emulation, homage, and free composition, which
27
28

“So zweckmäßig und sicher Bachs Lehrart im Spielen war, so war sie es auch in der
Composition.” Forkel 1802, 71. Cf. NBR/VI, 454.
See, for example, the progression outlined in Forkel 1802, 70f; compare Wolff 2000,
328–30.
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apprentices undertook—most of them by happenstance, rather than for a
consciously pedagogical purpose. Even when learning appears to be in the
foreground, apprentices had considerable latitude to pursue their own interests
independently.29 Equally importantly, there is no discernible progression from rote
copying to the “intermediate” types of copying to free composition. Finally, copying
in these ways is not particular to the Bach circle. To the extent there was a Bach
method, it is only in a weak sense: apprentices pursued similar activities within
Bach’s orbit whereby they acquired compositional acumen, but these activities only
sometimes entailed Bach’s personal instruction. More often, students simply copied
what they had access to or what was needed for performance.

Sources
This study considers some 250 manuscripts, mostly music manuscripts
copied by apprentices in Bach’s circle between 1720 and 1750. Most of these
manuscripts are cantata parts, copied in the course of regular preparations for first
performances in the late 1720s, or for revivals or parodies in the 1730s. From these
parts is found a wealth of information about how individual apprentices learned
29

Peter Wollny, “‘Eine eigene Art von Styl’: Carl Philipp Emanuel Bachs künstlerische
Entwicklung im Spannungsfeld zwischen Bruder und Vater,” in: Carl Philipp
Emanuel Bach im Spannungsfeld zwischen Tradition und Aufbruch, ed. Christine
Blanken and Wolfgang Enßlin, LBB 12 (Hildesheim: Olms, 2016), 415–27.
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scribal practices, and how the collective work of the cantata workshop was
distributed among the composer, the head copyists, and the assistants, from the
creative conception to the scribal execution.
Another important body of materials, if actually a single manuscript, is the
Clavierbüchlein vor Wilhelm Friedemann Bach (US-NHub, Music Deposit 31). This is
the most detailed record of a music apprenticeship under Bach. It contains W. F.
Bach’s earliest autographs, and shows his progress in the earliest stages of his
musical development from 1720 to 1724/5, from age 10 to age 15 or so. The survival of
his contemporaneous school notebooks, now at the Bachhaus in Eisenach, provides
the opportunity to study the Clavierbüchlein in the context of his broader education
at the Thomasschule. The picture of W. F. Bach’s activities after 1725 is rounded out
by his copies of Bach’s keyboard music before 1745, including his copy of the
“Mogul” organ concerto BWV 594 (D-LEu N.I.5138, ca. 1727), his copy of Bach’s organ
trios (P 272, 1732/3), and some isolated works from the Well-Tempered Clavier (I-Bc
DD70, 1735–1745).
A limited number of sketches and drafts by young composers in Bach’s circle
survive from the 1730s and 1740s. These sources give the clearest, if fragmentary,
picture of how apprentices worked independently on compositional problems. In
certain respects their sketching habits reflect those of J. S. Bach; but individual
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habits and preferences are discernable \ as early as the 1730s, particularly in C. P. E.
Bach’s sketches (P 683, ca. 1734).
Table 1-1: Sketches and drafts before 1745
Source
Item
Scribe

Date

Literature

P 329/10, p. 71

“Bourlesca” Fk 26

1735–9

BR-WFB, 71

P 329/10, p. 63

“Concerto” [a] Fk 45 WFB

ca. 1740

BR-WFB, 145

WFB

P 325/1, pp. 14–15 [kbd piece] Fk 29

WFB

ca. 1740

BR-WFB, 74

St 304 (T part)

[unident., in JLB 13]

WFB

—

Dürr Chr 2, 152

D-Bsa, SA 3650

[studies]

WFB/JSB

ca. 1736–9

KB IX/1, 81–4;
LBB 5, 275–87

P 1017, p. 45

[unident., in

CPEB

1730/31

—

Brockes-Passion]
P 683, p. 4

[sonata in D]

CPEB

ca. 1734

—

P 683, p. 7

[fantasy in d]

CPEB

ca. 1734

L/W 1993, 164–5

P 683, p. 7

[4-part sketch in F]

CPEB

ca. 1734

L/W 1993, 164

P 801, pp. 94–6

[10 sketches]

JLK

1730s

—

P 801, p. 194

[3 sketches]

JLK

1730s

—

P 801, p. 407

[sketch]

JLK?

—

—

P 491

BWV 598 [Pedal-

CPEB

1732–4

L/W 1993, 138;

Exercitium]
P 225, p. 32

[unident., in BWV

CPEB:CW I/9, 121
BDL

Anh. 131]
US-NHub, Mus.

[bass sketch in g]

after

cf. KB V/4, 70f

1733/4?
—

1730s?

cf. KB V/5, 62f

Dep. 31, fol. 33v

In addition to student autographs, I also consider selected works certainly or
probably by students, written in emulation of or homage to Bach. Despite their
problematic transmissions in late sources, these works show how students
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borrowed the musical ideas or compositional techniques from models, and provide
a context for discussing the related concepts emulation and homage.

Types of Sources
Bach autographs are generally distinguished with four labels which describe
the handwriting and the function of the source.30
Figure 1-2: Typology of Bach autographs (after Dadelsen 1957)
Working hand
(Gebrauchsschrift)

hasty
(flüchtig)

finality
(Endgültigkeit)

Composing score
(Konzeptschrift)

Fair copy
(Reinschrift)

Calligraphic hand
(kalligraphische Schrift)

final
(endgültig)

earlier

time

most single-composer
sources

later

A composing score is defined as a source that is dependent on no prior sources; for a
given work, it is assumed there is a single composing score that therefore is
30

Cf. Dadelsen 1957 and Dadelsen 1958.
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chronologically prior to all other sources of that work. A fair copy is a relatively
uncorrected, error-free source, dependent on some prior corrected source. In Figure
1-2, the horizontal axis maps sources in time, but it is actually a synthesis of a variety

of types of evidence. By necessity, the dating and filiation of sources interact to
establish their chronology. The physical source can be dated “absolutely”—that is,
assigned to a date or date-range on the calendar, even if only approximately—on
the basis of watermarks or scribal hands, whereas a source’s abstract content, its
readings, can ordinarily only be dated “relatively”—earlier or later—by comparing
its readings to other sources.
The vertical axis of Figure 1-2 deals with the appearance of sources. A noncalligraphic score is more speedily written (and therefore sometimes messier) than
a calligraphic score, which is relatively more neat and tidy. The most common types
of sources are hasty composing scores and calligraphic fair copies, so that there is
often a correlation between a source’s paleographic aspects and its relative place in
the compositional genesis of the work it transmits: the sources tend to go from
hasty and early, to tidy and late, as represented by the dotted line in Figure 1-2.
However, calligraphic composing scores and non-calligraphic fair copies exist, so a
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correlation between the finality of appearance and chronology does not always
obtain.31
With the concept of a revision copy, Robert Marshall attempted to account
for sources which seemed “in between” fair copies and composing scores. A revision
copy is one with “calligraphic penmanship and . . . comparatively few corrections.”32
This is a useful label that applies to many manuscripts. However, the term conflates
the two axes in Figure 1-2. Any fair copy with errors becomes a revision copy after it
is proofread, and a fluidly written composing score with some corrections is
indistinguishable from a revision copy.33 In other words, although Marshall intends
the term to describes sources that are chronologically intermediate, in fact some the
term can be correctly applied to fundamentally different types of sources at
opposite ends of the chronological axis. Any source is, after all, potentially subject
to revision.
Neither Dadelsen’s nor Marshall’s categories distinguish among the purposes
of a copy or the scribe’s mindset in making the copy. When a copy deviates from its
exemplar, it is either (a) a bad copy (unauthorized or wrong changes); (b) a
correction or revision (authorized changes); or (c) an archetype unto itself (so

31
32
33

For examples, see Marshall 1972, 1:20–22.
Ibid., 1:4.
Cf. ibid., 1:5.
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different as to no longer be a copy). However, the rhetorical training of the Latin
schools trained students to deviate from their models in systematic ways. The
manner of reading the model and writing the copy leaves discernable traces in the
sources, which suggest some modifications to the usual terms of classification.
These categories are most clumsy when assistant scribes help a composer
execute a composition, as in a parody, or when multiple scribes who can all
legitimately be considered composers work with shared musical material, as in
pastiches, emulations, and arrangements. Such multi-author sources or sourcefamilies are drafted using a mixture of techniques, from direct copying to free
sketching. On the paleographic axis, they often have a mixed appearance an overall
neat copy with occasional hastily written passages (US-NHub, Music Deposit 31, fols.
30r–v), or an overall hasty copy with a few neatly copied passages (US-NHub, Music
Deposit 31, fols. 7v–8r). On the chronological axis, the mixture of drafting
techniques complicates the classification of such sources. It is misleading to
consider them revisions or corrections of their models (as would be so if in the case
of a single composer). To call them “versions” is, similarly, confusing: a version
refers to different strands in the transmission of a single work. Yet, emulations,
arrangements, parodies, and pastiches are usually in the same textual transmission.
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Furthermore, the concept of version implies that derivative works and their models
should be considered the same work, but this is by no means obvious.

Figure 1-3: Modified typology for related sources by multiple scribes/composers
relatively more
independent

Concept copy
= “Konzeptschrift”
• emulation
• arrangement

dependency

Fair copy
(Reinschrift)

Composing score
• parody
• pastiche

relatively more
dependent

Direct copy
= “Abschrift”

earlier

time

most single-composer
sources

later

To categorize such examples in relation to their model, I propose a
reconception of the horizontal, Konzeptschrift–Reinschrift axis. Figure 1-3 expands
the single horizontal axis of Figure 1-2 to two axes. (The vertical axis of Figure 1-2, not
shown here, could be overlaid to make a three-dimensional space.) According to the
usual definitions, a composer first inscribes a work in a composing score by
translating a musical idea into notation. The composing score is then corrected and
recopied, whereby the notational signs and even the layout of the composing score
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are replicated. In this way, the ordinary use of the terms composing score and fair
copy conflate a source’s chronology and its modality of inscription.
For an original work, there obviously is no exemplar for a composing score;
all other copies of work depend on the composing score, which is why the
conventional terminology collapses a given source’s chronology and its modality of
inscription. However, it is possible to conceive of what I will call a concept copy to
refer to a source wherein the scribe, who is not the composer, writes out a musical
idea afresh. That is, a concept copy is a source in which the scribe creatively
translates the musical idea into notation anew, rather than replicates the notational
signs of an exemplar. This could be done from memory, from dictation, or with a
model at hand, and there could be many such concept copies of a common model.
The term concept copy would subsume many different kinds of sources, including
transcriptions, arrangements, parodies, emulations, and recompositions. What is
common to all of these, is that the graphic act of inscription depends not on a
notational exemplar, but on the scribe’s ideas of the music. Defined in this way, a
concept copy is not necessarily chronologically prior to other copies of the same
work. A scribe can write from the mind or from sight at any stage in the
transmission.
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The complement to the concept copy may be termed a direct copy: a direct
copy replicates the readings of an exemplar. If it retains and clarifies the readings of
the exemplar, it is a fair copy. If it changes the readings of the exemplar, it is a
revision copy.34
Table 1-2: Concept copy vs. direct copy
Basis
Inscription type
ideas, memories, sounds concept copy
notation qua model

concept copy

notation qua exemplar

direct copy

Examples
composing score, transcriptions from
memory or by ear
emulation of another’s work,
arrangements, parodies
fair copies, parts, etc.

This revised concept copy–direct copy axis no longer is restricted to a single scribecomposer’s manuscripts and works, and therefore no longer has any chronological
correlation. In other words, the traditional Konzeptschrift–Reinschrift axis is
retained, but it is reconfigured to describe the scribe’s approach to the activity of
copying or inscription type: a direct copy is based on an exemplar and concept copy
is based on a model.
The related terms sketch and draft constitute another important pair.
Marshall defines a sketch as a notation which serves as a memory aid during the

34

Changes must be of such a kind that the exemplar meaningfully remains the
hyparchetype. Significant departures from an exemplar, such as occur in the
process of arrangement or parody, may suggest that the source in question is a
concept copy and not a direct revision copy.
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compositional process and a draft as a sketch without a subsequent elaboration.35
Most of these notations are purely utilitarian and do not amount to more than
multi-note custodes. Some are so fragmentary as to be uninterpretable. Most of the
notations that Marshall terms “sketches” I would refer to as incipits or fragments.
I prefer to think of sketches as notations which indicate the shape of a whole
idea.36 A draft may be defined as a notation which evinces working out on paper. A
sketch becomes a draft by the introduction of corrections and changes. This
definition of a sketch, as the preliminary notation of a musical concept, is more in
line with how sketches are usually defined outside Bach studies.37
Drafts may be categorized according to their overall shape. Here I follow
Lewis Lockwood’s typology for Beethoven drafts, which distinguishes between
longer, continuous drafts and shorter excerpts, but I make further distinctions
among the latter kind.38

35

36
37

38

In Bach’s composing scores, sketches are often at the bottom of recto pages and are
immediately elaborated at the top of the next verso page, or are near the beginning
of a fascicle and elaborated nearer the end. Evidently, Bach wrote these sketches
when composition could not proceed immediately, either because the ink on a
recto side was wet, or because other movements needed to be composed first.
This is called a “concept sketch” in Beethoven studies. Cf. Alan Tyson, “The 1803
Version of Beethoven’s Christus am Oelberge,” MQ 61/4 (1970): 551–584 at 570–1.
Cf. Lewis Lockwood, “On Beethoven’s Sketches and Autographs: Some Problems of
Definition and Interpretation,” Acta musicologica 42/1–2 (1970): 32–47 and id.,
“Addendum,” [= corrigenda] Acta musicologica 43/3–4 (1970): 283.
Lockwood, “On Beethoven’s Sketches and Autographs,” 42.
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1. Continuity draft: A continuous, extended draft of a complete section of music.
This is analogous to the definition of a continuity draft in Beethoven studies;
however, in the Bach circle the length of such a draft is on the order of about a
dozen measures or so—i.e. a complete period ending in a cadence, such as a
ritornello.39
2. Excerpt: A self-contained passage for substitution or insertion into a continuity
draft. Such passages may be cadenzas, toccata-like episodes based on
elaborations of chord progressions, or a fugue subject or main theme.
3. Fragment: In contrast with an excerpt, a fragment is incomplete and therefore
not self-contained.
4. Study: A systematic working out, often of combinatorial possibilities in
counterpoint, harmonies, etc.; one entry in a study may function as an excerpt
for insertion or substitution in a continuity draft. Examples include the
counterpoint studies in D-Bsa, SA 3650 and J. L. Krebs fugue subject studies in
P 801 (pp. 94–6).

39

The term “continuity draft” was coined by Joshua Rifkin. Cf. Lockwood, “On
Beethoven’s Autographs and Sketches,” 42 fn. 18.
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Method of Source Criticism
If stemmatic recension describes the relationship between a direct copy and
its exemplar, in the senses defined above, the relationship between a concept copy
and its models can be described from the perspective of genetic criticism.40 Genetic
criticism does not study the final text as would be established by stemmatic
recension, but studies the “avant-texte,” or the various stages preceding the final
text. For music, this may include models, sketches, studies, drafts, and so forth. The
objective is the reconstruction and analysis of the processes of writing whereby a
final text came into being. Such analysis can explain the causes of the final text by
constructing an internal genealogy of the text itself: some readings may be
determined by others which are said to have “precedence,” while other readings
may seem to result from authorial fiat.
Genetic criticism often proffers alternative texts. If the genesis of readings
across a time span and the precedence of readings at a certain point in time can be
described, in many cases the conditions which might have resulted in an alternative

40

See especially Jed Deppman, Daniel Ferrer, and Michael Groden (eds.), Genetic
Criticsm: Texts and Avant-Textes (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press,
2004); William Kinderman and Joseph E. Jones (eds.), Genetic Criticism and the
Creative Process: Essays from Music, Literature, and Theater (Rochester: University
of Rochester Press, 2009); Bernhard R. Appel, “Genetische Textkritik: Vom
mehrfachen Schriftsinn musikalischer Werkstattdokumente,” in: Brahms am Werk:
Konzepte, Texte, Prozesse, ed. Siegfried Oechsle and Michael Struck (Munich:
Henle, 2016), 25–45.
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reading can be reasonably inferred. This is precisely the kind analysis that should be
applied, albeit informally, in traditional stemmatics when an editor proposes an
emendation of a reading or a solution to a lacuna. Genetic criticism foregrounds
and formalizes the analysis of the genesis and precedence of readings. Genetic
criticism can serve as a basis for proposing alternative texts, including emendations,
reconstructions, or adaptations. Such is the basis for the reconstructions in
Appendices 1 and 3.

Music and Writing
Focus on the materials of composing—pens and paper and how apprentices
learned to use them—is central to this study. Broadly speaking, the “material turn”
of the 1990s put new focus on the influence of (non-human) materials and objects
on (human) individuals, groups, or institutions.41 In the study of the visual and
plastic arts, one of the effects of the materiality discourse was a renewed interest in
the techniques of manufacture; this is because actions of painters, sculptors, and so
forth result in real, tangible objects. Pamela H. Smith’s work on the history of “craft

41

Cf. Bruno Latour, Reassembling the Social: An Introduction to Actor-Network-Theory
(Oxford and New York: Oxford University Press, 2005); and Bruno Latour and Steve
Woolgar, Laboratory Life: The Construction of Scientific Facts (Beverly Hills: Sage,
1979).
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knowledge” is an exemplary and influential contribution of this type.42 The material
turn in art history has, in its own turn, brought forward the complex relationship
between artistic creation and artisan production, and has helped to historicize
related concepts such as the relative status of the fine arts vs. (mere) handicraft, the
artist vs. (mere) craftsperson, and inspiration vs. (mere) execution. In music, we
might construe dyads like fantasy-composition and composition-performance as
analogous.
Yet, music is not material in the same way that painting and sculpture are.
Whereas the raw, unfashioned stuff of these arts still takes up space, music’s basic
“materials” are acoustic and temporal: it is not clear whether the stuff of music
exists before it is fashioned as music. Nevertheless, the actions of composers result
in music in a way that is at least superficially analogous to the way in which the
actions of painters or sculptors (or cobblers, for that matter) result in paintings or
42

Cf. Pamela H. Smith, Amy Meyers, and Harold J. Cook (eds.), Ways of Making and
Knowing: The Material Culture of Empircal Knowledge (Ann Arbor: The University
of Michigan Press, 2014); Pamela H. Smith, Christy Anderson, and Anne Dunlop
(eds.), The Matter of Art: Materials, Practices, and Cultural Logics, c. 1250–1750
(Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2014); Pamela H. Smith, “Making
Things: Techniques and books in early modern Europe,” in: Things, ed. Paula
Findlen (London: Routledge, 2013), 173–203; ead., “In the Workshop of History:
Making, Writing, and Meaning,” West 86th: A Journal of Decorative Arts, Design
History, and Material Culture 19 (2012): 4–31; and Linda Seidel, “Visual
Representation as Instructional Text: Jan van Eyck and The Ghent Altarpiece,” in:
Making Knowledge in Early Modern Europe: Practices, Objects, and Texts, 1400–1800,
ed. Pamela H. Smith and Benjamin Schmidt (Chicago: The University of Chicago
Press, 2008), 45–67.
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sculptures (or shoes). Art history has arguably had a less treacherous gap to bridge
than music history; for this reason, that discipline has much to teach musicology in
approaching these shared questions. The study of music’s basic tools, and how
musicians learn about them and learn to refashion them through composing and
performing, can illuminate musical cultures of the past.
The basic tools of music composition were those of writing. Students learned
to write first by practicing letters on a tablet (Schreibe-Tafel). The tablet could be a
slate or a piece of parchment stretched over a frame, and was written upon with
chalk, charcoal, or, in the case of a slate, scratched with a stylus (Griffel) of bone,
wood, steel, or brass.43 Paper was expensive, and was only used once the rudiments
had been mastered. Students learned to rule the paper and wrote first with ochre or
lead pencil.44 Pencil could be erased by rubbing with a gum eraser or damp sponge,
or by scraping with a pumice stone or penknife. Once students learned to choose
and cut quills for pens and how to mix ink, perhaps around the age of ten, they
began to write in ink and keep their own papers, mainly in the form of a school

43
44

Zedler, s.vv. “Schreibe-Tafel” and “Griffel.”
Zedler, s.vv. “Schreibe-Bley,” “Röthelstift,” and “Reiß-Feder.” Ochre pencils were
commonly used in schools because they were cheap and readily available. Lead,
tin, or graphite pencils are harder and can hold a finer point, but were generally
more expensive. Cf. also Henry Petroski, The Pencil: A History of Design and
Circumstance (New York: Knopf, 2010), 15–23.
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notebook (Schreibe-Buch).45 Fine sand or pounce (ground fishbones) was used on
unsized paper to prevent the ink from running—not to help it dry, as is commonly
misunderstood.46 (Blotting paper was available as early as the fifteenth century, but
was not typically used except in the production of high-grade legal documents and
letters.47) By the age of fifteen, students at Latin schools would have mastered
German chancery cursive, gothic (“Fraktur”), and Latin scripts, often by copying
from books of practice exemplars such as the one shown in Figure 1-4.48 W. F. Bach’s
school notebooks show that he had facility with all these scripts and Greek script by
that age.

45
46
47
48

Zedler, s.v. “Schreibe-Buch.”
Zedler, s.vv. “Schreibekästlein,” “Streusand,” “Bimsstein.”
Gründliche Anweisung der edlen Schreib-Kunst (Magdeburg, 1716), 32.
“Ich schreibe die teutsche Current-Cantzeley- und Fractur-Schrift, fast nach
jedermanns Vergnügen und Verwunderung. Durch die Fractur-Zeilen, weiß ich gar
künstlich, nicht allein ein Paar Stäbe oder eine Schlange durchzuflechten, sondern
auch dieselben mit Gold, Silber und allerhand schönen bunten Farben
auszumahlen, ingleichen mit schönen Blum- und Laub-Wercke, auszuzieren,
darüber sich meine Eltern, ob sie gleich nicht viel schreiben und lesen können,
nebst denen Leuthen, so bey uns im Hause wohnen, über die Maaßen zu
verwundern pflegen.” Christian Pescheck, Vorhoff der Schreib-Kunst Zweyter Theil
(Leipzig, 1748), 4.
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Figure 1-4: “Zerstreuung und Fundament der Current” (Segmentation and
Foundation of Cursive Script), in: Berthold Ulrich Hofmann, Gründliche und
leichte Anweissung zur zierlichen Schreib-Kunst (Nürnberg, 1694), p. 2
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Figure 1-5: Gründliche Anweisung der edlen Schreib-Kunst (Magdeburg, 1716), p. 1
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The “Schreibens-Grund” in Figure 1-5 illustrates how the scribe should
approach the blank sheet of paper. After choosing a pen of the appropriate size and
assuming a comfortable posture, which could be square or angled to the edge of the
table, the scribe should envision the location at which the pen meets the paper as a
circle divided into six segments. These imaginary axes organize the letter spacing
and slant, and also represent the analogy between the work of the scribe and the
creation of the world in six days.49

Figure 1-6: P 175, fol. 1r (c. 1729 or 1749?), detail
Figure 1-6 shows the scribbles in pencil of a young musician on Bach’s
autograph composing score of Geschwinde, geschwinde ihr wirbelnden Winde. As
music, it is nonsense. However, understanding the cultural prestige of composing
49

Gründliche Answeisung der edlen Schreib-Kunst (Nürnberg, 1716), 37.
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on paper, the fact that paper was expensive, and the importance composers
therefore placed on the management of the manuscript page, this otherwise
meaningless doodle can be seen as a compositional trial. Of course, it is an early
one—too early, even; yet, I believe this sketch is precocious, not incompetent.
Writing in pencil, the appropriate tool of a scribe in training, the young composer
restricted the additions to the empty staves, ostensibly allowing the horror vacui to
guide the sketching. In this way, the doodle is similar to the many fragments
apparently occasioned by the reluctance to complete overleaf a poorly managed
copy that should have been able to fit on single page or opening; or the many
instances in which the formal boundaries of composing scores correlate to the
physical boundaries of the page, such that cadences and sections occur at the ends
of systems and pages; or the couple instances wherein a composition has later been
squeezed in to fill in a few empty staves at the bottom of a page, as occurs at several
locations in the Clavierbüchlein (see Figure 1-7).
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Figure 1-7: Music Deposit 31, fols. 57v–58r (1722–5)

The four types of musical sources described—an apparent graffito; fragmentary
copies; the regular mise-en-page of composing scores; and the compression of
whole pieces into spare empty staves—in fact amount to differing aspects of the
same underlying compositional approach: the economical but maximal use of
paper, such that one is loathe to put the first note down, but, having done so, one is
loathe to leave it any portion of the page unused. It is this fact of the intellectual
history of composition that allows this otherwise meaningless musical historical
document to tell its story.
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Figure 1-8: St 60 (1725): (a) Ihr, die ihr euch von Christo nennet BWV 164, oboe II
part, (b) detail
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A second example of what attention to the act of writing can reveal about
the act of composition is illustrated in Figure 1-8. The source, an oboe part from 1725,
is marked with Wilhelm Friedemann Bach’s monogram. Taken alone, it is just the
initials of a scribe. It becomes significant when viewed in the context of how scribes
usually work, and what kinds of sources tend to be signed. Scribes do not ordinarily
initial or sign their work; composers do. Moreover, this is no ordinary set of initials:
it is a monogram in imitation of a printer’s mark, just as Bach’s own was, and which
W. F. Bach was surely copying. It intimates the aspiration to compose for a wider
public—or at least imitates or performs the outward forms of the composer’s
position within the musical culture. This is a composerly inscription.

Music and Rhetoric
In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, especially in Germany, musical
performance and composition were widely conceived as analogous to rhetoric and
oratory. The historical reasons for this may be summarized as follows. From the
time of Boethius until the mid-seventeenth century, Pythagorean metaphysics
imbued music with political, social, and theological meaning. According to the
Pythagorean view, “the harmony generated by the divine act of the Creation infused
the entire universe, expressing itself hierarchically in layers of order. This
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harmony—the “famous music of the spheres”—balanced the cosmos the elements,
the soul and the body, and the political institutions of the State.”50 Speculative
music theory accordingly investigated number and proportion as the common
underlying principles of musical intervals, of human ethics, and ultimately of
cosmic order. Metaphysics was supplanted during the Enlightenment by aesthetics,
particularly in the wake of Daniel Hume’s Of the Standard of Taste (1757) and
Immanuel Kant’s Critique of Judgment (1790), whereby music, along with the other
nascent “fine” arts, was considered as an object of sensation, critical reflection,
sentiment, and judgment. Music excited and expressed human passions, affects,
and thoughts. It no longer undergirded the macrocosm, but rather became a mirror
and engine of the human microcosm.
The realignment was gradual. By the early seventeenth century, new
compositional styles and techniques were developing that corresponded to new
ways of conceiving the art of music itself. Changes in the notational system which
had been underway for about a century crystallized into a new, stable paradigm.
Concurrently, music began to be seen not in its traditional configuration as one of
the quadrivial (“mathematical”) arts, along with arithmetic, geometry, and

50

Downing A. Thomas, Music and the Origins of Language: Theories from the French
Enlightenment (Cambridge University Press, 1995), 15.
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astronomy, but as one of the trivial (“verbal”) arts, along with grammar, logic, and
rhetoric.
In keeping with these intellectual currents, J. S. Bach was reportedly “no
lover of dry, mathematical stuff.”51 A significant point of Johann Adolph Scheibe’s
famous second critique of Bach in 1738 was his lack of rhetorical knowledge:
[T]his great man has not concerned himself particularly with
those scholarly matters which actually are requisite for a great
composer. He has not paid attention to critical comments,
investigations, and the rules of rhetoric and poetry which are so
necessary in music, if one is to compose in a moving and
expressive way.52
The Leipzig rhetorician, Johann Abraham Birnbaum rebutted this view in his 1739
defense of Bach, countering “[Bach] understands so thoroughly the parts and
benefits which the composing of a piece of music has in common with oratory that
not only does one listen to him with a satisfying pleasure whenever he directs his
profound conversation to the similarity and conformity between the two, but one
51

52

“kein Liebhaber, von trokenem, mathematischem Zeuge.” Letter of C. P. E. Bach to
Forkel, 13 January 1775. CPEB-Dok/202, 1:478–84 at 478 = Dok III/803, 288–90 at
288; NBR/395, 398–400 at 398. Roughly contemporaneously, Burney reported
C. P. E. Bach speaking “irreverently of canons, which, he said, were dry and
despicable pieces of pedantry.” Burney 1773, 2:251.
“Es hat sich dieser grosse Mann nicht sonderlich in denen Wissenschaften
umgesehen, die eigentlich von einem gelehrten Componisten erfordert werden . . . .
Wie will derjenige alle Vortheile erreichen, die zur Erlangung des guten
Geschmacks gehören, welcher sich am wenigsten um critische Anmerkungen,
Untersuchungen und um die Regeln bekümmert hat, die aus der Redekunst und
Dichtkunst in der in der Musik doch so nothwendig sind, daß man ohne dieselben
unmöglich rührend und ausdrückend setzen kan.” Dok II/417, 316.
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also admires the clever application of the same in music.”53 Whatever the truth of
these critiques and comments, music’s status as a sister to the verbal arts is tacitly
affirmed.
One way to explain the “verbal paradigm” for music, as Downing A. Thomas
has called it, is to see it in relation to Western culture’s supposed logocentrism.
Thomas writes:
If during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries music was
thought of as a kind of language . . ., then perhaps this is
tantamount to saying with [Jacques] Derrida that, despite other
upheavals in philosophy, voice and reason (logos) remain
inextricably linked. […] In the philosophical tradition of the
West, according to Derrida, the voice is accorded a privileged
status as immediately close to truth, presence, and being. 54
Music, like the voice, with its capacity to express and excite human affections and
passions, might be thought of as having proximate access to logos. If music accesses
meaning in a way analogous to language, then it follows that discourses of musical
meaning—music theory and criticism—should be parallel to discourses of
linguistic meaning—poetry, oratory, and rhetoric.

53

54

“Die Theile und Vortheile, welche die Ausarbeitung eines musikalischen Stücks mit
der Rednerkunst gemein hat, kennet er so vollkommen, daß man ihn nicht nur mit
einem ersättigenden Vergnügen höret, wenn er seine gründlichen Unterredungen
auf die Aehnlichkeit und Uebereinstimmung beyder lenket; sondern man
bewundert auch die geschickte Anwendung derselben, in seinem Arbeiten.” Dok
II/441, 340–60 at 352. Translation from Peter Williams, The Organ Music of J. S.
Bach, 1st edn, 3 vols. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1980–4), 1:91.
Thomas, Music and the Origins of Language, 17–20.
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As Thomas rightly observes, Derrida’s framework cannot explain the
historical “waxing and waning” of the verbal paradigm in the early modern period. It
does not explain why mathematical metaphysics became inadequate for
interpreting music, nor why the verbal paradigm was ultimately abandoned in favor
of a view of music’s meaning as residing in the “unmediated formal play” of its
structures.55 Historically, it is perhaps easier to see why rhetoric permeated
seventeenth- and eighteenth-century German musical discourse when the broader
context of rhetoric’s centrality in the culture of the Reformation is kept in view.
Rhetorical thinking, metaphors, and practices permeated every aspect of
intellectual life.
From the sixteenth century into the early nineteenth century, there are
abundant examples in which critics and theorists use rhetoric as their frame of
reference to discuss music; this tradition is frequently associated with the term
musica poetica. Beginning with the Hamburg theorist Nicolaus Listenius’s
Rudimenta musicæ (1533), German theorists considered the ars scribendi, or the
craft of writing treatises on music and musical works, to be a special domain of
musica. With the new category musica poetica, Listenius reorganized the twofold
Boethian distinction between musica theoretica (speculative theory) and musica

55

Ibid., 18.
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practica (all aspects of practical music). The purpose (finis) of theory was
knowledge and the purpose of practice was performance. Listenius reasoned that
those aspects of music which required both knowledge and experience in
performance should be considered poetic because they consisted in making or
fashioning (in faciendo sive fabricando) a completed, written work (opus
consummatum et effectum), be it in prose or in tone (veluti cum à quopiam Musica,
aut musicum carmen conscribitur). Writing was the medium wherein performance
(exercitio) and thinking (cogitatio) would come together.56
The Rudimenta musicæ was revised and published as Musica (1537). This
revised version over forty editions by 1583, and continued to be reprinted
throughout the seventeenth century. Its threefold organization of music became the
common coin of German musical thought in the following centuries. The newly
autonomous craft of composition was aligned with rhetoric on the model of
Melanchthon’s adoption of rhetorical principles for biblical exegesis and instruction
in the reformed Latin schools.57 By the middle of the seventeenth century, musica

56
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Listenius, Musica, ch. 1. See also Bonnie J. Blackburn, “On Compositional Process in
the Fifteenth Century,” JAMS 40/2 (1987): 210–84 at 274–5. On “effectum” as
“written,” see ibid., 246–60 and Margaret Bent, “‘Resfacta’ and ‘Cantare Super
Librum’,” JAMS 36/3 (1983): 371–391.
Cf. Mel. Inst.; Mel. Elem.
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poetica referred to musical composition or compositional instruction, and was
constantly associated with rhetoric.58
Mattheson described the relationship between composition and rhetoric as
“quite close” (eine ziemliche nahe Verwandschafft).59 He distinguished three
rhetorical phases of composition: invention, composition proper (Elaboratio oder
Ausarbeitung), and performance. While the last two can easily be learned, the first
can only be inborn or “stolen”—that is, “thieving students” without an innately
inventive mind are commonly seen to take the ideas of their masters and pass them
off as their own. Yet Mattheson avers that musical topics (loci topici) and
procedures of variation and recombination (ars combinatoria) can be learned, and
indeed can be a reliable help in generating ideas. The judgement required to discern
which among such mechanically generated possibilities has promise is, however,
unteachable.60

58

59

60

The narrowing of the concept musica poetica to exclude the writing of treatises was
perhaps a natural development, since speculative theory was never purely a
hermetic contemplative practice, but was always associated with some written
scholarship.
This quotation does not stem from Christoph Bernhard, as claimed in Laurence
Dreyfus, Bach and the Patterns of Invention (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University
Press, 1996; repr. 2004), 5, but from Mattheson 1713, 104.
Mattheson 1713, 104–5.
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Johann Kuhnau’s 1709 account of musical invention likewise skirts the issue
of teaching invention proper, and talks instead of how the musical imagination can
be fired:
Indeed, the topic at hand is not the method of varying and
inventing, but rather how to proceed so that a correct
understanding of the words provides the opportunity for
[musical] invention, and how with good reason [this invention]
may be transmitted through music to the ears.61
What Kuhnau was describing is the expressive logic of a musical construction, not
so much as it may be found in a finished work, but as method of producing works.
When Kuhnau gives a taste of the procedures of invention, and it is clear that it is
not concerned with abstract meaning or structure, but compositional procedure:
For example, four notes of the same quality [i.e., intervals and
rhythm, a four-note motive] can be recombined according to
the rule of the method of combinations [i.e. factorials] twentyfour ways, and five notes 120 ways, and so forth. Here one
multiplies the last product in the series by the next number of
notes to be recombined [i.e. n! = (n–1)! × n]. Each combination
works a different effect in the mind [Gemüth] of the listener.
The variations would be practically infinite if one were to also

61

“Zwar ist hier nicht die Rede von der Art und Weise zu variiren und inventiren . . .
sondern es ist vornehmlich darum zu thun, wie der rechte Verstand der Worte
Gelegenheit zur Invention geben, und mit guter Raison durch die Music denen
Ohren zugebracht werden könne.” Johann Kuhnau, Texte zur Leipziger KirchenMusic, auf das mit Gott angefangene Kirchen-Jahr, vom ersten Advent-Sonntage
dieses zu Ende lauffenden 1709ten Jahres, biß wieder dahin Anno 1710 (Leipzig:
Tietzen, 1709); reprinted as Bernhard Friedrich Richter, “Eine Abhandlung Joh.
Kuhnau’s,” Monatshefte für Musikgeschichte 34/9 (1902): 147–54 at 150.
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change the qualities of the notes [i.e. vary the motive] at the
same time.62
Running through permutations of notes inspires in Kuhnau almost a reverie of the
endless expressive possibilities in melodic invention.
The usefulness of rhetoric, at least as a metaphor, for describing and
rationalizing compositional practice—after the fact—comes through in basic
musical terminology. As David Schulenberg notes, concepts like “theme,” “subject,”
and even “composition” are borrowed from rhetoric.63 Yet, how, or indeed whether,
rhetoric actually influenced compositional practice is much debated. The
interrelationship between these arts is “both obvious and unclear.”64

62

63

64

“[Z]um Exempel, vier Noten von einerley Qualität nach denen Praeceptis artis
combinatoriae 24. mahl, und 5. Noten 120. mahl, und so fort, da man das letzte
Productum mit dem in Progreßione Arithmetica folgenden Numero Notarum
variandarum multipliciret, solcher gestalt können verwechselt werden, daß bald
jede Combination einen andern Effect in dem Gemüthe der Zuhörer operire.
Welche Variation fast unendlich seyn würde, wenn mann an der Quantität der
Noten zugleich etwas changiren wolte. Anderer vieler Modorum der Variation
zugeschweigen.” Ibid.
David Schulenberg, “Composition and Improvisation in the School of J. S. Bach,” in:
Bach Perspectives 1, ed. Russell Stinson (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press,
1995), 7. See also Mark Evan Bonds, Wordless Rhetoric: Musical Form and the
Metaphor of the Oration (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1991), 80.
For important critiques see Peter Williams, The Organ Music of J. S. Bach, 1st edn, 3
vols. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1980–4), 3:65ff and Bernard D.
Sherman, “‘Re-Inventing Wheels’: Joshua Rifkin on Interpretation and Rhetoric,” in:
Inside Early Music: Conversations with Performers (New York: Oxford University
Press, 1997), 378–390.
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The Concept of Rhetoric in Musicology
The modern scholarly literature dealing with this problem is vast. In general,
studies of musical rhetoric have emphasized four different areas: figures and affect,
sectionalization and form, performance practice, and compositional process.
The first is based on the allure of rhetoric’s rich descriptive terminology.
Beginning with Arnold Schering in the early twentieth century, some scholars have
seen the so-called doctrine of figures (Figurenlehre) as a key to musical
interpretation.65 Noting the copious lists of musical figures which populated musica
poetica treatises, Schering’s premise was that composers used these stock figures
with systematic pictorial and affective connotations. To take but one example, a
descending chromatic tetrachord may depict or arouse lamentation.66 By
identifying such figures in a composition, and by correlating them with the text and
with one another, the analyst can interpret the work. For instrumental music, one is
on shakier ground, for one must assume that the figural connotations persist in the
absence of text. From this perspective, the figures would not so much illustrate or
express individual textual elements, but rather interact in such a way as to give

65
66

Arnold Schering, “Die Lehre von den musikalschen Figuren im 17. und 18.
Jahrhundert,” Kirchenmusikalisches Jahrbuch 21 (1908): 106–14.
On depiction versus arousal: Mayer Howard Abrams, The Mirror and the Lamp:
Romantic Theory and the Critical Tradition (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
1953/1971), 70–3.
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narrative coherence to the expression of the work as a whole. This assumption is
what underlies the related “doctrine of affects” (Affektenlehre), whereby a
composition attains stylistic unity through the expression in figures of a just a few
rationalized emotional states.67
Although such approaches are firmly rooted in seventeenth-century theory,
hermeneutical applications misunderstand, or at least modify, its original purpose.
Writers like Joachim Burmeister and Christoph Bernhard were simply trying to
describe music with clarity and precision.68 Lacking detailed musical terminology,
they turned to the sister art whose lexicon for describing the events of a public
performance was well developed. The particular choice of borrowing was
incidental; many theorists actually borrowed different rhetorical terms for the same
musical phenomenon, or applied the same rhetorical term to different musical
situations. What was important to such theorists was that rhetoric was the
foundation of humanistic education, so its terms of art were commonly known and
the analogies suggested by applying them to music were readily comprehensible.
67

68

The doctrine of affects by no means represents a unified theoretical tradition
analogous to the musica poetica treatises. It is better to think of it as an aesthetic
criterion propounded by theorists such as Mattheson to regulate the expressive
variety that musica poetica made possible, that is, as a means of rationalizing the
stylus fantasticus. Cf. Mattheson 1739, 87–90.
Cf. Joachim Burmeister, Musica poetica (Rostock, 1606); Christoph Bernhard,
Tractatus compositionis augmentatus [ms., Dresden, ca. 1657], repr. in: Die
Kompositionslehre Heinrich Schützens in der Fassung seines Schülers Christoph
Bernhard, ed. Joseph Müller-Blattau, 2nd edn (Kassel: Bärenreiter, 1963).
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It seems clear that the hermeneutical premise of the doctrines of figures and
affects is “an invention . . . of early twentieth-century German musicology,” but that
does not mean that pictorial or affective connotations of musical materials never
“enter[ed] the minds of eighteenth-century composers” as they did their work, as
skeptics occasionally suggest.69 To pursue the previous example, it seems perverse
to insist that the descending chromatic tetrachord that forms the ostinato bass in
the “Crucifixus” of the B-minor Mass cannot be a musical representation or
expression of the lamentation of the event which the text narrates.70
Modern theory’s hermeneutic use of musica poetica’s descriptive taxonomy
can be more or less persuasive. Albert Schweizer, whose hearings and whose prose
were always sympathetic, was an early proponent; Eric Chafe also adopts the
approach in Analyzing Bach Cantatas, jettisoning the traditional rhetorical
terminology with insightful results.71 At a somewhat further remove, Michael
Marissen’s studies of musical theology and musical anti-Semitism can also be
69

70
71

George J. Buelow, “Johann Mattheson and the Invention of the Affektenlehre,” in:
New Mattheson Studies, ed. George J. Buelow and Hans Joachim Marx (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1983), 393–407 at 403. See also the critiques in
Williams, The Organ Music of J. S. Bach, 1st edn, 3 vols. (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1980–4), 3:69–72 and id., “The Snares and Delusions of Musical
Rhetoric,” in: Alte Musik/Praxis und Reflexion, ed. Peter Reidmeister and Veronika
Gutman (Winterhur: Amadeus, 1983), 230–40.
Even “rhetoric skeptics” tend to acknowledge that such musical allusions to textual
semantics exist; cf. Williams, The Organ Music of J. S. Bach, 1st edn, 3:66.
Albert Schweitzer, J. S. Bach, trans. Ernest Newman, 2 vols. (New York: Dover, 1911);
Eric Chafe, Analyzing Bach Cantatas (New York: Oxford University Press, 2000).
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understood to proceed from Schering’s basic premise.72 By contrast, analyses of
figures are meaningless labeling exercises when they merely indentify this or that
stock figure with an obscure Latin or Greek term; this seems to account for most
Figurenlehre studies.73 As such, the prestige of analysis based on the doctrine of
figures, at least of the latter unsophisticated kind, is greatly diminished, and
scholars tend to regard with unease even the best interpretations from this
perspective.74
A second approach to musical rhetoric takes the parts of an oration as a
means of parsing the gross sectionalization of a composition.75 This too has a basis

72

73

74
75

Michael Marissen, Bach and God (New York: Oxford University Press, 2016); see
also id. “On the Musical Theology in J. S. Bach’s Church Cantatas,” Lutheran
Quarterly 16 (2002): 48–64 and The Social and Religious Designs of J. S. Bach’s
Brandenburg Concertos (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1995).
This is perhaps due to the influence of Dietrich Bartel, Musica poetica: MusicalRhetorical Figures in German Baroque Music (Lincoln, NE: University of Nebraska
Press, 1997). Bartel’s purpose was to situate musica poetica treatises within the
intellectual culture of the Reformation; however, his catalogue of musicalrhetorical figures was seized upon as an analytic tool.
Bettina Varwig, “One More Time: J. S. Bach and Seventeenth-Century Traditions of
Rhetoric,” ECM 5/2 (2008): 179–208.
The number and names of the parts of an oration differ by tradition. Melanchthon,
following Quintilian, construes the enumeration of the points of the argument and
the argument itself as a single part (propositiones), analogous to Aristotle’s pisteis.
In the Greek tradition, before the narration of facts (diēgēsis) the orator was to
establish his credibility by anticipating and refuting objectionable suppositions
about himself (diabolēs apoluomenos). This is encompassed in the Roman tradition
within the narration (narratio); for this reason, Cicero occasionally calls this
section the demonstratio (i.e. favorable declaration of one’s will) and Quintilian
says the purpose of this section includes the instruction of the audience. Cf. Rhet.
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in the theory of the period. In his Praecepta musicae poeticae (1563), Gallus Dressler
analyzed the motets of Clemens non Papa as having three basic parts delimited by
cadences—exordium, medium, finis, following Erasmus’s threefold disposition—but
it is not clear that he is doing anything more than borrowing rhetorical terms to
label sections determined on musical grounds.76 Even if he was, a theory of
beginning, middle, and end need not appeal to rhetoric to be plausible. Mattheson’s
often-cited analysis of an aria by Marcello attempts a more robust connection by
using rhetorical concepts to explain the functions of musical passages and the
syntax of their ordering.77 Many rhetorical analyses in Bach studies are of this type,
taking their cue from Mattheson. It is a point of debate whether rhetoric informed
how composers organized the sections of their music as they wrote it; when
scholars have argued for this view, they have been amply critiqued.78 Mark Evan

76
77
78

Her. 1.4; Cic. Inv. 1.19; Cic. Orat. 1.143; Quint. Inst. 8, pr.11; Mel. Inst. b5r–b5v; Er. Rat.
studi.
Dressler 1563; Er. Rat. stud.
Mattheson 1739, 235.
The most controversial analysis of this type was offered by Warren and Ursula
Kirkendale, who argued that the Musical Offering was designed with Quintillian’s
sixfold disposition in mind. See Warren Kirkendale, “Ciceronians versus
Aristotelians on the Ricercar as Exordium, from Bembo to Bach,” JAMS 32/1 (1979):
1–44, and Ursula Kirkendale, “The Source for Bach’s Musical Offering: The Institutio
oratoria of Quintilian,” JAMS 33/1 (1980): 88–141; critiqued by Paul Walker,
“Rhetoric, the Ricercar, and Bach’s Musical Offering,” in: Bach Studies 2, ed. Daniel
R. Melamed (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1995), 175–191; response by
Ursula Kirkendale, “On the Rhetorical Interpretation of the Ricercar and Bach’s
Musical Offering,” Studi musicali 26/2 (1997): 331–376. See also Gregory Butler,
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Bonds argues that, given the fundamentally pragmatic outlook of eighteenthcentury aesthetic theory, it must be true that some composers at least conceived of
their compositional process, not necessarily their compositions, in rhetorical
terms.79
In contrast with eighteenth-century writers, modern theorists tend to
distinguish between “functional” or “syntactic” domains (usually tonality and
grouping structure) and “rhetorical” domains (everything else), reflecting
fundamental assumptions about what qualifies as structural.80 Indeed, rhetoric
often constitutes a kind of dialectic with form: an appeal to rhetoric can serve to
establish the global (usually hermeneutical) significance of some idiosyncratic

79
80

“Fugue and Rhetoric,” JMT 21/1 (1977): 49–109; Alan Street, “The Rhetorico- Musical
Structure of the ‘Goldberg’ Variations: Bach’s Clavier-Übung IV and the Institutio
oratoria of Quintilian,” Music Analysis 6/1–2 (1987): 89–131; Elmar Budde,
“Musikalische Form und rhetorische dispositio: Zum ersten Satz des dritten
Brandenburgischen Konzerts,” in: Alte Musik und Musikpädagogik, ed. Hartmut
Krones (Vienna: Böhlau, 1997), 69–83; or Ewald Demeyere, Johann Sebastian Bach’s
Art of Fugue: Performance Practice based on Eighteenth-Century German Theory
(Leuven: Leuven University Press, 2013). For a general critique of this approach, see
Dreyfus, Bach and the Patterns of Invention, 26–32.
Mark Evan Bonds, Wordless Rhetoric: Musical Form and the Metaphor of the Oration
(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1991), 80–2.
This distinction is analogous to Leonard Meyer’s distinction between primary and
secondary parameters; see id., Style and Music: Theory, History, and Ideology
(Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1989), 14–16.
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detail just as well as it can have the effect of explaining away something in the face
of immediate evidence of its significance.81
A third use of the concept of rhetoric concerns performance practice,
especially in the context of historically-informed performance practice. Here,
musical rhetoric tends to refer to those qualities that make a performance
persuasive or compelling. Setting aside the most banal appeals—whereby
performances are appraised as having it (“What a wonderfully rhetorical
performance!”) and students are called upon to muster it (“Can you bring out the
rhetoric of this passage?”)—writings about performance emphasize rhetoric as the
art of audience persuasion (often with reference to the Ciceronian maxim, “to
instruct, to delight, to move”), and locate it not only in compositional design but in
the activity of performance and reception.82 This view has often correlated with the

81

82

Bonds, Wordless Rhetoric, 14–16. In the present context, it would be well to clarify
that I mention the concept “dialectic” here in the Hegelian rather than the
Aristotelian (and Humanist) sense: I mean rhetoric often functions as the
antithesis of Formenlehre.
Cf. Arist. Rhet. I.2. Bruce Haynes memorably paraphrases Aristotle with the
following koan, purportedly gleaned from an actual fortune cookie: “The object of
rhetoric is not truth, but persuasion.” Id. and Geoffrey Burgess, The Pathetick
Musician: Moving and Audience in the Age of Eloquence (Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 2016), 3. See Burgess’s explication of this perspective, ibid., xix. On the
maxim, often misrepresented as a quotation from Cicero, see Cic. Orat. 2.115 and
Lucia Calboli Montefusco, “Aristotle and Cicero on the officia oratoris,” in:
Peripatetic Rhetoric After Aristotle, ed. William W. Fortenbaugh and David C.
Mirhady. Rutgers University Studies in Classical Humanities 6 (London:
Transaction Publishers, 1994), 66–94.
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mistaken belief that around 1800 music shifted from a mimetic art to an expressive
one.83 Some authors even go so far as to delimit a “Rhetorical period” from 1500 to
1800, characterized by the Humanistic revival and wherein “the dominant model
[for the performing arts] was the rhetoric of language.”84
A different strain of research on rhetoric by performers concerns the history
of performance practice itself. John Butt’s Music Education and the Art of
Performance in the German Baroque surveys Latin and German music textbooks
used in Lutheran schools between the time of the Reformation and the late
eighteenth century. One of Butt’s themes is that affective, rhetorical singing was a
concern of only some manual writers beginning in the seventeenth century. While
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Cf. Nikolaus Harnoncourt, Musik als Klangrede, 7th edn (Kassel: Bärenreiter, 2014),
9: “Vom Mittelalter bis zur Französischen Revolution gehörte die Musik zu den
Grundpfeilern unserer Kultur, unseres Lebens. Sie zu verstehen gehörte zur
Allgemeinbildung. Heute is die Musik zu einem bloßen Ornament geworden, um
leere Abende durch Opern- oder Konzertbesuche zu garnieren, um öffentliche
Festlichkeit herzustellen oder auch um mittels des Radios die Stille der häuslichen
Einsamkeit zu vertreiben doer zu beleben. So ist der paradoxe Fall eingetreten, daß
wir heute quantitativ viel mehr Musik haben als je zuvor – ja nahezu pausenlos –,
daß sie aber für unser Leben fast nichts mehr bedeuet: eine nette kleine
Verzierung!” For an English translation, see Baroque Music Today: Music as Speech,
trans. Mary O’Neill (Portland, OR: Amadeus Press, 1988). Harnoncourt’s sense of
Mattheson’s term “Klangrede” is entirely different from its originator’s. Mattheson
is concerned with the practical matter of correlating musical grouping structure
(“Perioden”) with textual incises, as is clear from the title of his chapter, “Von den
Ab- und Einschnitten der Klang-Rede.” Mattheson 1739, 180ff.
Haynes and Burgess, The Pathetick Musician, xix, 4–6. See also Judy Tarling, The
Weapons of Rhetoric: A Guide for Musicians and Audiences (St. Albans: Corda Music
Publications, 2005), i.
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some urban centers adopted “the ‘modern’ affective view of music,” well into the
eighteenth century other schools “remained content to teach a plain type of vocal
production unmodulated by dynamic nuance or added ornamentation, either out of
sheer conservatism and lack of imagination or a pietistic distrust of virtuosity.”85
The textual tradition Butt tracks can only safely be associated with teachers and
schoolboys, most of whom were not professional musicians (i.e. cantors or
organists, much less court musicians); and it plausible that professional musicians
were early adopters of the new “rhetorical” (Italian) style of singing. Whatever
music textbooks may or may not tell us about professional musician’s training,
Butt’s survey is a welcome splash of cold water: music education in the seventeenthand eighteenth-century actually had little to do with the final end of rhetoric,
audience persuasion, but were focused on mastery of the practical matters like
correctly reading notation, adding the correct ornaments, and pronouncing the
words of hymns correctly. In short, it had little to do with musical rhetoric at all, but
musical grammar.
Despite the abundance of studies of all such types, scholars are usually hardpressed to explain whether rhetorical training helped composers do their work, and

85

Butt 1994, 42; David Schulenberg, “Review: Music Education and the Art of
Performance in the German Baroque by John Butt,” Performance Practice Review 8/2
(1995): 171–6 at 172.
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if it did, how it did so. Rather, the idea that composers were composing
“rhetorically” is axiomatic and proceed directly to analysis or performance with
rhetoric in mind. Yet how indeed, asks Schulenberg, would rhetoric have helped a
professional composer deal with “the purely musical problems at hand”?86
Laurence Dreyfus’s Bach and the Patterns of Invention proposes an answer by
way of “analysis of compositional mechanisms whose workings produce a kind of
map of musical thought.”87 Dreyfus’s perspective can account in an appealing way
for how Bach’s large-scale forms arise from a relatively economical use of material.
The “invention” generates related formal constituents by means of transposition,
contrapuntal transformation, and other “mechanical” operations, while the
economy of material itself integrates these constituents into a whole.88 For this
reason, Dreyfus argues that Bach’s invention is discoverable independent of the
shape of the final composition.89 It inheres not in the musical form as one would
usually conceive of it—in the sequence of events, tonal relationships,
counterpoint—but in how the material itself gives rise to the formal constituents
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Schulenberg, “Composition and Improvisation,” 7.
Dreyfus, Bach and the Patterns of Invention, 26.
Ibid., 14–22.
Ibid., 27–9. Cf. Karol Berger, Bach’s Cycle, Mozart’s Arrow: An Essay on the Origins of
Musical Modernity (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2007), 95–6.
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and their potential relationships.90 This approach provides a rationalized account of
the “logic” of an invention, but does not explain how to apply that logic to create
new inventions. In other words, it does not address compositional pedagogy.91
In searching for answers to the questions of musical rhetoric primarily in the
writings of theorists or in the abstract, logical form of a musical composition, the
significance of rhetoric as a means of making creative decisions has been
misunderstood. My argument, elaborated in Chapter 4, is that rhetoric, as it was
taught in schools, comprised a set of procedures for selecting, revising, and
expanding written texts, as well as a set of canonical, exemplary texts that served as
the basis for new composition. The musical rhetoric practiced by composers—
rather than the musical rhetoric theorized by interpreters, critics, or analysts, in the
eighteenth century or today—comprises analogous scribal practices. Musical
rhetoric extends even to the peripheral aspects of their scribal activities, including
musical archives and bibliographies. Such activities consolidated the repertory of
canonical musical texts, just as in literary rhetoric classical texts served as the basis
for new composition.

90
91

For further discussion, see Gergely Fazekas, “J. S. Bach and the Two Cultures of
Musical Form,” UB 10 (2015): 109-12.
This is by no means a failing of Dreyfus’s project, but it reflects his stated purpose
to develop the concept of rhetoric, and of invention specifically, as a heuristic tool
for analysis. Cf. Dreyfus, Bach and the Patterns of Invention, 10.
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To investigate such matters requires much detailed sorting of information in
the form of tracking individual scribes’ writing processes and sifting out what
decisions they made and why. The effort becomes worthwhile when it reveals the
kinds of creative decisions Bach and his students made during the process of
composition. Ultimately, it shows how the humanistic education of composers
influenced the way they made music, and how in turn music culture participated in
the broader culture of rhetoric.

Bach the Teacher in Perspective
Fundamentally, scholarly perspectives on Bach’s teaching have remained
unchanged since Johann Nicolaus Forkel’s biography, Ueber Johann Sebastian Bachs
Leben, Kunst und Kunstwerke: Für patriotische Verehrer echter musikalischer Kunst
(1802). Forkel’s chapter on Bach’s teaching begins with an extended meditation on
what makes a good teacher, and the limits of teaching. He writes:
There are many good composers and skillful virtuosos, for all
instruments, who are not capable of teaching others what they
themselves know or can perform. Either they have not
combined sufficient attention with the practice by which their
natural capacity was developed, or they have been led by good
instruction to a certain point on the shortest way, and have left
to their teachers the task of considering why anything must be
done in some way, and not otherwise. […] The fatiguing path of
self-instruction, on which the learner goes astray a thousand
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times before he discovers or reaches the goal, is, perhaps, the
only one that can produce a perfectly good teacher.92
Forkel juxtaposes two themes. On the one hand, good teaching is the ability to lead
others by the shortest path to the intended goal of knowledge or skill. On the other
hand, the ability to be a good teacher can be attained only by the autodidact, whose
repeated experiences of failure, as negative examples, give them a clearer
conception of their subject matter. Reading between the lines, Forkel perhaps
imagines that a good teacher can more readily recognize a student’s errors and
suggest a correction to them; yet, presumably, it will remain up to the student to
prove the teacher’s advice by pursuing the correction and improving alone.
Forkel’s two themes underlie current accounts of Bach’s teaching. On the
one hand, Bach is depicted as a solicitous and involved teacher, taking both a
musical and pecuniary interest in such work. Christoph Wolff, for example, writes:
[In Leipzig, Bach] maintained an active and growing teaching
studio [and] developed innovative and unparalleled
92

“Es giebt manche gute Componisten und geschickte Virtuosen für alle Instrumente,
welche nicht im Stande sind, das, was sie wissen oder können, andere zu lehren.
Sie haben mit der Uebung, durch welche ihre natürliche Anlagen entwickelt
wurden, entweder nicht hinlängliche Aufmerksamkeit verbunden, oder sie sind
durch guten Unterricht auf dem geradesten Wege zu einem gewissen Ziel geführt
worden, und haben das Nachdenken über die Ursachen, warum etwas so und nicht
anders gemacht werden müsse, ihren Lehrern überlassen. […] Der mühsame Weg
des Selbstunterrichts, auf welchem sich der Lehrling tausendmahl verirrt, ehe er
das Ziel entdeckt oder erreicht, ist vielleicht der einzige, der einen vollkommen
guten Lehrer hervor bringen kann.” Forkel 1802, 68–9; translation adapted from
NBR/VI, 452.
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instructional materials. […] We may assume that Bach himself
worked mostly with smaller groups of the more advanced
students, whom he then coached, perhaps with students in the
audience observing, and that he performed regularly, giving
explanations and demonstrations of musical concepts. […] It is
truly remarkable that Bach was able to manage, on the side, so
to speak, such demanding activities as the directorship of the
Collegium Musicum . . . and practicing and preparing for
recitals, let alone teaching private pupils.93
On the other hand, Bach’s art is frequently characterized as inimitable, unteachable.
Bach’s students occupy an ambivalent position in music history: either they are
epigones, like Johann Ludwig Krebs, not fully worthy of consideration in their own
right; or they are rococo, like Wilhelm Friedemann Bach, exceptional hangovers of
an already past era, whereby what might have passed for complexity if it were
encountered in J. S. Bach’s music is considered decadent and emblematic of decline;
or they are “transitional” or (hardly better) sui generis, like Carl Philipp Emanuel
Bach, not fully of any broader historical development. Yet these prototypical
examples—Krebs and the two eldest Bach sons—were all considered original
geniuses in the eighteenth century. The “problems” with understanding their music
and its historical significance are a product of a historiography that holds up J. S.
Bach’s art as unique and unteachable.
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Wolff 2000, 226, 248, 411.
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C. P. E. Bach downplayed the importance of his father’s teachers.94 Forkel
likewise wrote that “the two eldest sons [W. F. Bach and C. P. E. Bach] confessed
frankly that they had been necessarily obliged to choose a style of their own because
they could never have equaled their father in his own.”95 Charles Burney wrote that
“had the son [C. P. E. Bach] however chosen a model, it would certainly have been
his father, whom he highly reverenced; but as he has ever disdained imitation, he
must have derived from nature alone, those fine feelings, that variety of new ideas,
and selection of passages, which are so manifest in his compositions.”96 But this
account of Burney’s was substantially qualified by C. P. E. Bach himself in the
German-language edition of Burney’s travelogue, where translator Johann Joachim
Christoph Bode inserted C. P. E. Bach’s autobiography: “I have always been of the
opinion that one may take the good [i.e. a good idea] from anywhere, even when it
is found only in the meagerest doses in a piece.”97 Given the fact that Burney’s
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96
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Christoph Wolff, “Defining Genius: Early Reflections of J. S. Bach’s Self-Image,”
Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society, 145/4 (2001): 474–81 at 477; id.,
“Images of Bach in the Perspective of Basic Research and Interpretative
Scholarship,” JM 22/4 (2005): 503–20 at 514–5.
“Beyde ältesten Söhne gestanden übrigens offenherzig: sie hätten sich nothwendig
eine eigene Art von Styl wählen müssen, weil sie ihren Vater in dem seinigen doch
nie erreicht haben würden.” Forkel 1802, 79; NBR/VI, 458.
Burney 1773, 2:262.
“Da ich niemahls die allzugrosse Einförmigkeit in der Komposition und im
Geschmack geliebet habe, da ich so viel und so verschieden Gutes gehört habe, da
ich jederzeit der Meinung gewesen bin, man möge das Gute, es stecke wo es wolle,
wenn es auch nur in geringer Dosi in einem Stücke anzutreffen ist, annehmen: so
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original comment was suppressed by Bode, it is quite possible that C. P. E. Bach’s
mention of borrowing in the development of his own personal style was a direct
response to Burney’s more hagiographical account.98
These perspectives can best be understood in relation to a late eighteenthcentury concept of original genius, itself rooted in humanistic educational models
of the seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries.99 Individual study of exempla
classica and private reflection formed the basis of creativity. In C. P. E. Bach and
Forkel’s view, a genius could have no teacher: every genius was an autodidact. This
was a narrowing of an older ideal of humanist rhetorical education: teaching
(doctrina) was useless to a student without natural talent (ingenium).
The apparent tension between the idea of Bach as a prolific, solicitous
teacher and of his students, at least the two eldest sons, as self-sufficient original
geniuses seems to go back to Bach himself, who reportedly would not teach “until
he had seen attempts of theirs in which he thought he could discern this ability to
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ist vermuthlich dadurch und mit Beyfülfe meiner mir von Gott verliehenen
natürlichen Fähigkeit, die Verschiedenheit in meinen Arbeiten entstanden, welche
man an mir bemerkt haben will.” Burney/Bode 1773, 3:208.
Bode gives the following editorial remark: “Sollten einige Anmerkungen des Herrn
D. Burney darüber verlohren gehen, so wird die simple Wahrheit hingegen dabey
gewinnen.” (If certain comments of Dr. Burney go missing, the simple truth is won
thereby.) Ibid., 3:198.
Wolff, “Images of Bach,” 512.
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think musically.”100 Bach is thus commonly represented, from Forkel down to the
present day, as being invested in his students’ formation through his teaching, yet at
the same time as obliging his students to rely on their inborn ability.
At the same time, scholars have typically emphasized Bach’s pedagogical
compositions and downplayed students’ copies and their compositional trials.101
This tends to favor only one side of the dialectic. Since Forkel, the emphasis has
been on “Bach the Teacher,” rather than Bach’s students, the learners. The students
were seen as “mere” followers, and it was assumed that more could be learned
directly from the master’s teaching.102
More recently, despite the welcome tendency to abandon the distinction
between Meister and Kleinmeister in studies of Bach and his students—part of a
broader trend in eighteenth-century music historiography103—the focus on the
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102
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Forkel 1802, 72–3; NBR/VI, 454–5.
Such study has traditionally focused on Bach’s pedagogical keyboard compositions;
see KB V/5 and V/6. David Ledbetter and others have studied the violin and cello
partitas and sonatas from a pedagogical perspective, but this approach to the string
music represents a minority in Bach studies; see Ledbetter, Unaccompanied Bach:
Performing the Solo Works (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2009). By
comparison, the pedagogical significance of Pisendel’s music, perhaps the greatest
contemporary Saxon violinist, is discussed in detail in Ortrun Landmann and HansGünther Ottenberg (eds.), Johann Georg Pisendel — Studien zu Leben und Werk,
Dresdner Beiträge zur Musikforschung 3 (Hildesheim: Olms Verlag, 2010).
Spitta 1873, 1:522–6 and 3:239–49; Alfred Dürr, “Heinrich Nicolaus Gerber als
Schüler Bachs,” BJ 64 (1978): 7–18.
Cf. James Webster, “The Concept of Beethoven’s ‘Early’ Period in the Context of
Periodizations in General,” Beethoven Forum 3 (1995): 1–27; id. “The Eighteenth-
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master’s compositions remains sympathetic to many scholars.104 This is because it is
possible to reframe the emphasis of the research without adopting a fundamentally
new object of historical inquiry: the authentic texts of the master remain the basic
source material, even if the historian’s purpose might shift to describe students’
learning through study and performance of those compositions. The idea that
musical knowledge is learned through musical practice is appealing from newer
disciplinary perspectives that emphasize embodied knowledge and performativity
while shying away from the study of compositions as such and from associated
fraught concepts like the work and the author.105
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105

Century as a Music-Historical Period?” ECM 1/1 (2004): 47–60; Evan Cortens,
“‘Durch die Music gleichsam lebendig vorgestellet’: Graupner, Bach, and ‘Mein
Herz schwimmt im Blut’,” Bach 46/1 (2015): 74–110 at 75–6.
Wolff 2000, passim; Werner Breig, “Composition as Arrangement and Adaptation,”
in: Cambridge Companion to Bach, ed. John Butt (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1997), 154–70; Stephen Daw, “Bach as Teacher and Model,” in: Cambridge
Companion to Bach, 195–202; Richard D. P. Jones, “The Keyboard Works: Bach as
Teacher and Virtuoso,” in: Cambridge Companion to Bach, 136–53.
The literature is massive. See principally Lydia Goehr, The Imaginary Museum of
Musical Works: An Essay in the Philosophy of Music, rev. edn. (New York: Oxford
University Press, 2007). On the work-concept in the eighteenth century, see for
example Harry White, “‘If It’s Baroque, Don’t Fix It’: Reflections on Lydia Goehr’s
‘work-concept’ and the Historical Integrity of Musical Composition,” Acta
Musicologica 69/1 (1997): 94–104; Elaine Sisman, “Six of One: The Opus Concept in
the Eighteenth Century,” in: The Century of Bach and Mozart, ed. Sean Gallagher
and Thomas Forrest Kelly (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2008), 79–
107; Leo Treitler, “History and the Ontology of the Musical Work,” The Journal of
Aesthetics and Art Criticism 51/3 (1993): 483–97; and the work of William Weber,
especially The Rise of Musical Classics in Eighteenth-Century England: A Study in
Canon, Ritual, and Ideology (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1992) and “The Intellectual
Origins of Musical Canon in Eighteenth-Century England,” JAMS 47/3 (1994): 488–
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Study of the training of Bach’s apprentices therefore provides not only a view
of who was considered worth teaching and what was considered worth learning. It
ultimately gives the outline of what eighteenth-century musicians in Bach’s circle
thought to meant be a composer. What is taught versus what is learned, skill versus
talent, tacit knowledge versus formal knowledge, copying versus creating, imitation
versus originality—such dialectics provide new and multiple perspectives for
reframing the subject, “Bach the Teacher.”

520. For the idea of the work before the eighteenth century, see Laurenz Lüttekin,
“The work concept,” in: The Cambridge History of Fifteenth-Century Music, ed. Anna
Maria Busse Berger and Jesse Rodin (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
2015), 55–68; Reinhard Strohm, “‘Opus’: An Aspect of the Early History of the
Musical Work-Concept,” in: Complexus effectuum musicologiciae. Studia Miroslaw
Perz septuagenario dedicata, ed. Tomasz Jez (Krakow: Rabid, 2003), 309–311;
Leeman Perkins, “Concerning the Ontological Status of the Notated Work in the
Fifteenth and Sixteenth Centuries,” Current Musicology 75 (2003): 15–49; Peter
Schubert, “From improvisation to composition: three 16th-century case studies,” in:
Improvising Early Music: The History of Musical Improvisation from the Late Middle
Ages to the Early Baroque, ed. Dirk Moelants (Leuven: Leuven University Press,
2014), 93–130; and Rob C. Wegman, “From Maker to Composer: Improvisation and
Musical Authorship in the Low Countries, 1450–1500,” JAMS 49/3 (1996): 409–479.
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CHAPTER 2

MUSIC APPRENTICESHIP

What was a music apprenticeship like in early eighteenth-century Germany?1
Apprenticeships, by their nature, are oral institutions, and there is no systematic
documentation of the activities they encompassed. Guild rolls (Zunftbücher) and

1

For recent studies of guild culture in eighteenth-century Germany, see Arnd Kluge,
Die Zünfte (Stuttgart: Franz Steiner Verlag, 2007); Merry Wiesner-Hanks,
“Ausbildung in den Zünften,” in: Geschichte der Mädchen- und Frauenausbildung,
ed. Elke Kleinau and Claudia Opitz, 2 vols. (Frankfurt/Main: Campus, 1996), 1:91–
102; Anke Bennholdt-Thomsen and Alfredo Guzzoni, “Gelehrte Arbeit von Frauen.
Möglichkeiten und Grenzen im Deutschland des 18. Jahrhunderts,” Querelles:
Jahrbuch für Frauenforschung 1 (1996): 48–76; and Horst Brunner, “Zur Geschichte
der Meistergesangsforschung,” in: Deutsches Handwerk in Spätmittelalter und
Früher Neuzeit, ed. Rainer S. Elkar (Göttingen: Schwartz, 1983), 223–243. For studies
of guilds in Saxony, see the writings of Helmut Bräuer listed in the bibliography.
For music guilds, see Jessie Ann Owens, Composers at Work: The Craft of Musical
Composition 145–1600 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1997), 11–33; Giorgio
Sanguinetti, The Art of Partimento: History, Theory, and Practice (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 2012), 29–46; Robert O. Gjerdingen, Music in the Galant Style
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2007), passim; Arnfried Edler, Der nordelbische
Organist: Studien zu Sozialstatus, Funktion und kompositorischer Produktion eines
Musikerberufes von der Reformation bis zum 20. Jahrhundert (Kassel: Bärenreiter,
1982); Klaus Finkel, Pädagogik und Musikunterricht im Schulwesen des ehemaligen
Herzogtums Pfalz-Zweibrücken nach der Reformation (Tutzing: H. Schneider, 1976);
Alfred Mann, The Great Composer as Teacher and Student: Theory and Practice of
Composition (New York: W. W. Norton, 1987; New York: Dover, 1994); and Klaus
Wolfgang Niemöller, Untersuchungen zu Musikpflege und Musikunterricht and den
deutschen Lateinschulen vom ausgehenden Mittelalter bis um 1600 (Kassel: Bosse,
1969). For craft in general, see Larry Schiner, The Invention of Art: A Cultural History.
(Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 2001) and Alexander Langlands, Cræft:
An Inquiry into the Origins and True Meaning of Traditional Crafts (New York: W. W.
Norton, 2017).
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masters’ personal records (Meisterbriefe) survive for many different trades,
including music, but such records are usually just lists of names, payments made
and received, and oaths sworn.2 Such documents are useful in tracking networks of
transmission of guild knowledge, but they shed little light on the structure and
content of the knowledge itself.
To supplement the gaps, we must turn to information preserved scattershot
in sources not directly related to apprenticeships. Treatises on practical music
began to be published after the Reformation in conjunction with the reorganization
of the school system.3 Such manuals may draw on aspects of practical
apprenticeships, but because they are also codifying documents suffused with
speculative topics, it is difficult to draw a clear distinction between trade know-how
and liberal arts knowledge.4 By the late seventeenth century, books were being

2
3
4

Kluge, Die Zünfte, 19–21.
See the discussion in Butt 1994, 5–12 and the list of such treatises at 219ff.
A paradigmatic illustration of the conflation of guild know-how and the liberal art
of music is Praetorius’s Syntagma musicum (Wittenberg and Wolfenbüttel, 1614–
18); cf. Siegfried Vogelsänger, Michael Praetorius beim Wort genommen: zur
Entstehungsgeschichte seiner Werke (Aachen: Herodot, 1987), 32ff. Compare also
Seth Calvisius, Musicae artis praecepta nova et facilima (Jena, 1612) and the
discussion in Wolfgang Hanke, Die Thomaner (Berlin: Union, 1985), 33ff. On the
relation between guilds and universities, see Friedrich Paulsen, The German
University Universities, their Character and Historical Development (New York and
London: Macmillan, 1895), 30–52 and id., The German Universities and University
Study (New York: Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1906), 110ff.
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published on specialist subdisciplines within the musical profession.5 The increase
in the publication of such practical books is correlated with the rapidly growing
selection

of

metadisciplinary

musical

writings—submission-based

music

periodicals, volumes on criticism and aesthetics, and music lexicons and
bibliographies.6 Yet, again, the codification of information makes it difficult to know
in most cases the extent to which it actually reflects the practices of the music trade.
Perhaps most interesting documents of musical apprenticeships are
memoirs and anecdotes. Johann Gottfried Walther’s longstanding correspondence
with the Wolfenbüttel cantor Heinrich Bokemeyer is a particularly rich source, full
of reminiscences of his apprenticeship and accounts of his son’s musical training.7
In fact, such personal stories were published in great quantity in the eighteenthcentury;8 two important collections are Walther’s Musicalisches Lexicon (Leipzig,

5

6

7
8

Among practical treatises, Mattheson’s Der vollkommene Capellmeister (Hamburg,
1737), Johann Hartung’s Die methodische Clavier-Anweisung (Nürnberg, 1749), and
Jacob Adlung’s Musica mechanica organoedi (Berlin, 1768) provide many details
relevant for understanding apprenticeships within the cantorates, but little
regarding guilds.
Jakob Adlung’s Anleitung zu der musikalischen Gelahrtheit (Erfurt, 1758), effectively
a catalogue raisonné of printed music and German books on music since the
Reformation, and Johann Adolph Scheibe’s Der Critische Musikus, rev. edn (Leipzig,
1745) both provide useful information about copying and collecting techniques.
Johann Gottfried Walther, Briefe, ed. Klaus Beckmann and Hans-Joachim Schulze
(Leipzig: Deutscher Verlag für Musik, 1987).
The new prevalence of biographical and autobiographical writings around 1730
leads Hans Lenneberg to characterize the eighteenth century as a “century of
biography”; see id., Witnesses and Scholars: Studies in Musical Biography (New York
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1732) and Johann Mattheson’s Grundlage einer Ehren-Pforte (Hamburg, 1740).9 These
books collect biographical sketches, often first-person accounts, that include
discussion of their subjects’ apprenticeships. From them, supplemented by
information gleaned from treatises, one can build a composite sketch of
apprenticeships.
What emerges from a survey of these materials is that music apprenticeships
occurred either under the auspices of the traditional Stadtpfeiferzünfte, the townmusicians’ (waits’) guilds, or within the cantorate system in the context of the
Gymnasien (grammar schools) and Schulen (elementary schools), usually attached
to the local church. The distinction between these two kinds of apprenticeships was
far-reaching. Guild apprenticeships in music resembled in many ways those of any
other craft in the eighteenth century. Broadly speaking, apprenticeships within the

9

and London: Gordon and Breach, 1988), 75. Other scholars have also referred to the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries by that epithet, but there is a consensus among
literary historians that biographical genres emerge first in the eighteenth century;
cf. Ann Jefferson, Biography and the Question of Literature in France (Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 2007).
The biographies in Walther’s Lexicon are digests. Mattheson sollicited submissions
for his collection by mail and usually quotes first-person accounts in their entirety.
Anecdotes appear in collections such as Mizler’s Musikalische Bibliothek (Leipzig,
1735–1754) and Marpurg’s Legende einiger Musikheiligen (Berlin, 1786), as well as
regular anecdote columns of music periodicals, such as Carl Friedrich Cramer’s
Magazin der Musik (Hamburg, 1783–9), Johann Friedrich Reichardt’s Musikalisches
Kunstmagazin (Berlin, 1781–2/1791), and Johann Nicolaus Forkel’s Musikalischer
Almanach für Deutschland (Leipzig, 1782–4/1789).
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cantorates where modeled after the traditions of the guilds. Yet, the intellectual and
social context in the cantorates differed markedly.10
Although each trade and indeed every local guild had its own traditions, it is
possible to sketch a basic outline of a craftsman’s trajectory from apprenticeship to
mastery.11 Boyhood (Knabenjahre), beginning around the age of seven, usually
coincided with the beginning of the apprenticeship (Lehrzeit, Lehrjahre). The
apprenticeship would last into youth (Jugendzeit), that is, past the age of fourteen.
Older youths, up to about age twenty-one, became journeymen (Gesellen). A
journeyman of adult age (Mannesalter), considered any age older than twenty-one,
10

11

See Katherine R. Goodman, Amazons and Apprentices: Women and the German
Parnassus in the Early Enlightenment (Rochester, NY: Camden, 1999), 215–221 for an
excellent discussion of the contrasts between the guild workshop and the
humanist salon as they played out in the literary apprenticeship of Louise
Adelgunde Victorie Gottsched née Kalmus (1713–1762).
This overview is based principally on the relevant entries in Zedler’s Lexicon and
Grimms’ Deutsches Wörterbuch. The guild rites of passage parallel the degrees of
academic attainment at universities (cf. Paulsen, The German Universities and
University Study, 111), both of which seem ultimately to derive from ancient and
medieval conceptions of the so-called “ages of man”; cf. Kluge, Die Zünfte, 151ff and
Josef Ehmer, “Lebenstreppe,” in: Enzyklopädie der Neuzeit, ed. Friedrich Jaeger, 16
vols. (Stuttgart and Weimar: Metzler, 2005–2012), 7:col. 50–55. For Luther’s concept
of the ages of man, see WA TR 3:3161a (“Mein Hans gehet ins siebend jar, qui semper
est κληµακτερίκος, id est, variativus. Das siebend jahr wandelt alle mhal die
menschen. Prima enim est infantia, et in secunda mutatione, puta anno 14., beginnen
sie in die welt zusehen, et est pueritia, in qua iaciuntur fundamenta artium. In 21.
appetunt coniugium iuvenes, in 28. adolescentes sunt oeconomi et patresfamilias, viri
autem in anno 35. sunt politici et ecclesiastici magistratus usque ad annum 42; ibi
sumus reges. Et mox incipiunt sensim deficere. Ita semper septimus annus novam
aliquam conditionem affert homini et mores. Hoc mihi contigit et contigit omnibus.”)
and the discussion in Carmen Luke, Pedagogy, Printing, and Protestantism: The
Discourse on Childhood (Albany: SUNY Press, 1989), 96–8.
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would be employed by the master (rather than paid fees for service) either as a
craftsman colleague (Handwerker) or as a kind of chief-of-operations (MeisterGeselle) for retired masters who remained financially responsible for the workshop.
If work was not available locally, journeymen were obliged to travel to look for
occasional labor (as a Reisegeselle), to establish an association with a master
elsewhere (as a Handwerker or Meister-Geselle), or enroll in a guild and open their
own workshop (as a Meister). Details in ages and the terms used for the various
phases differed by trade.
In the music trade, boys would generally commit themselves around the age
of seven to a master for a period of three to seven years.12 Often this master was a
relative. Christoph Graupner (1683–1760) reports that he began his apprenticeship
“around my seventh or eighth year by means of the clavier with the organist
[Nicolaus] Küster,” his uncle.13 Johann Joachim Quantz (1697–1773) committed
himself in 1708 to his uncle, a town musician in Merseburg. When his uncle died
soon thereafter, Quantz was bound to his uncle’s successor for the remainder of the
original term of indenture.14 Georg Philipp Telemann (1681–1767) claims not to have
had a formal apprenticeship, but “mastered the fundamentals of singing around my

12
13
14

On the significance of the number seven, see fn. 11.
Mattheson 1740, 410.
Marpurg B 1/3 (1755): 198.
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ninth or tenth year under Mr. Benedicto Christiani, Cantor in the old town
[Magdeburg], on whom I still think now with gratitude.”15 It has been claimed that
Bach also had no formal apprenticeship, but Bach’s time in the care of his brother
Johann Christoph at Ohrdruf, which came at the age of ten and lasted five years, was
de facto his apprenticeship.16 C. P. E. Bach reports that it was Bach’s brother who
“laid the foundations for his playing of the clavier.”17
For the Bach clan, belonging to a long line of musicians was a point of pride.
Such pride is emblematic of the mentality and culture of guilds. It was common for
sons or widows to inherit a family workshop, and with it a deceased father’s
mastership and guild privileges.18 For this reason, crafts and guilds often coincided

15
16

17
18

Mattheson 1731, 170; Mattheson 1740, 356.
Wolff 2000, 41–2; following Forkel 1802, 68–9 [= NBA/VI, 452]. It is true that there is
no record of a formal obligation of indenture between Bach and his elder brother;
but Richard D. P. Jones has suggested that Bach may have composed the Capriccio
in honorem Johann Christoph Bachii Ohrdrufiensis, BWV 993, and possibly also
Capriccio sopra la lontananza del fratro dilettissimo, BWV 992, as a gesture of
thanks for having been taken in and given instruction; cf. Jones, The Creative
Development of J. S. Bach, 1:22. Bach attend St. Michael’s school in Lüneburg after
Ohrdruf, so it would be fair to assume that until that time his training probably had
the character of a guild apprenticeship. See also Peter Wollny and Michael Maul,
“Preface,” trans. J. Bradford Robinson, in: Weimarer Orgeltabulatur: Die frühesten
Notenhandschriften Johann Sebastian Bachs (Kassel: Bärenreiter, 2006), xxi–xxxv.
“[J. S. Bach] legte unter desselben [Johann Christoph Bachs] Anführung den Grund
zum Clavierspielen.” Dok III/666, 81; NBR/306, 297.
See Kluge, Die Zünfte, 154–6 and Jean Quataert, “Teamwork in Saxon Homeweaving
Families in the Nineteenth Century. A Preliminary Investigation into th eIssues of
Gender Work Roles,” in: German Women in the Eighteenth and Nineteenth Centuries:
A Social and Literary History, ed. Ruth-Ellen B. Joeres and Mary Jo Maynes
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with kinship structures. Professions were consolidated by naming practices, the
choice of godparents, and marriage; households and workshops were one in the
same.19 However, after the Reformation it became increasingly possible for
apprentices to choose their profession, if not to better their social standing—to
make a lateral move, so to speak.20

First Music Lessons
To judge from surviving memoirs, boys ordinarily entered a musical
apprenticeship having already acquired some musical rudiments. If they had some
schooling, this would include skills sufficient to sing chorales from a hymnal.21 Yet
even this elementary basis could give an apprentice a good head start. Graupner
writes:

19

20
21

(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1986), 3–23 and Irmintraut Richarz, “Das
ökonomisch autarke ‘Ganze Haus’ – Eine Legende?” in: Haushalt und Familie in
Mittelalter und früher Neuzeit, ed. Trude Ehlert (Sigmaringen: Jan Thorbecke, 1991),
269–279.
Ellen Exner, “The Godfather: Georg Philipp Telemann, Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach,
and the family business,” Bach 47/1 (2016): 1–20. See also Theresa Schmotz, “Die
Aufpatenschaften der Leipziger Professorenfamilie im 17. und 18. Jahrhundert,” in:
Stadtgeschichte: Mitteilungen des Leipziger Geschichtsvereins. Jahrbuch 2008, ed.
Markus Cottin, et al. (Beucha: Sax, 2009), 37–54; Peter Wollny, “C. P. E. Bach, Georg
Philipp Telemann und die Osterkantate ‘Gott hat den Herrn auferwecket’ Wq 244,”
in: Er ist der Vater, wir sind die Bub’n: Essays in Honor of Christoph Wolff, ed. Paul
Corneilson and Peter Wollny (Ann Arbor: Steglein, 2010), 78–94; and Kluge, Die
Zünfte, 242–5.
Kluge, Die Zünfte, 151–4.
On schooling before or during apprenticeship: ibid., 152–4.
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Because I already learned enough singing at school with the
Cantor at the time Wolfgang Michael Mylius [Möller (1636–
1712/3)] to be able, at least to a certain degree, to manage what
was put in front of me, it went all the better when I started the
clavier. (Mark this.)22
Mylius’s surviving Rudimenta musices, das ist: Eine kurtze und grundrichtige
Anweisung zur Singe-Kunst (Mühlhausen, 1685), a practical manual for use with his
own students, emphasizes sight-reading and expressive singing. Like W. F. Bach’s
Clavierbüchlein, it begins with a section on the Claves signatae, and its omission of
speculative and theoretical topics corresponds to C. P. E. Bach’s description of his
father’s teaching.
Walther related a similar sequence: Johann Aegidius Bach (1645–1713) gave
him instruction first “in singing, then in keyboard playing,” beginning at the age of
seven.23 Whereas Graupner attributed his good sight-reading at the keyboard to his
singing, Walther attributed his quick mastery of singing to his keyboard studies.24

22

23

24

“Weil ich aber schon in der Schule, bey dem damahligen Cantore, Wolfgang
Michael Mylius, im Singen so weit gekommen war, daß ich wenigstens, was mir
vorgeleget wurde, ziemlicher maaßen treffen kunte: so gieng es mit dem Clavier
desto besser von statten. (Man mercke es.)” Mattheson 1740, 410.
“Im 7den Jahre meines Alters bin, nachdem vorher einige privat-information von
eines Apotheckers Praeceptore domestico genoßen . . . auch hernach im Singen, und
folgends im Clavier-Spielen informiret worden.” Walther-Briefe, 66.
“Im Singen erlangte in ¾ Jahren (welches dem Clavier zuschreibe) eine ziemliche
Fertigkeit, sodaß mich der seel. Hr. Cantor . . . brauchen kunte.” Walther-Briefe, 66.
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Figure 2-1: Telemann, Sing- Spiel- und General-Bass-Übungen (1735)
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Telemann’s Singe- Spiel- und General-Bass-Übungen (1735) (TWV 25:39-85), a
sing-and-play collection of easy comic songs with annotated, written-out
thoroughbass accompaniments, proceeds along to a similar plan. Although
intended for musical amateurs, this collection may also represent the kind of
exercises whereby intermediate students destined to be professional musicians
would learn to play thoroughbass, having already made a start in singing, keyboard
playing, and basic theoretical knowledge. As prerequisites, Telemann cites nothing
more than knowledge of the difference between major and minor, consonance and
dissonance, intervals, and triads.
Graupner was not born into a musical family, so school was his only
opportunity for musical exposure. By contrast, from the age of eight Quantz was
accompanying his oldest brother at country festivals on the deutsche Baßgeige
(probably a fretted violone in G) “without being able to read a note of music.”25 This
represents, perhaps, just a part of the immersive experience that a child in a musical
family might have.
25

“Allein weil ich schon von meinem achten Jahre an, meinen ältesten Bruder, der
bisweilen bey den Freudenfesten der Bauern die Stelle eines Dorfmusikanten
vertrat, bey diesen Gelegenheiten, mit der deutschen Baßgeige, doch ohne eine
Note zu kennen, hatte begleiten müssen; so hatte diese Musik so schlecht sie auch
war, dennoch sich meiner Neigungen dergestalt bemeistert, daß ich nichts anders
als ein Musikus werden wolte.” Marpurg B 1/3 (1755): 198. On the “deutsche
Baßgeige,” see Laurence Dreyfus, Bach’s Continuo Group: Players and Practices in
His Vocal Works (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1987), 137–8.
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Bach’s children would have had musical exposure early and this doubtless
included reading music notation. But a thorough training in written music would
have been limited before the apprenticeship began in boyhood. This is evidenced by
the opening pages of W. F. Bach’s Clavierbüchlein from 1720, which includes what
seems at first to be a pedantic explanation of the clefs and note names, followed by
the table of ornaments and the Applicatio BWV 994 for fingering.

Figure 2-2: Clavierbüchlein (US-NH Music Deposit 31), fol. 3r
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These materials mark the beginning of W. F. Bach’s formal musical instruction. The
idea that he was well beyond needing them and that they were included for solely
for the sake of completeness strains credibility.26 Both at home and at school, W. F.
Bach would surely have learned the basics needed to use a hymnal, but the Claves
signatae is aimed at covering the whole gamut of clefs and their implications for
transposition, and with correlating the positions of the notes on the staff with the
signs used in German organ tablature. An analogous presentation of introductory
material occurs in the first section of the “Gründlicher Unterricht des GeneralBasses” (B-Bc, 27.224 MSM), copied by Christian Friedrich Richter (1727–1800) in the
early 1740s while he was a student at St. Thomas’s.27

26

27

“Wahrscheinlicher ist in jedem Falle, daß Wilhelm Friedemann die Elemente des
Klavierspiels längst beherrschte, als der Vater für ihn das Klavierbüchlein anlegte.
Die ersten, kat’exochen didaktischen Einträge mag J. S. Bach sozusagen ‘pro
memoria’ vorgenommen haben, auch wohl zur Illustration der trockenen
Manierentabelle.” Wolfgang Plath, KB V/5, 60. kat’exochen: from the Greek, “quite
plainly, preeminently, purely.”
This source, based substantially on Friedrich Erhard Niedt’s Musicalische
Handleitung oder Gründlicher Unterricht (Hamburg, 1700/1710), was formerly
thought to have been taken down from Bach’s dictation by Carl August Thieme. Cf.
NBA IX/Supp., 28ff. For a facsimile and translation, see Pamela Lee Poulin, trans.
and ed., J. S. Bach’s Precepts and Principles for Playing the Thorough-Bass or
Accompanying in Four Parts. Leipzig, 1738 (Oxford: Clarendon, 1994).
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Figure 2-3: 1725 Notebook (P 225), p. 110
Signs of learning to read music survive in Anna Magdalena Bach’s 1725
notebook (P 225). In the 1730s and 1740s, it functioned like W. F. Bach’s
Clavierbüchlein in the education of the younger Bach children.28 The music, text,

28

Later in the 1740s, C. P. E. Bach oversaw the education of Johann Christian Bach,
which may explain why P 225 ended up in his posession. The presence of “Einige
höchst nöthige Regeln vom General Bass” in P 225 also contributes to the
impression that it became a lesson book. This set of rules is the earliest example of
Johann Christoph Friedrich Bach’s hand, entered in the early 1740s. J. C. F. Bach’s
earliest compositions also probably date from this period; they are transmitted in
P 672, a late copy may derive from a (conjectured) Clavierbüchlein for the younger
Bach sons. C. P. E. Bach’s estate catalogue lists “Ein kleines Büchlein, worinn ausser
von C. P. E. auch von Johann Sebastian und Johann Christian (dem Londoner) Bach
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and figured bass of “Schaff’s mit mir, Gott” BWV 514 were copied by Anna
Magdalena around 1733/4.29 It appears to have been she who added note-name
labels to the first line, a hint of her role in teaching musical fundamentals in the
Bach household.30 Although the labels are not as detailed and systematic as the
Claves signatae table, the notation of accidentals is borrowed from the organ
tablature convention (left hand, m. 6). This is one of the earlier entries in P 225
associated with the book’s transition, around 1730, from a personal album for Anna
Magdalena Bach to a pedagogical volume for the Bach children.31
In exchange for the pledge of a term of service, an apprentice was given
room, board, and instruction in the craft.32 Kräuter reported to his Augsburg

29
30

31

32

verschiedede Sing-und Clavier-Compositionen eingeschrieben sind.” Cat. CPEB
1790, 66. This may refer to P 672, the ca. 1790 copy Michel, or to its exemplar. Cf.
Hans-Joachim Schulze, “Frühe Schriftzeugnisse der beiden jüngsten Bach-Söhne,”
BJ 50 (1963–1964): 61–69.
KB V/4, 71.
Ibid., 55. A secure identification is difficult because the labels comprise only
isolated letterforms and mix German and Latin script (compare, for instance, the
two forms of e). The mistake in the labeling of the right hand at m. 4 (whereby the
last three notes were first marked “a h g” as though they were in bass clef) might
seem uncharacteristic of Anna Magdalena. Against this, the vertical, symmetrical
form of h and the prounounced rightward slant of f are consistent with her
calligraphic German script hand (cf. e.g. P 225, p. 124–5).
Ibid., 67; cf. also David Yearsley, Sex, Death, and Minuets: Anna Magdalena Bach
and Her Musical Notebooks (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 2019), 88–90.
I thank Prof. Yearsley for sharing his manuscript with me prior to publication.
Kluge, Die Zünfte, 154.
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sponsors that Bach followed this traditional arrangement in Weimar.33 In the
sixteenth century and earlier, the guilds to which all professional musicians
belonged monitored the apprenticeships of their members. It was in the guilds’ own
interest to ensure that apprentices got their end of the bargain from their masters. If
they did not, the masters would unfairly benefit from free service and the
apprentices might soon become a nuisance to other members of the guild by
begging for food or instruction.34
Nevertheless, the care and training of apprentices could easily be neglected.
After the Reformation and the institution of the cantorate system, whereby the
town organist was not a Stadtpfeifer but a schoolteacher (usually employed directly

33
34

“Er mir Kost u: Information geben will; er ist ein vortrefflicher, dabeÿ sehr getreuer
Mann.” Dok V/B53b, 117.
Keith Polk, “Innovation in instrumental music 1450–1510: The role of German
performers within European culture,” in: Music in the German Renaissance: Sources,
Styles, and Contexts, ed. John Kmetz (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1994), 202–14 and Kluge, Die Zünfte, 156, 160–1, 258–62. Walther wrote sourly how
his master “used him” without pay even after he was no longer officially under his
instruction, “nicht allein für sich bey der Kirchen-Music, solange neml[lich] unter
seiner disciplin und in gedachter trivial-Schule, sondern auch, als an. 1697 ins
Gymnasium Senatorium versetzt, und, nach dasiger Verfaßung, mei juris war, ohne
Entgeld, (da doch andere meines gleichen jährlich etliche Thaler zur Ergetzlichkeit
genoßen).” ([He used me] without compensation for his church cantatas not only
while I was under his instruction at the aforementioned elementary school, but
also after I transferred to the municipal Gymnasium in the year 1697 and, according
to local law, became of age [i.e. a journeyman], even though others the same age as
me enjoyed tips of several Thalers.) Walther-Briefe, 66. Kluge observes that the
exploitation of journeymen by masters contributed to the rise of strikes,
sanctioned by guilds, in the eighteenth century; ibid., 218–220.
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by the town council or the church), it became possible to bind oneself as an
apprentice to a master who was not subject to the oversight of the guild.35 Indeed,
by the eighteenth century, a cantorate was increasingly a one-man show.36 In small
villages, the cantor and clergyman might be the only educated people around. In
towns, the now humble Stadtpfeifer were at the cantors’ beck and call, and
apprenticeships with cantors, such as those Quantz and Graupner described, no
longer had the contractual force that the arrangements with guild members once
did. As such, the training received was entirely at the cantor’s discretion, and could
be uneven.
Quantz describes an utter lack of instruction during his apprenticeship:
[My master] was, by the standards of those times, not a bad
musician, particularly on the violin. He preferred tending to his
comfort, however, to giving his apprentices the proper musical
instruction. The journeymen, for the most part, were of the
same mind. Consequently, there was no instruction available
other than that which one apprentice gave, as well as he could,
to the other.37

35
36
37

Kluge, Die Zünfte, 245.
Cf. Butt 1994, 3–4.
“Er war, nach damaligen Zeiten betrachtet, eben kein schlechter Musikus;
besonders auf der Violine. Er mochte aber lieber seiner Bequemlichkeit abwarten,
als den Lehrlingen den gehörigen Unterricht in der Musik ertheilen. Die Gesellen
waren größentheils eben so gesinner. Folglich war da keine andere Unterweisung
zu holen, als die, welche ein Lehrling dem andern, so gut er konte, gab.” Marpurg B
1/3 (1755): 199. English translation after Paul Nettl, Forgotten Musicians (New York:
Greenwood Press, 1951), 280–319.
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Graupner likewise says that his first composition lessons were with Johann David
Heinichen (1683–1729), his fellow student at St. Thomas’s School. This would have
been from about the time of Graupner’s matriculation in 1696 (Heinichen was there
from 1695), when both boys were thirteen. It is notable that at the same time,
Graupner and (probably) Heinichen were taking private instruction in singing and
clavier playing from Johann Schelle (1646–1701) because he “had great affection”
them and had noted their “natural eagerness for music”; evidently this benevolence
did not extend to composition lessons, so the apprentices made do between
themselves. In 1700, Johann Kuhnau became cantor and Graupner and Heinichen,
now seventeen, “enjoyed his instruction both on the clavier as well as in
composition.”38
Beginning in 1701, Telemann and Handel, respectively aged twenty and
sixteen, paired off like Graupner and Heinichen in their self-directed musical
studies. Telemann writes: “I imitated the pen of the admirable Mr. Kuhnau in fugue
and counterpoint; but in melodic compositions and studies Handel and I were
steadily in contact with frequent visits to each other and correspondence.”39

38
39

Mattheson 1740, 411.
“Die Feder des vortreflichen Hn. Johann Kuhnau diente mir hier [Leipzig] zur
Nachfolge in Fugen und Contrapuncten; in melodischen Sätzen aber, und deren
Untersuchung, hatten Händel und ich, bey öfftern Besuchen auf beiden Seiten, wei
auch schrifftlich, eine stete Beschäfftigung.” Ellen T. Harris translates this passage
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Walther’s Lexicon states that Handel began his musical studies with the organist of
the Marktkirche in Halle Friedrich Wilhelm Zachow in 1694; he matriculated at the
University of Halle in 1702 but left for Hamburg by 1703.40 The fact that Telemann
records not only correspondence but “frequent visits” suggests that he visited Halle
and so was in Zachow’s orbit, and, moreover, that Handel perhaps visited Leipzig,
the larger market town. Handel’s borrowings from the Leipzig opera director
Nicolaus Adam Strungk’s keyboard works suggest that he may have encountered
him in Leipzig, and Telemann’s remarks suggest Handel too was in Kuhnau’s circle.
It is significant that Telemann learned fugue and counterpoint, the basics of which
can be taught by precept, from Kuhnau’s “pen,” whereas melody, more changeable
with fashion and perhaps therefore less teachable, he pursued with Handel, a fellow
up-and-coming composer.41 It must have been quite common for apprentices to
collaborate, not solely to compensate for neglect, as in Quantz’s case, but also in the

40

41

more loosely in George Frideric Handel: A Life with Friends (New York: W. W.
Norton, 2014), 21: “[I] emulated the admirable example of the honored Johann
Kuhnau in fugue and counterpoint; in the composition and analysis of melodic
movements, however, Handel and I continually exchanged ideas both through
shared visits and correspondence.”
Walther, Musicalisches Lexicon (Leipzig, 1732), 309. Walther’s Lexicon is the earliest
and probably most reliable source for Handel’s early years. See also John Butt,
“Germany – Education and Apprenticeship,” in: The Cambridge Companion to
Handel, ed. Donald Burrows (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1997), 11–23
at 16 and 21–2.
Telemann’s account diverges from that in Mattheson 1740, 39. Cf. Butt, “Germany –
Education and Apprenticeship,” 22.
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course of their ordinary interactions—even when they found themselves in the
good graces of a great teacher like Kuhnau.
Indeed, in this respect the pathways of knowledge in cantorates did not
differ significantly from the traditions of the guilds. The workshop of a guilded trade
was a hierarchical place; information and instruction passed as though a telephonetree from the master, through journeymen and senior apprentices, down to the
lowest lackeys. A formalized system of prefects, whereby older boys taught younger
ones, was likewise common in Latin schools. Telemann described deputizing for the
cantor and teaching the singing classes in school at Merseberg. The prefect system
was in place at St. Thomas’s, and Bach depended on it. The fact that a deputy was
appointed to cover his Latin classes is well known, but it is also clear that he used
deputies for his private music students—that is, for musical instruction outside the
regular curriculum.42
This seems to have been the case especially at Leipzig where demands on his
time were greatest. Notwithstanding Bach’s contractual obligation to teach
supplementary private lessons, in general students probably received most of their

42

On Latin deputies: Wolff 2000, 240–2; Dok II/147, 110–111; Dok II/152, 114–5; Dok
II/175, 136–7 [= NBR/106, 109]; Dok II/177, 137–8 [= NBR/107, 109]; Dok II/280–281,
204–6 [= NBR/150, 144–5]. On music deputies: Wolff 2000, 349–50; Dok I/32–35,
82–91; Dok II/382–383, 268–76; NBR/181–186.
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instruction in the indirect way described by Quantz.43 Even Bach’s sons were not
exempt from this arrangement: in a recommendation letter of March 1737, Bach
described how Bernhard Dieterich Ludewig (1707–1740) helped him with his
teaching load:
He has been a regular participant in my Collegium musicum for
several years, has assisted indefatigably in playing various
instruments, has also frequently joined the singing, and has in
general distinguished himself so much that I therefore have
been moved not only to entrust to him the little ones in my
family to [his] reliable, thorough instruction, but also faithfully
to instruct him [myself] in such musical things as he may not
yet know.44
The “little ones” were probably Gottfried Heinrich and Johann Christoph Friedrich,
who in 1737 were thirteen and five years old, respectively. Elisabeth Juliane
Friederica (1726–1781), aged eleven at the time, might also have been involved.

43

44

“Damit die Kirchen nicht mit unnöthigen Unkosten beleget werden mögen, die
Knaben nicht allein in der Vocal- sondern auch in der Instrumental-Music fleißig
unterweisen.” Dok I/92, 177–8 [= NBR/100, 104–5].
“Da Vorzeiger dieses, Herr Bernhard Dieterich Ludewig, Theol. Candidatus u. der
Music geflißener, mich endes benandten ersuchet, Ihme seiner hiesiges Ortes
bezeigten Aufführung wegen, ein testimonium zu ertheilen; als habe solches nicht
alleine herzlich gerne leisten, sondern auch anbey rühmlichst melden sollen, daß
er nicht alleine sein studium thelogicum glücklich absolviret, sondern auch in
verschiedenen Jahren mein Collegium musicum fleißig frequentiret; selbigem in
tractirung verschiedener Instrumenten unermüdet assisteret, nicht weniger auch
sich vielmahln vocaliter hören laßen, und überhaupt sich so signalisiret, daß ich
dannenhero bewogen worden, Ihme nicht allein meine kleine Familie zu
treüfleißiger Information zu untergeben, sondern auch selbsten in demjenigen, so
Ihme etwa noch in Musicis nicht wißend gewesen, fideliter zu instruiren.” Dok I/73,
141.
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Bach’s testimonial for Ludewig suggests that Bach personally instructed
some students, but delegated the instruction of the younger ones, even when they
were his own children. This is analogous to the circumstances described by
Graupner and Telemann. Ludewig appears to be the author of the aria So oft ich
meine Tobackspfeife BWV 515 and the March in F BWV Anh. 131, both in P 225; these
compositions date from the early 1730s.45 Its score in P 225 is probably Ludewig’s
composing score. Two sketches underneath the main text, perhaps by one of the
Bach children, provide evidence for the piece’s pedagogical function. Construed in
soprano (C1) clef, they represent possible diminutions of the right-hand in mm. 9–
10.46

45
46

Cf. KB V/4, 69–71.
The fact that the beaming does not immediately suggest a figure with a pickup beat
probably explains why these notations have not been explained before now. Cf. KB
V/4, 54; Peter Wollny, “Tennstedt, Leipzig, Naumberg, Halle – Neuerkenntnisse zur
Bach-Überlieferung in Mitteldeutschland,” BJ 88 (2002): 29–60 at 33–6.
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Figure 2-4: Bernhard Dieterich Ludewig (?), BWV Anh. 131. P 225, p. 101

Example 2-1: BWV Anh. 131, mm. 8–11, with transcriptions of the two diminution
sketches
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Though these diminutions doubtless arose in the context of a keyboard lesson, the
fact that the student wrote them down at all—in Ludewig’s composing score, no
less—shows that composing was within the purview of Ludewig’s teaching. Like the
inventions Bach composed directly into W. F. Bach’s notebook to give a “foretaste in
composition,” Ludewig’s march also shows that he taught by composing. This allows
us a glimpse of evidence for the otherwise natural inference that Ludewig would
have learned how to teach music from Bach. The student’s diminutions, in turn,
may show that lessons with Ludewig may have extended to composition: an
inventive impulse is strengthened through the discipline of writing down
ornamental details that may have arisen through improvisation. The insertion of
ornaments in composing scores in W. F. Bach’s notebook, as in BWV 772a and 842
shows a similar practice, although there it arises in the context of revising a written
draft.
Bach’s revision of Ludewig’s setting of So oft ich meine Tabakspfeife, for which
Anna Magdalena Bach wrote out the melody, illustrates the importance of
diminution and revision in the compositional process. Example 2-2 gives the
melody and text, annotated with the primary and secondary text stress in (a),
Ludewig’s original bassline, transposed to G minor to facilitate comparison in (b),
and Bach’s revision in (c). Ludewig’s counterpoint is acceptable when judged by the
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succession of intervals, but Bach’s revision makes refinements with a more longrange view in mind. Accordingly, the unison in m. 1, the exposed fifth in m. 5, the
melodic diminished fifth in m. 9, the hidden octaves and extended series of parallel
tenths in m. 13, and registral discontinuities at the repeats are all eliminated. The
relationship between surface rhythm and harmonic rhythm is important to the
revision, and moreover licenses some of Bach’s more irregular usages—for example,
the melodic diminished fourth in the bass (m. 13) and the seemingly unprepared
and upwardly resolving seventh (m. 14). By moving the bass down an octave in m. 11,
a pedal point extending to the end of m. 14 is established, allowing the melody, a
series thirds, to be heard as the unfolding of a dominant harmony all the way up to
the minor ninth. For the same reason the c” in m. 14 is resolved downward to the bflat’ in m. 15, a moment which now coincides with the crux of the text.47 These
changes depend on a shrewd use of register, which helps to explain Bach’s
transposition to G minor.48

47

48

It is a subtle change, but whereas Ludewig’s bass follows the regular minuet
rhythm, suggesting the sing-song scansion daß ich denselben änlich seÿ, Bach’s use
of a three-bar pedal point across a phrase boundary has the effect of emphasizing
m. 15, since it is now the harmonic goal of the pedal point. This implies that the last
pair of primary and weak accents be reversed to produce daß ich denselben änlich
seÿ, a pattern that indeed reflects its sense and its actual pronunciation (at least in
modern German).
In D minor, one of the two available tonics (d and d’) is quite high while the two
dominants (A and a) are perhaps not sufficiently contrasting. Conversely, in G
minor, the tonics (G and g) bound the bass’s middle register and are usable without
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Example 2-2: So oft ich meine Tabakspfeife revisions
(a) BWV 515a melody and text
(b) BWV 515 bass by Ludewig (transposed)
(c) BWV 515a bass by JSB
Ludewig was clearly a much-valued assistant; Bach wrote that Ludewig’s
“giftedness in music brought me great pleasure” and that he was completely
satisfied with Ludewig’s teaching of his children.49 Despite this confidence, the
revision to So oft ich meine Tabakspfeiffe indicates that Bach kept an eye on how his
“little family’s” music lessons were progressing. The revision may be the trace of

49

colliding with the melody, and there are as many as three dominants (D, d, d’), one
low, one medium, one high.
“Da Vorzeiger dieses, Herr Bernhard Dieterich Ludewig S. Th. Studiosus und der
Music gefließener mich endes benandten ersuchet, Ihme, wegen der bey meinen
Kindern bezeigten treüfleißigen Information, auch geleisteter assistence derer
Kirchen und anderer Musiquen so wohl vocaliter als instrumentaliter ein beglaubtes
attestat zu ertheilen; als habe solches nicht alleine herzlich gerne bewerckstelligen,
und dabey versichern wollen, daß mit Deßen an meinen Kindern bewießenen
Fleiße so wohl ein völliges Genügen gehabt, als auch seine Geschickligkeit in
Musicis mir vieles Vergnügen gegeben.” Dok I/74, 142.
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Bach stepping in to teach the children himself, an occasion whereby Ludewig’s
“model was turned into a counterexample.”50 Equally, it may reflect a tutorial
between Bach and Ludewig himself, one of those occasions where Bach gave
Ludewig instruction “in such musical things as he may not yet know.” The lesson of
the revision seems to be: go for the long-range hearing, in the text as in the music.
Even if Bach was pleased with Ludewig’s competence as his deputy, the
perspective of students might well have been otherwise. Walther described his
frustration with the infrequency of his interaction with his schoolmaster Buttstett:
Hereafter he gave me a figured (that is, harmonic) bass, upon
which I had to construct the upper voices at home, which he
corrected over the course of a quarter hour or so, mostly in the
evening on his way home from St. Peter’s Monastery [Erfurt]
(or indeed not from there, as it should have been). Then he sent
me home again with another example, but often not before I
had waited a good long while for it. For my part, under such (for
me) poor arrangements, I could not avoid also making the
acquaintance of mute teachers, as best as I could. Accordingly,
and at great expense, I got myself copies of the late
Werckmeister’s collected writings, as well as Robert Fludd’s
Utruisque cosmi [. . . historia, 2 vols. (Oppenheim, 1617–1619)]
and Kircher’s Musurgia [universalis (Rome, 1650)].51

50
51

Wollny, “Neuerkenntnisse,” 36.
“[H]ernach einen bezieferten und also harmonischen Baß gab, worüber ich die
Ober-Stim̅en zu Hause bauen muste, welche er nachgehends in 1/4 Stunde
ohnegefehr, mehrentheils zu Abend-Zeit, wen̅ er aus dem S. Peter-Closter, und
zwar nicht so, wie es hätte seyn sollen, nach Hause kam, corrigirte, und nicht
wiederum mit einem neuen Exempel nach Hause schickete, wen̅ vorher
manchmahl lange genug auf ihn gewartet hatte. Meiner seits kunte, bey so
gestalten und für mich schlim̅ lauffenden Sachen, nicht umhin, mich auch mit
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This arrangement took place in the context of Walther’s education at the Erfurt
Gymnasium. Such written exercises, corrected and revised, were the usual
instructional modality in the Latin schools. How this instructional method came to
influence musical training is discussed in Chapter 4; it is interesting to note here
that Walther, whose earlier training had been in the practical, hands-on mold of the
Stadtpfeifer system, found the remoteness of the exercise books dissatisfying. Yet, to
remedy this situation he did not seek out practical lessons in thoroughbass, but
instead turned to esoteric tomes on speculative music theory. For Walther the
priorities of the Latin school had already become ingrained.

Versatility versus Specialization
In the Stadtpfeifer system, the training emphasized versatility as a performer.
Quantz described having first to “master” (erlernen) the violin, but then learned
oboe, trumpet, cornetto, trombone, horn, recorder, bassoon, violone, violoncello,
viola da gamba, “and who knows what else, upon which any true professional
musician (rechter Kunstpfeifer) must be able to play.”52 Versatility was precisely the

52

stum̅en Lehrmeistern aufs beste bekan̅t zu machen; schaffte mir demnach nebst
des seel. Werckmeisters sämtlichen Schrifften, auch des Roberti Flud Historiam
utruisque Cosmi und des Kircheri Musurgia mit Großen Kosten an.” Walther-Briefe,
68.
Marpurg B, 1/3 (1775): 200.
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factor Bach emphasized when he recommended that the journeyman Carl Friedrich
Pfaffe be hired in 1745 as the Adjunctor, a kind of all-around ringer.53 Interestingly,
Quantz explicitly mentioned that “in the context of my training at the time, I was
not required to learn the clavier, but out of my own desire I took some lessons from
a relative of mine, the organist [Johann Friedrich] Kiesewetter.”54 In these
extracurricular lessons, the groundwork of Quantz’s knowledge of harmony was
laid, and “perhaps the first desire to learn composition” awakened. In the cantorate
system, apprentices learned singing and violin playing first, followed by the clavier
and, if they “showed inclination,” composition.
The contrast between the versatility inculcated by the guilds and the
cantorates’ tendency toward increasing specialization comes through in Bach’s
famous Entwurff einer wohlbestallten Kirchen Music (Memorandum for a WellAppointed Church Music) from 1730.55 This document records Bach’s ambition to

53

54

55

“Auff E. HochEdlen und Hochweisen Raths Verordnung hat derer StadtPfeiffer
bißheriger Geselle, Carl Friedrich Pfaffe in Gegenwart derer anderen Stadt
Musicorum seine verlangte Probe abgeleget; Da sich denn befunden, daß er auf
jedem Instrumente, so von denen StadtPfeiffern pfleget gebrauchet zu werden, als
Violine, Hautbois, Flute Travers. Trompette, Waldhorn und übrigen
BassInstrumenten, sich mit Beyfall aller Anwesenden gantz wohl habe hören laßen,
un zu der gesuchten Adjunctur gantz geschickt befunden worden. Leipzig. den 24.
Julij. 1745.” Dok I/80, 147–8.
“Auf dem Claviere, dessen Ausübung zu meiner damaligen Lebensart nicht
erfodert wurde, nahm ich, aus eigener Begierde, von dem Organisten Kiesewetter,
meinem Verwandten, einigen Unterricht.” Marpurg B, 1/3 (1755): 200.
Dok I/22, 60–6 [= NBR/151, 145–51].
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build up a professional musical institution analogous to a court Kapelle, attached to
a church rather than a court, and dedicated to the service of God rather than an
earthly prince. As an apprentice, Quantz had been expected to play just about every
instrument (except the keyboard); but Bach was impatient with this traditional way
of doing things:
Furthermore, it should be remembered that, since the second
violin usually, and the viola, violoncello, and violone always (in
the absence of more capable individuals [subjectorum]) have
had to be played by students, it is easy to estimate how many
are missed from the chorus in consequence.56
Rather, he wished for a reliable stable of specialist players and singers, modeled on
the Dresden court chapel. The specialist training of a cantor emphasized the
keyboard and composition, and application letters from Bach’s students frequently
point out that their time with Bach were in this newer mold.
For example, Johann Ludwig Krebs described his training with Bach as
encompassing “both the theory and practice of music, particularly composition,”
thereby presenting himself as qualified to provide the modern figural music
increasingly in demand.57 However, other students emphasized their versatility,

56

57

“Fernerhin zu gedencken, daß da die 2de Violin meistens, die Viola, Violoncello und
Violon aber allezeit (in Ermangelung tüchtiger subjectorum) mit Schülern habe
bestellen müßen: So ist leicht zu erachten was dadurch dem Vocal Chore ist
entgangen.” Dok I/22, 62. Translation adapted from NBR/151, 149.
“. . . in Theoreticis als Practicis der Music besonders in der Composition.” Dok II/520,
409.
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appealing to more traditional priorities.58 A delicate balance between newer and
older priorities comes across in Kräuter’s appeal to his Augsburg benefactors as he
described how he was spending his time.
[Bach] is an excellent, as well as very trusty man, both in
composition and in keyboard, as well as in other instruments.
He gives me six hours of instruction per day, which is very
necessary particularly to practice composition and keyboard, as
well as sometimes other instruments. The rest of the time I
spend alone practicing and copying, for he gives me any piece
of music that I may wish, and I am at liberty to look through all
his pieces . . . . Meanwhile I assure Your High-Noble Mighty
Lordships that I am conscious indeed that no day should go by
in which I do not compose something or diligently practice the
keyboard, since these two together must be considered the
most important, or do not also [practice] on other
instruments.59
Nevertheless it is clear that Kräuter was trying to convince his benefactors of the
merits of the newer specialism:

58
59

Bach’s letter on behalf of Georg Gottfired Wagner (1698–1756) is in this vein; cf.
Dok I/15, 48.
“[E]r ist ein vortrefflicher, dabeÿ auch sehr getreuer Mann, sowohl in der
Composition und Clavier, als auch in andern Instrument, gibt mir den Tag gewiß 6
Stund zur Information, die ich dann absonderlich zur Composition und Clavier,
auch bißweilen zu anderer Instrumenten exercirung hoch vonnöthen habe, die
übrige Zeit wende ich vor mich allein zum exerciren und decopiren an, dann
derselbe mir alle Music Stück, die ich verlange, communiciert, habe auch die
Freÿheit alle seine Stück durchzusehen.” Dok V/B53b, 117. “Indessen versichere Ew.
Hoch Adelichen Gestrengen und Herrlichkeiten, daß darauf sets bedacht seÿ, wie
ja kein Tag vorbeÿgehen möge, an welchem nichts neues componierte, oder auf
dem Clavier, als welche beÿde höchstnöthig beÿsammen seÿn müssen, dann auch
in andern Instrumenten nicht fleissig exercierte.” Dok V/54a, 119–20.
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That you have not only graciously accepted my last church
piece, but have also ordered it to be performed, has pleased me
uncommonly. I would only hope, that everything be executed
as I have set it in the score, as I wished it. I cannot know for
what reason it would not be done so; that is, as I was
composing, I did not consider whether this or that, that I was
composing, had been seen before, but since it was my intention
to send it as a sample, I prepared it according to the newest and
most artful church style, from which one could see from it how
my time has been spent thus far . . . . I hope, therefore, with
God’s help, in all of this to bring something new and good
home, knowing well that this is my greatest obligation.60
Kräuter did well not to assume support in focusing on composition and the
keyboard, for the increasing specialization of composer-organists often gave cause
for misunderstandings with non-musical authorities accustomed to the traditional
way of doing things. In 1725, the Braunschweig organist Heinrich Lorentz
Hurlebusch (1666–1741) protested to the town council, saying that he was not a

60

“Daß Dieselbe mein leztes eingeschicktes Kirchen-Stück nicht nur allein gndst [=
gnädigst] aufgenommen, sondern solches auch aufzuführen Befehl ertheilet, hat
mich ungemein erfreuet: Wollte nur wünschen, daß solches in allem so exequiert
worden wäre, wie ich es in der Partitura gesezt und verlanget habe; welche, daß es
nicht so geschehen, Ursach daran haben, kan ich nicht wissen; ich hab zwar
damals, als ich es componiert, nicht darauf gesehen, ob dieser oder jener das, was
ich sezte, auch treffen könnte, sondern weil ich es als ein specimen einzuschicken
willens war, so hab ich mich nach dem neuesten und künstlichsten Kirchen-Stylo
gerichtet, damit man daraus sehen könnte, wie ich meine Zeit bißhero
angewendet. . . . Verhoffe also mit Gottes Hülff in allem was neues und gutes mit
anheim zu bringen, wol wissend, daß dieses alles meine gröste Schuldigkeit seÿ.”
Dok V, 119.
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Musicant and should not therefore be expected to provide music for wedding
parties; as organist, his only duty should be to play the organ in church.61
Those students whom Bach was preparing for a career as a cantor would
have had extensive training in organ building, maintenance, and repair. Kräuter
cited the importance of this training to justify extending his stay in Weimar.
If by Pentecost the court organ will be brought into as good
order as any organ can, I will also be able to fully acquaint
myself with the true construction [Beschaffenheit] of an organ,
or at least learn to correctly judge whether this or that organ
were useful or not, whether all the work were well done but not
overdone, and likewise about how high [i.e. what pitch] and
how expensive such and such stops are, all of which seems very
useful indeed, particularly if it should ever occur that from a
lack of a Protestant organ-maker in Augsburg one should be
obliged to employ the Catholic one. Since I know as well that
Herr Bach, after this new organ in Weimar is ready, will play
upon it, particularly at first, quite incomparable pieces, I know
that there is here still much to see, hear, and copy.62

61
62

Cf. Rainer Kahleyss, Conrad Friedrich Hurlebusch (1691–1765): Sein Leben und Wirken
(Frankfurt/Main: Haag and Herchen, 1984), 10–15.
“Wird die hiesige SchloßOrgel biß Pfingsten in solchen guten Stande kommen, als
eine seÿn mag, konnte mir also die wahre Beschaffenheit einer Orgel auch völlig
bekandt machen, wenigstens recht judiciren lernen, ob dieses oder jenes einer
Orgel nützlich wäre oder nicht, ob auch alle Arbeit recht wol u: nicht obenhin
gemacht werde, ingleichem wie hoch u: wie theuer ohngefehr ein u: andre
Stimmen kommen, welches alles gar nützlich zu seÿn erachte, zumalen beÿ etwa
ereignendem Fall man ohne dem in Augspurg aus Mangel der Evangelischen
Orgelmacher sich der Catholischen bedienen muß, Nun weiß ich auch daß Hr.
Bach nach Verfertigung dieser neuen Orgel in Weimar absonderlich anfänglich
gewiß unvergleichliche Sachen darauf spilen wird, konnte also auch hierinnen
noch vil sehen, hören u: decopiret bekommen.” Dok V/57a, 120–2 at 121.
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Bach’s apprentices doubtless accompanied him on many of his organ inspections,
and indications of this training occur, albeit epigrammatically, in their later job
application letters. In 1727, Johann Christoph Baumgarten spoke of his experience
in the playing “as well as in examining newly built organs” in the same breath,
suggesting that this technical aspect of the organist’s art was likewise skills-oriented,
equally important and on the same musical level as performance.63 In 1729, David
Nicolai provided a similar account:
For nearly 16 years I enjoyed the late Herr Boxberg’s leadership
and instruction, and learned enough about organ playing
(particularly on a local very beautiful and expensive machine,
its construction, and how it was to be played properly), to be
able to qualify as experienced. I had the no less good fortune
thereafter in the famous city of Leipzig to benefit quite a lot
from lively [fidel] instruction and useful [nützlich] interaction
in this science with the most famous well-known Herr
Capellmeister Bach.64

63

64

“Ich aber diese [Organist-]Kunst nicht allein von den berühmten Bach gründlig
erlernet, und einige Jahre her bey der Schkölischen Kirchen wohl geübet, auch
sonsten bey Erbauung neuer Orgeln zu deren Untersuchung, ohne Ruhm öffters
begehret worden, auch allezeit das, was zur Kunst erfodert wird.” Dok V/B218, 141.
“Wenn ich mich nun sowohl von Jugend an auf die Schulen und Universitäten
benebst denen studiis größten Theiles, meinem Genie nach, auf die Music und
Composition appliciret, . . . auch mir die tractirung derer Orgeln besonders des
hiesigen sehr schönen und kostbahren Werkes, als dessen Beschaffenheit und wie
es behörig tractiret werden müsse, seit fast 16 Jahren her unter des sel. Hrn.
Boxbergs genoßnen treuen Anführung und Information . . . genugsam eingesehen,
mich rechtschaffen zu habilitiren die Zeit her angelegen seyn lassen; wie nicht
weniger hierauff in dem berühmten Leipzig von der fidelen Unterweisung und
nützlichen Umgang des rühmlichst bekannten Hr. Capellmeister Baches gar vieles
in dieser Wissenschaft zu profitiren das Glücke gehabt.” Dok II/267, 196.
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Nicolai indicates that a new instrument was of particular interest to him, in that it
provided him with the occasion to refine his playing technique. This is analogous to
Kräuter’s view that the renovated organ at Weimar would prompt Bach to play new
kinds of music in a new way, and that this would be a boon to Kräuter’s own
development as an organist. Knowledge and skill in organ-building, far from being a
mere chore of the organist, was an artistic impetus.65

Composition as a Specialty
Composition was by no means pursued by all music apprentices, but those
who did pursue it did so only after they were proficient singers and
instrumentalists. According to C. P. E. Bach, Bach’s composition instruction began
with “pure, four-part thoroughbass” through study of chorales. C. P. E. Bach
suggested that Bach’s omission of “dry species” exercises or purely theoretical
concerns like harmonic proportions, but this may reflect his own (later) anti-Fuxian

65

This seems, in part, to be what Forkel had in mind in discussing the difference
between Bach’s clavier and organ compositions: “Wenn man Bachs
Claviercompositionen mit seinen Orgelcompositionen vergleicht, so bemerkt man,
daß die in beyden befindliche Melodie und Harmonie ganz von verschiedener Art
ist. Wir können hieraus schließen, daß es beym wahren Orgelspielen zunächst auf
die Beschaffenheit der Gedanken ankommen müsse, deren sich der Organist
bedient. Diese Beschaffenheit wird durch die Natur des Instruments, durch den
Platz, an welchem es steht, und endlich durch den Zweck, der damit beabsichtigt
wird, bestimmt.” Forkel 1802, 19.
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or anti-Rameauian concerns.66 In fact, starting compositional instruction with fourpart thoroughbass and chorales seems to have been fairly common.
For instance, Telemann prescribed rote copying of chorales in score as a
“better way” to learn composition (or at least part-writing) and thoroughbass. In his
Unterricht . . . zur vierstimmigen Composition, included as an appendix in his Fast
allgemeines Evangelisch-Musicalisches Lieder-Buch (Hamburg, 1730), he describes
how the hymnal, containing roughly five hundred chorales, might be used not only
by choirs and for home devotion but also in private compositional study. The book’s
chorale melodies with figured basses “fitted with the modulations now in fashion”
provide the raw materials from which students should prepare scores by a fairly
mechanical process. Telemann advises students first to copy the soprano and bass,
leaving two blank staves for the alto and tenor. The alto is then constructed by
entering a chord tone (reckoned from the figured bass) such that it is “always as
close as possible to the soprano”; the tenor, likewise, remains as close as possible to
the alto. The result is a chorale in open score, set homophonically in closed
position. This pen and paper method for teaching of thoroughbass seems to be
more or less the same as Bach’s: “He began with chorales. In such exercises he set
66

For “dry species”: Dok III/803, 288–90 at 289 = CPEB-Dok/202, 1:478–84 at 479;
NBR/395, 398–400 at 399. For anti-Fux and anti-Rameau: Joel Lester, Compositional
Theory in the Eighteenth Century (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1992),
31, 93–4.
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himself the basses [to the melodies], and the students had to invent the alto and
tenor.”67 Telemann emphasizes that the figured bass is usually notated with
incomplete signatures, and that rules for unfigured notes must be kept in mind.
These rules are equivalent to norms of doubling, but are conceived as implying
figures above the bass, rather than triadic chord-tones. Likewise, Bach described the
conventional “accompaniments,” or the full realizations and doublings, implied by
the usually incomplete signatures.68
Telemann provides a table illustrating the exercise. The potential pedantry
of the demonstration is leavened in the first instance by an amusing choice of
chorale, “Falscher Lehr und Heuchel-Leben [ist die ganze Welt ergeben]” (To false
teaching and hypocrisy is the world given over). Taken seriously, the table serves
the very practical purpose of allowing a student to check each the choice of each
note in a compositional exercise against Telemann’s own judgement.

67
68

Forkel 1802, 73–4; Dok III/803, 288–90 at 289 = CPEB-Dok/202, 1:478–84 at 479;
NBR/395, 398–400 at 399.
NBA IX/Supp., 37–8; KB V/4, 120–1.
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[The given figures
imply certain unfigured notes as well.
The quality (major or
minor) of thirds and
fifths must be noted.]

“Take the alto first, and
to the first note in the
bass, g [noting the
minor third implied],
set the fifth, d´, as the
note [just] below the
soprano.”

“In this way one
finishes with the alto
and begins with the
tenor . . .”

[NB = An exception to
the guidelines laid out
initially.]

For one model chorale, the book provides the kind of oversight and feedback that
would ordinarily require personal interaction between a master and a student.
Although the process of scoring up chorales may begin by rote, Telemann signals
how this must lead toward musical judgment and sensitivity to context. The “NB”
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anticipates a place where the student would err by proceeding mechanically; here,
Telemann imparts some subtler points, and primes the student to be on the lookout for analogous places.
In view of the sixth, when it stands alone, it is always better to
double the same [sixth above the bass = root of the triad] or the
third [ = fifth of the triad], rather than the octave [= third of the
triad], because in this way the harmony will be more filled out.
Octaves [= doubled thirds] are useful only in (1) avoiding
distant leaps, (2) adding some pleasantness by contrary motion,
or (3) enabling one to easily grasp three voices with the right
hand, as occurs in several places in these hymns.69
If we believe Telemann, the pen and paper method provided students with a better
grounding in harmony because it did not rely on prior knowledge nor on the
student’s keyboard facility.
I have proceeded in the above fashion to make a trial with a boy
of thirteen who still knew but little music, and found this
[method] to be a surer way to achieve four-part composition,
and I do not doubt that it could teach thoroughbass (zum
General-Basse führte) just as well. In this situation would it be a
question of dealing with how one should figure a bass written
down from fantasy, and how one should arrange it in four parts,
as well as how one should proceed with the middle voices in
free composition, which is not bound to the keyboard, and in
which therefore the middle voices can proceed further from
each other.70

69
70

Telemann, Fast allgemeines, 184.
“Ich habe, auf obige Ahrt zu verfahren, eine Probe mit einem Knaben von 13.
Jahren, der noch dazu wenig Music wusste, gemacht, und gefunden, daß diß ein
naher Weg sey, zur vierstimmigen Composition zu gelangen, zweifle auch nicht,
daß er eben so gut zum General-Basse führe. Bey dieser Gelegenheit wäre davon zu
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Telemann’s opinion seem to be not that keyboard facility is unrelated to
thoroughbass, but that inexperienced students may rely too heavily on it, and thus
become hidebound when writing parts not meant for the keyboard. This again is
reminiscent of Forkel’s statement that Bach “rigorously kept his students to
compose entirely from the mind, without an instrument.”71
The rote discipline of copying trains the young composer to react
automatically where a conventional rule applies. With input from a teacher and by
observing where an exemplar contradicts a learned rule, copying also sensitizes the
novice to circumstances under which a generality does not apply. Repetitious
exercises, perhaps especially when they might seem Sisyphean, reinforce one’s
knowledge of the general and, by a complementary effect, illuminate one’s
understanding of the exceptional.
Beyond the basic mechanics of thoroughbass, Telemann’s Unterricht offers a
window onto how a sense of form at a larger scale might arise. Sounding a frequent
complaint, Telemann laments that many organists “nowadays” prelude “from an

71

handeln, wie man einen aus der Fantasie niedergeschriebenen Baß beziefern, und
auf 4. Partien einrichten solle; auch, wie in der freyeren Composition, die sich nicht
ans Clavier bindet, mit den Mittel-Stimmen, welche alsdann weiter aus einander
schreiten können, umzugehen sey.” Telemann, Fast allgemeines, 185.
Forkel 1802, 73 [= NBR/VI, 455]. Cf. ibid., 48 (“Fingercomponisten . . . oder ClavierHusaren”); Dok III/803, 288–90 at 289 = CPEB-Dok/202, 1:478–84 at 479; NBR/395,
398–400 at 399.
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incorrect tone” (apparently in reference to the starting and ending sonority)
because they “do not know the mode of the piece.” Yet in contrast to many other
writers, Telemann offers some concrete advice in the form of a table of progressions
(Gänge) “through which for instance the harmony can proceed” in a given key.

Figure 2-5: Telemann, Unterricht . . . zur vierstimmigen Composition (1730), table
of sample chord progressions
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His table uses chord symbols for major and minor triads. At first glance, whether a
note-name corresponds by default to a major or minor triad may seem
unsystematic. For example “D” refers to a D-minor triad while “G” refers to a Gmajor triad; these are modified as “D#” and “Gb” to notate D-major and G-minor
triads, respectively. In fact, the repertory of basic symbols and their modifications
reflects Telemann’s conception of pitch space as a whole.
Table 2-1: Pitches and Chords in Telemann’s Unterricht . . . zur vierstimmigen
Composition (1730)
Basic chord symbol
Triad signified
Altered chord symbols
A
minor
A#
B
major
—
H
minor
H#
C
major
Cb
D (D♮ in E Phrygian) minor
D#
Dis
(NB = E-flat)
major
—
E
minor
E#
F
major
Fb
Fis
minor
Fis#
G (G♮ in C Minor)
major
Gb

As Table 2-1 shows, the fundamental pitch collection are the “white notes” plus Fsharp, C-sharp, B-flat, and E-flat; the fundamental triads are those that can be
formed from these pitches alone.72 All the other triads arise by altering the thirds of
these fundamental triads, giving rise to additional pitches G-sharp, A-flat, A-sharp,

72

The fact that the fundamental pitch collection extends only to eleven pitches
signals a meantone framework: omitting G-sharp avoids the wolf fifth.
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and D-sharp to complete a fifteen-pitch extended collection. Significantly, there are
more than twelve chromatic pitches, and the collection extends further sharpwards
(A-sharp) than flatwards (A-flat).73 Conversely, there are fewer than twenty-four
triads: the eight minor triads are centered on the d–a fifth and the ten major triads
are centered on the G–D fifth. This puts the “center” of the pitch space between the
a–e/C–G fifth, which corresponds also to the “center of mass” of the tonal system.
That is, there are equally as many chords flatwards and sharpwards from A minor/E
minor or C major/G major and these are the most common chords (Figure 2-6).

73

Traditionally-minded organists of the period would have acknowledged only seven
toni (the “white” notes) and five semitoni (the “black” notes) for a maximum of
twelve notes, each with a single name (C Cis D Dis E F Fis G Gis A B H). Telemann’s
use of “Dis” for an E-flat-major triad derives from this standard organ-tablature
nomenclature. However, the fact that all the accidentals were labeled as sharps
does not imply that they always functioned as sharps (though they frequently did,
as thirds of major chords = leading tones), nor that they were necessarily tuned as
sharps. It is in terms of function that I mean that Telemann’s chords imply a
collection of fifteen pitches. It is notable that the pitch space extends further in the
sharp direction than in the flat direction; this may result from the labeling
convention, consistent with a conceptual bias for “thinking in sharps.” How the
fifteen functions were performed by the twelve available pitches is a question of
tuning. In meantone (cf. fn. 72), “Dis” was tuned as a flat, but the fact that
Telemann includes E-flat-major and B-major triads among the basic chords may
indicate that the note “Dis” was tuned to function enharmonically. Less certainly,
“Gis” might also be enharmonic (tuned to function as G-sharp and A-flat), but
probably not “B” (tuned as B-flat only) since the latter has to function as a root.
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Figure 2-6: Triad distribution and frequency in Telemann’s Unterricht
Those regions of the circle of fifth that Telemann uses are shown at left, revealing a
characteristically meantone pitch space. Frequencies of triads within this space are
shown at right, with color-coding to facilitate comparison.
Figure 2-6 suggests further aspect of the pitch space: although it includes more
major triads, those on the extreme sharp side of the circle are comparatively rare
such that the frequency of major and minor triads is approximately the same. In
fact, considering Telemann’s sample progressions, it turns out that minor keys
predominate, even though there are more major chords. A single representative
progression is provided for each of the major keys, while various possibilities are
given for the minor keys. Consistent with the ‘center of mass’ of the tonal system,
Telemann suggests more progressions in A Minor and E modes than in any other
keys.
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Table 2-2: Progressions for Preluding in a Given Key
Key and Mode
Progression
A Minor
E–a–G–C–d–a–E
a–d–G–C–a–d–E
a–d–G–C–F–d–E
E–a–d–G–C–E–a
A Dorian
E–a–C–G–D–a–E
E Phyrigian
e–G–d–F–C–d–E
E Minor
B–e–G–D–a–e–B
E Dorian
e–E–A–D–G–B–e
B Minor
F#–b–D–A–e–b–F#
F#–b–D–A–F#–b–F#
B Phrygian/Minor
f#–b–D–C–A–b–F#
D Dorian
A–d–F–C–G–d–A
G Dorian=Minor
D–g–Bb–F–D–g–D
G Minor
D–g–Bb–F–c–D–g
C Minor
F Major
C Major
G Major
D Major/Mixolydian
A Mixolydian
E Mixolydian

G–c–Bb–Eb–f–c–G
C–F–Bb–d–g–C–F
C–F–d–G–a–F–C
D–G–C–e–a–D–G
D–G–C–a–e–A–D
A–D–b–e–G–D–A
E–A–D–f#–b–E–B

Comment

NB: uses both C and C#
no iv/IV to distinguish
mode
NB: C-minor triad
NB: F-minor triad

NB: uses both C and C#
as if in D Major
as if in B Minor (!)
+ B Major supplementum

Telemann labels his Modus (keys) with the same symbols he uses for chords. They
denote the tonic pitch and the modality (major or minor) of the tonic triad. The
keys given in the first column of Table 2-2 are consistent with Telemann’s
identification of the tonic, but the modes are labeled analytically, with respect to
the pitches and chords Telemann employs in the associated progressions. What
these labels make clear is that Telemann’s term Modus refers only to the modality of
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the tonic triad, and the tonalities are more varied than those that make up the
modern major-minor system. This follows from the fact that not all enharmonic
pitches and triads are in the pitch space. Thus, in extreme sharp keys with major
tonic triads, VII is used as a diatonic chord and the major dominant is avoided,
resulting in a Mixolydian mode; to my ears, these progressions in A and E
Mixolydian do not clearly establish those pitches as tonics. Major and Mixolydian
“mix” when VII and V are used in the same progression. Analogously, II is used in
sharp keys with minor tonic triads, resulting in Phrygian; Phrygian and Minor mix
when VII and II are used together. The situation with Dorian is different: in keys
with minor tonic triads, the choice between iv and IV seems to favor the pitchclass
which is a member of the fundamental pitch collection. Where both are,
progressions in Minor (with iv) or Dorian (with IV) can occur.
Some of Telemann’s progressions are merely transpositions of each other;
others differ only where one chord substitutes for another (e.g. ii for IV). In general,
there are two basic types of progression: circles of fifths or progressions wherein a
common-tone relationship leads to the relative Major or Minor key. These patterns
are summarized in the following list.
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1. Sequential progressions (7)
1.1. in minor keys (5)
1.1.1. ending in a half cadence (3)
i-iv-VII-III-i-iv-V [A Minor]
i-iv-VII-III-VI-iv-V [A Minor]
i-III-vii-II-VI-vii-I# [E Phyrigian] [= v-VII-iv-VI-III-iv-V (A Minor)]
1.1.2. ending in a full cadence (2)
V-(V)-͢iv-(V)-͢III-V-i [A Minor]
i-(V)-͢IV-(V)-͢III-V-I [E Dorian]
1.2. in major keys (2)
1.2.1. ending in a plagal cadence (2)
I-IV-ii-V-vi-IV-I [C Major]
I-IV-ii-v-VII-IV-I [A Mixolydian] [=V-I-vi-ii-IV-I-V (D Major)]
2. Other progressions (15)
2.1. in minor keys (11)
2.1.1. ending in a half cadence (9)
V-i-III-VII-IV-i-V [D Dorian; A Dorian]
V-i-VII-III-iv-i-V [A Minor; C Minor; B Minor]
V-i-III-VI-iv-i-V [E Minor]
v-i-III-II-VII-i-V [B Phyrigian/Minor]
V-i-III-VII-V-i-V [G Dorian=Minor; B Dorian/Minor]
V-i-III-VII-v-i-V [B minor]
2.1.2. ending in a full cadence (2)
V-i-iv-VII-III-V-I [A Minor]
V-i-III-VII-iv-V-I [G Minor]
2.2. in “major” progressions (4)
2.2.1. ending in a full cadence (3)
V-I-IV-vi-ii-V-I [G Major; F Major]
I-IV-VII-v-ii-V-I [D Mixolydian]
[= (V)-͢V-I-vi-iii=ii-V-I, modulating up from C Major to D Major]
2.2.2. ending in a half cadence (1) [E Mixolydian]
I-(V)-͢VII-ii-v-I-V
[= (V)-͢V-I-iii-vi=v-I-V, modulating up from D Major to E Major]
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Telemann’s guidelines for preluding provide therefore not only a map of tonal
space, but an indication of how to navigate it. A mediocre organist could make use
of the table in a paint-by-numbers sort of way; but a student with higher aspirations
was encouraged to study the table and consider “how the progressions could be
varied, and how many [chords] could be extended by additional [chord-]tones.”
Thus, Telemann’s list was meant not only to substitute for a skilled preluder’s
knowledge, but to teach clever readers to absorb more general principles by copying
and playing the given examples.
Even after providing hundreds of model chorales, Telemann does not leave
readers to make of the examples what they will, but rather saw the value in
explaining how the examples could be worked though in order to lead readers to
general principles of musical composition. Equally significant is the fact that
Telemann does not formulate such principles explicitly. As music theory, perhaps
this would amount to a failing, a critique that Telemann anticipated. Yet, as a
working musician’s vademecum, Telemann’s Unterricht provides just the right
amount of explanation, suggesting avenues for further study and pointing the way
towards a greater understanding than the book actually contains.
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The Importance of Travel—A Carryover of the Wanderjahre
The essential task for an aspiring composer was to build a library—to
“collect ideas” (Ideen sammeln) as Quantz called it.74 This was often done by
traveling, in order to hear and meet famous performers.75 Consider C. P. E. Bach’s
comments on the importance of traveling as a young composer, despite having
lacked the opportunity himself.
I have always remained in Germany and have taken only a few
trips within this, my fatherland. This lack of foreign travel
would have been more harmful to me in my profession if I had
not had the special good fortune from my youth to hear locally
the finest of all kinds of music and to make a great many
acquaintances with masters of the first rank, and occasionally
to receive their friendship.76
Thanks to his father’s reputation, C. P. E. Bach was well acquainted with the musical
life of the Prussian and Saxon courts (“Of everything that was to be heard, especially
in Berlin and Dresden, I need not say much”); yet “quite apart from all this, I do not

74
75
76

Marpurg B 1/3 (1755): 244.
David Yearsley, “Travel Music as Travel Writing: Froberger’s Melancholic Journeys,”
Keyboard Perspectives 1 (2007–2008): 87–112.
“Ich bin also beständig in Deutschland geblieben und habe nur in diesem meinem
Vaterlande einige Reisen gethan. Dieser Mangel an auswärtigen Reisen, würde mir
bey meinem Metier mehr schädlich gewesen seyn, wenn ich nicht von Jugend an
das besondre Glück gehabt hätte, in der Nähe das Vortreflichste von aller Art von
Musik zu hören und sehr viele Bekanntschaften mit Meistern vom ersten Range zu
machen, und zum Theil ihre Freudenschaft zu erhalten.” Burney/Bode 1773, 200–
201. Trans. Paul Corneilson, Packard Humanities Institute, https://cpebach.org
/pdfs/resources/autobiography-English.pdf (accessed June 26, 2019).
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deny that it would have been exceptional pleasure to me, as well as advantageous, if
I could have had the opportunity to visit foreign lands.”77
Where travel was not possible, musicians went to great lengths to acquire
music by correspondence, copying, and even subterfuge. This is probably the
background to the famous anecdote that C. P. E. Bach gives on his father’s Ohrdruf
apprenticeship, doubtless related to him (perhaps with embellishments) by Bach
himself:
[H]is brother possessed a book of clavier pieces by the most
famous masters of the day—Froberger, [Johann Caspar] Kerll,
Pachelbel—and this, despite all his pleading and for who
knows what reason, was denied him. His zeal to improve
himself thereupon gave him the idea of practicing the following
innocent deceit. This book was kept in a cabinet of which the
doors consisted only of grillwork. Now, with his little hands he
could reach through the grillwork and roll the book up (for it
had only a paper cover); accordingly, he would fetch the book
out at night, when everyone had gone to bed, and, since he was
not even possessed of a light, copy it by moonlight.78

77

78

“Von allem dem, was besonders in Berlin und Dresden zu hören war, brauche ich
nicht viele Worte zu machen . . . . Diesem allen ohngeachtet, läugne ich nicht, daß
es mir ungemein lieb und auch vortheilhaft würde gewesen seyn, wenn ich hätte
können Gelegenheit haben, fremde Länder zu besuchen.” Ibid.
“Ein Buch voll Clavierstücke, von den damaligen berühmtesten Meistern,
Frogerbern, Kerlen, Pachelbeln, aber, welches sein Bruder besaß, wurde ihm, alles
Bittens ohngeachtet, wer weis aus was für Ursachen, versaget. Sein Eifer immer
weiter zu kommen, gab ihm also folgenden unschuldigen Betrug ein. Das Buch lag
in einem blos mit Gitterthüren verschlossenen Schrancke. Er holte es also, weil er
mit seinen kleinen Händen durch das Gitter lagen, und das nur in Pappier
geheftete Buch im Schranke zusammen rollen konnte, auf diese Art, des Nachts,
wenn iedermann zu Bette war, bey Mondenscheine, ab.” Dok III/666, 80–93 at 81.
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Unreasonable though it may now seem (as it did, indeed, to C. P. E. Bach), the
withholding, or rather the incremental dispensing, of trade secrets by a master was
normal. It prevented the apprentice from acquiring trade secrets too quickly,
thereby depriving their masters too soon of their assistance.79
Walther vividly recollected his frustrations as an eager student at the secrecy
of traditionally-minded masters. He claimed that his law master’s secrecy (sehr
heimlich gegn mir), and the fact that “practically every word had to be bought from
him with other favors in writing”—seemingly a reference to having to trade copying
services for the privilege of copying from the master’s law books for personal
study—was part of what caused him to give up the law in favor of music.80 But
secrecy was the norm in music too, as Walther was soon to find out. In a letter to
Bokemeyer, he described how he was obliged to pay for the privilege of copying just
a few lines at a time from Johann Theile’s Unterricht von einigen gedoppelten

79
80

English translation after NBR/306, 297–307 at 299. On the historical status of such
anecdotes, see Christoph Wolff, “Defining Genius: Early Reflections of J. S. Bach’s
Self-Image,” Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society, 145/4 (2001): 474–81.
Kluge, Die Zünfte, 162–3.
“Überdiß auch mein Lehrmeister sehr heimlich gegn mir war, so daß fast alle
Worte demselben aufs neüe mit andern Gefälligkeit im Schreiben, u. s. w.
abkauffen muste; resolvirte mich, die Studia fahren zu laßen, und der Music eintzig
und allein obzuliegen. Es deüchte mich dieses auch um so viel nöthiger zu seyn,
damit nicht ein ex omnibus aliquid et in toto nihil am Ende heraus kom̅en mögte.”
Walther-Briefe, 68.
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Contrapuncten, which was furthermore only permitted in Buttstett’s presence.81
Exasperated by receiving this secret knowledge only in dribs and drabs, he
ultimately paid Buttstett’s son to make him a copy in a single night.82
Telemann, likewise in retrospect and in a manner that casts himself as a
prodigy, describes stealing glances at the Zellerfeld cantor’s scores:
As soon as his back was turned, I looked at his scores and
always found something that delighted me, but as to why, that
was concealed to me. So I set about gathering together all sorts
of music, which I wrote in score. I went about this assiduously,
and thereby acquired more and more clarity [Licht], until
finally, Glory be!, I myself began to compose, but in all silence.83

81

82

83

David Yearsley, Bach and the Meanings of Counterpoint (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 2002), 66; id., “Alchemy and Counterpoint in an Age of Reason,”
JAMS 51/2 (1998): 201–243 at 214–5.
“Als auch in nurgedachten Schrifften der doppelten Contrapuncte gedacht wurde,
und ich nicht wuste, was es für Ungeheüer wären; muste abermahl 12 Thaler ihm
versprechen, und alsobald 6 Thaler auszahlen, worüber (gleich dem vorigen) kein
schrifftlicher Contract aufgerichtet wurde. So einfältig war ich! Da es den̅ geschahe,
daß, als er mir (wie mit dem vorigen auch geschehen) nur etliche wenige Zeilen in
seiner Gegenwart von eintzeln Blättern auf einmahl abschrieben ließ, und mir die
Zeit zu lang werden[,] wolte ich seinen ältesten Sohn durch Geschenck eines 2/3
Stücks dahin vermochte, daß selbiger mir den völligen Tractat heimlich
verschaffte, der sodan̅ in einer Nacht (weil er nur 5 Bogen ohngefehr ausmachte)
von mir abcopiret, und hiermit des ohnedem undeterminirten Lehrens und
Lehnens ein Ende gemacht wurde. Ich hätte auch diese nicht nöthig gehabt, wen̅,
nicht auf andere Art damahls drein zu schicken, vermögend gewesen wäre.”
Walthers-Briefe, 68.
“[S]o bald er aber den Rücken wandte, besahe ich seine Partituren, und fand
immer etwas darin, so mich ergetzte, warum aber? das war mir verborgen. Gnug,
ich wurde dadurch veranlasset, allerhand Musik zusammen zu raffen, die ich in
Partituren schrieb, und emsig in selbigen laß, mithin immer mehr Licht bekam: biß
ich endlich, mit Ehren zu melden, selbst anfing zu componiren; aber doch in aller
Stille.” Mattheson 1740, 356.
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Telemann appears to be describing composing out of his own interest. Whatever
else in aller Stille might mean—perhaps it refers to his working in his private time,
or to the fact that these compositions were not shared with a teacher, much less
performed—it surely means that he was composing silently, without the help of the
keyboard.
Graupner likewise describes the great opportunity that working as Kuhnau’s
scribe gave him not only to “see much good” music, but especially “where some
doubt should arise, [to] ask for verbal explanation [mündliche Bericht] of how to
understand this or that.”84 In addition to building a library by copying out scores,
Quantz describes mental score study, followed by imitative compositional
experiments, leading by way of further reflection to the development of a personal
compositional voice:
I studied industriously the scores of acknowledged masters,
attempting to imitate in trios and concertos their method of
composition without actually copying them out . . . . In every
place in which I had stopped I had composed something,
imitating the style prevalent there. But, I also thought about the
merit which the original [Urbild] has over the imitation. Thus I
began to direct my greatest efforts toward the goal of forming a

84

“Weil ich mich auch bey Kuhnau, als Notist, von selbsten anbot, und eine gute Zeit
für ihn schrieb, gab mir solches gewünschte Gelegenheit, viel gutes zu sehen, und
wo etwa ein Zweifel entstund, um mündlichen Bericht zu bitten, wie dieses oder
jenes zu verstehen? Durch den täglichen Fleiß gerieth es also nach und nach dahin,
daß ich mich weder in Kirchen- noch theatralischen Sachen nicht sonderlich mehr
zu fürchten hatte; sondern fest ging.” Mattheson 1740, 410f.
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personal style [eigenthümliche Geschmack] so that possibly I
too might provide originals in music. However, it would take
thought, experience, and time to achieve this. Thus, whereas
formerly a composition might be finished in an hour, I now
allowed myself a day’s time, being only too sure that the first
ideas might be successful, but that they are, if not always the
worst, certainly not always the best.85
If there is a grain of truth in the legend of the Ohrdruf moonlight
manuscript, perhaps Bach’s early experience affected the way he later managed his
relationships with his own apprentices. According to Kräuter, Bach’s Weimar
apprentice, Bach charged exorbitantly for lessons, but “he shares with me all the
music I ask for. I am also at liberty to look through all of his pieces.”86 Kräuter
mentioned that copying was usually done at night:
In addition, when I can get something new and really good here
or from other courts, I certainly do not let it out of my hands
until I have copied it, which I do mostly by [candle]light, so

85

86

Emphasis added. “Indessen studirte ich, in Erwartung einer bequemern
Gelegenheit, die Partituren gründlicher Meister fleißig durch, und suchte ihrer
Setzart, in Trios und Concerten nachzuahmen, doch ohne auszuschreiben . . . . Ich
hatte zwar, an einem jeden Orte, wo ich mich aufgehalten, etwas, dem daselbst
herrschenden Geschmacke nachahmendes gesetzt: ich überlegte aber auch die
Vorzüge die ein Urbild vor einem bloßen Nachahmer voraus hat. Ich fing also an,
meine vornehmsten Bemühungen dahin zu richten, daß ich mir einen
eigenthümlichen Geschmack bilden machte, um, wo möglich, selbst ein Urbild in
der Musik abgeben zu können. Allein, hierzu zu gelangen, wurde Nachsinnen,
Erfahrung, und Zeit erfodert. Was ich also vor dem in einer Stunde verfertigen
konte, dazu nahm ich mir nunmehr die Zeit von einem Tage; mehr als zu seh
versichert, daß die ersten Einfälle zwar manchmal gerathen; aber auch, wenn sie
gleich nicht immer die schlimsten, doch gewiß nicht allezeit die besten sind.”
Marpurg B, 1/3 (1775): 210, 244f.
Dok V/B53b, 117 = NBR/312, 318.
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that by day I can do the above-named tasks most diligently and
without hindrance.87
Copying at night allowed him to practice and compose by daylight, a pattern
remarkably close to Forkel’s account of Bach’s working habits later in life.88
Jakob Adlung cautioned against the possible “vanity” of collecting, for there
“is a difference between knowing and having [music].”89 He advised careful
discretion in deciding what to excerpt and what to acquire entirely, what to buy in
print and what to copy out by hand, and how to organize and use the collection. For
example, good works worth having in their entirety one should usually buy in print
or pay to have a copy made: better to spend the time it would take to copy them in
playing such works. If a print is not available, and the work is especially good, it is
better to copy it out oneself, to avoid having it copied inaccurately by a freethinking
scribe (die Freygeisterey der Abschreiber), and to get to know it better. One can even
recopy the best of what one has acquired in print in order to study it and to find and
correct errors. In pieces where the “useful flowers” are fewer and further between,
87

88

89

“Wann ich anbeÿ was neues und recht gutes hier oder von andern Höfen
bekommen kan, so lasse solches gewiß nicht mehr aus Händen, als biß ich es
decopieret habe, welches dann mehrentheils beÿ Licht geschicht, damit ich beÿ Tag
das obenangeführte fleissigst und ungehindert thun kan.” Dok V/B54a, 119.
“Er arbeitete so anhaltend, und so emsig, daß er sogar häufig die Nächte zu Hülfe
nahm. Was er am Tage geschrieben hatte, lernte er in der darauf folgenden Nacht
spielen.” Forkel 1802, 49.
Adlung 1758, 725. On “bibliotaphia,” or the vainglorious collecting of books, see Sari
Kivistö The Vices of Learning: Morality and Knowledge at Early Modern Universities
(Leiden: Brill, 2014), 111–18.
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not worth the time and money to acquire outright, the best and simplest course was
to make copies of only the best excerpts, “just as one excerpts the best turns of
phrases from a Latin author.”90
Table 2-3: Steps to Becoming a Composer
Ends:
1.

Means:

Make some first attempts at
composition.

2.

Learn the rules of thoroughbass.

3.

Learn the rules of strict
counterpoint.

4.

Build a mental storehouse of ideas.

5.

Imitate the works of
“acknowledged masters”:
– Follow the standard sequence of
keys and cadences.
– Parallel sections have analogous
beginnings.
– Repetitions are varied.91
– Music become more elaborate or
ornamental as it proceeds.92
– Large designs are expansions of
small designs.93

•

Sing.

•

Play the violin and keyboard.

•

Copy out works in score.

•

Produce parts from scores.

•

Study scores mentally.

•

Solicit advice from a teacher.

•

Submit your work for the review
of a colleague of good judgment
and taste.

Over time and through reflection, develop a personal style.

90
91
92
93

Adlung 1758, 726.
David Schulenberg, “Composition as Variation: Inquiries into the Compositional
Procedures of the Bach Circle of Composers,” Current Musicology 33 (1982): 57–87.
Joel Lester, “Heightened Levels of Activity and J. S. Bach’s Parallel-Section
Constructions,” JAMS 54/1 (2001): 49–96.
Schulenberg, “Composition and Improvisation,” 7.
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The End of the Apprenticeship
One of the most important steps in the training of a young composer was to
attempt some free compositions. According to many composers’ reminiscences, the
study of thoroughbass and counterpoint need not precede such attempts, as many
of the thoroughbass treatises suggest. Frequently—and doubtless seeking to
emphasize the early signs of their natural talent—composers retail stories of being
driven to their first musical creations by inborn impulses that were later refined and
strengthened by study.
Learning thoroughbass and counterpoint only after innocent attempts at
composition is clearly a narrative trope; whether the historian ought therefore to be
skeptical of it, or whether it may reflect actual practice cannot be entirely
disentangled. In some cases, at least, it has the ring of truth. Franz (František) Benda
(1709–1786) remembered that his first compositions were two settings of the Salve
Regina. He is quoted by Charles Burney as saying, “Heavens knows how many of the
rules of counterpoint were broken in this attempt!”94 Furthermore, such accounts
were by no means always self-serving. Telemann once recommended a former
student despite a lack of compositional finish, saying, “He admits composition is his
meagerest [skill], but I heard a concerto of his that, although it was not exceedingly
94

Burney 1773, 2:132–3.
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artful, nevertheless had uncommon fire, and indicated an astute genius”
(aufgeweckte Genie).95 In any event, this trope provides the broader context for
Forkel’s famous report that Bach would not teach a student composition “until he
had seen attempts of theirs in which he thought he could discern this ability [to
think musically (Fähigkeit, musikalisch denken zu können)], or what is called musical
genius” (musikalisches Genie).96
Before the eighteenth century, people were not ordinarily thought of as
geniuses; they had genius, and it could be sharp and fertile, or slow and dull.
Zedler’s Lexicon gives the following entry:
Genius [is either] a slow or nimble, keen and creative or dull and
weak instinct or essence of mind present to a person in judging and
devising whereby a thing’s excellence is seized or missed. The term is
applied to artists who have a sharp acumen [Penetration] and who
know how to arrange their work well when it is said that they have a
great genius, as well as when, on the other hand, one says of bad
artists that they are of poor genius. Although Nature shows herself to
be generous or sparing with a person in the dispensation of genius at
birth, it nevertheless cannot be denied that tireless industry and
work, and reading, seeing, and hearing much can in certain measure
polish the otherwise dull genius [received] from Nature, so that it can
become equal to, or indeed often excels, those whose genius is
naturally gifted in its powers. For painters, genius should be
expressed particularly in the execution of their works. One looks for
95

96

“Die Composition nennet Er Sein geringstes, ich habe aber ein Concert von Ihm
gehöret, daß, wo es eben nicht nach der äussersten Kunst war, dennoch ein
ungemeines Feuer hatte, und einen aufgeweckten Genie wieß.” Telemann-Briefe,
122.
Forkel 1802, 72–3; translation based on NBR/VI, 454–5.
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how far the painter’s mind has stretched, if he has expressed the
delicate details well, if he has been able to observe well the rules of
art, if he has been thorough (yet in an easy way), full of ideas,
profound in conception, loveliness, and attractiveness. The same also
goes for other artists, especially for craftspersons [Mechanicis], whose
strength of mind and acumen one perceives in spirit from afar [in]
the cause, effect, and purpose of the things [they craft], whereas a
weak genius shows, through the smallest accident or undesired
circumstance in disorder, that it knows neither how to judge nor
improve [the objects of its craft].97
Genius is in the first instance a power whereby a thing’s excellence is judged, or an
excellent thing is contrived. Darrin M. McMahon suggests that first usage of the
term genius in print to refer to an individual person may be found in Antoine
97

“Genie, Genius, ein langsamer oder hurtiger, durchdringender und schaffer, oder
stumpffer und schwacher Trieb oder Wesen des dem Menschen beywohnenden
Verstandes im Judiciren und Aussinnen, den Wohlstand eines Dinges zu begreiffen,
oder dessen zu verfehlen. In jenem Verstande wird denen Künstlern, die eine
scharffe Penetration haben, und ihr Werck wohl auszurichten wissen, das Praedicat
beygeleget, daß sie einen grossen Genie haben. Gleich wie man hingegen von
schlechten Künstlern saget, daß sie pauvre Genies sind. Ob nun wohl die Natur bey
einem Menschen vor dem andern in Austheilung eines Genie sich freygebig oder
spahrsam, gleich bey seiner Geburts-Stunde erweiset, so ist doch auch nicht zu
verneinen, daß unermüdeter Fleiß und Arbeit, viel lesen, sehen und hören ein
sonst von Natur stumpffes Ingenium einiger massen poliren könne, daß es denen
natürlich damit begabten an Kräfften gleich komme, ja noch vielmahl übertreffe.
Bey denen Mahlern will in Ausfertigung ihrer Wercke der Genie sonderlich
exprimiret seyn, man suchet darinnen, wie weit sich des Mahlers Verstand
erstrecke, ob er die Delicatesse wohl auszudrucken, und die Kunst-Regeln gut zu
observiren gewust habe, ob er fleißig, nach einer leichten Art, fruchtbar in Idéen,
sinnreich in der Conception, Lieblichkeit und Annehmlichkeit gewesen sey. Eben
also gehet es auch bey andern Künstlern, sonderlich bey denen Mechanicis, deren
Verstandes Stärcke und Penetration, der Sachen Ursach, Würckung und Etzweck
man schon im Geiste von ferne siehet; ein schwaches Ingenium hingegen das
gerinste Accidens oder unverhoffte Circumstantz in Unordnung und dergestalt aus
sich selbst bringet, daß es sich weder zu rathen noch zu helffen weiß.” Zedler, s.v.
“Genie.”
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Furetière’s Dictionnaire universel of 1690.98 The usage was new enough in the 1718
second edition of the dictionary of the Académie Française to be glossed: “one says
that a man is a fine, a great genius, a superior genius, in order to say that he has a
fine, a great genius” (emphasis added).99
In Germany, by the second half of the eighteenth century, genius received
sustained consideration in the writings of Johann Gottfried Herder (1744–1803),
principally Fragmente über die neuere deutsche Literatur (1766/67), and of Gotthold
Ephraim Lessing (1729–1781). Even if the concept of original genius was foreign to
Johann Christoph Gottsched’s rational aesthetics, his Versuch einer kritischen
Dichtkunst für die Deutschen (1730) idealized those qualities that later became
emblematic of genius: imagination, judgment, and taste.
Johann Adolph Scheibe’s Critischer Musikus, published serially from 1737 to
1740 and then reprinted a “new, expanded and improved edition” in 1745,
enthusiastically attempted for music what Gottsched had done for poetry. Scheibe
does not use the term Originalgenie; that term would appear in Scheibe’s 1773 Ueber

98
99

Darrin M. McMahon, Divine Fury: A History of Genius (New York: Basic, 2013), 70.
Quoted after ibid.
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die musicalische Composition, with a gloss, suggesting that it was still novel.100 There,
Scheibe discusses how a beginner might discover whether he had genius.101
1. Note whether you have tuneful thoughts (singende Gedanken), which
is to say whether you sing mentally (zuweilen in Gedanken singen).
2. Note whether these ideas are distinct and clear enough that you
could transcribe (aufs Papier bringen) them before they fade away.
3. Note whether these ideas are of your own invention, or whether they
are merely stuck in your head after hearing a piece of music which
happened to please you.
4. If you can do the foregoing, do not worry if you cannot put your
thoughts into the proper order (die gehörige Ordnung); this you can
learn to do in time by rule, art, and diligence.
Scheibe’s discussions of genius in his earlier writings follows Gottsched in
emphasizing that it springs from a power of imagination (Einbildungskraft).102
Genius is the capacity to attend to sounds heard in one’s inner ear and to
100
101
102

Scheibe 1773, li–liii.
Ibid., 13–14.
See Scheibe 1745, 101–2. Cf. Zedler , s.v. “Phantasie.” After discussing its ancient
Greek philosophical usage (cf. Arist. De anim. iii 3), Zedler’s article distinguishes
two usages of the term in eighteenth-century German, both of which follow from
the Greek sense. Fantasy can refer both to the psychological power or potential to
fantasize, or to the result or product of this mental activity. “Zu den neuern Zeiten
hat man dieses Wort auf zweysache Art genommen. Einmahl hat man sie als eine
Krafft der Seelen angesehen, und eben das darunter verstanden, was man sonst
Imagination oder die Einbildungskrafft nennet . . . . Vors andere verstehet man
dadurch nicht so wohl eine Krafft oder Vermögen, als vielmehr eine Würckung, die
in einer Vorstellung leiblicher und sinnlicher Sachen bestünde, wiewohl sie andere
so enge nicht nich einschlüssen. Denn sie meynen, Phantasien wären solche
Vorstellungen, da man eine Sache lebhafft als was gegenwärtiges und reelles
vorstelle, daß das Gemüth dadurch in eine Bewegung gesetzt werde, und theilen
sie in sinnliche und judicieuse.”
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experience them as vividly as if they were real and substantive sounds. Scheibe does
not equate Genie with Einbildungskraft; rather he discusses how both the power of
imagination and the vividness of the thing imagined can be strengthened by
“rational reflection” (vernünftiges Nachdenken).103 The transcription test, which
measures an idea’s vividness or clarity, depends this rational reflection. Scheibe
seems to conceive of genius as imagination prolonged and sustained with reflection.
Genius does not require knowledge of the “rules of art”; Scheibe advises that these
can be learned in time by “reading through the works of the best musical authors,
especially those who write with taste such as [C. P. E.] Bach, Quantz, and
Marpurg.”104
As late as 1773, Scheibe still insisted that “genius animates, but art or study
educates the musician.”105 A distinction between inborn powers of invention and
learning the rules of composition through imitation helped constitute the emerging
concept of original genius—a special person, rather than a special quality. From

103
104

105

Scheibe 1745, 102.
“Hiernächst will ich ihnen rathen, die Werke der besten musikalischen
Schriftsteller, insonderheit derjenigen, die mit Geschmack geschrieben haben, als
etwan derer Herren Bach, Quanz und Marpurg mit Ueberlegung durchzulesen.”
Scheibe 1773, 14. It is interesting that Scheibe seems to have in mind treatises, not
musical works. He goes on to mention Bach’s Versuch explicitly in the next few
sentences.
“Das Genie muß den Musikverständigen beleben, die Kunst oder das Studium aber
ihn ausbilden.” Scheibe 1773, 13.
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this perspective, study of thoroughbass and counterpoint did not instill
compositional ability, but rather uncovered latent compositional potential.
C. P. E. Bach Bach, writing under the pseudonym Caspar Dünkelfeind,
satirized composition by imitation.106 In Gedanken eines Liebhabers der Tonkunst
über Herrn Nichelmanns Tractat von der Melodie (Berlin, 1755), a response to
Christoph Nichelmann’s Die Melodie nach ihrem Wesen sowohl als nach ihren
Eigenschaften (Danzig [Gdansk], 1755), he sharply criticized Nichelmann for doing
nothing but imitate others’ work, to the point of stealing it. The nub of the withering
dismissal is that Nichelmann’s treatise is just like his compositions: derivative and
empty.
Copying, which in the past faithfully rescued him [Nichelmann] from
distress when composing, could not help him this time. If he had
taught himself how to fashion a melody, it was not advisable, for he
would have to had to say to his readers: “If you wish to compose
something, you must first sing or play for yourself from various
masters some pieces of the same kind that you wish to fashion, and
106

On the identification of Dünkelfeind with C. P. E. Bach, see Thomas Christensen,
“Nichelmann contra C. Ph. E. Bach: Harmonic Theory and Musical Politics at the
Court of Frederick the Great,” in: Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach und die europäische
Musikkultur des mittleren 18. Jahrhunderts: Bericht über die Internationale
Symposium der Joachim Jungius-Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften Hamburg 29.
September–2. Oktober 1988, ed. Hans Joachim Marx (Göttingen, Vandenhoeck &
Ruprecht, 1990), 189–220 at 206. The significance of the moniker Dünkelfeind
(“enemy of arrogance”) is transparent. The name “Caspar” may also be symbolic:
Caspar is the name traditionally given to the first of the Three Kings of the
Epiphany, a festival associated with light, understanding, and wisdom. Caspar is
usually associated with the gift of gold, which may relate the author’s repeated
references to his original compositional ideas as his “treasure.”
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memorize these so solidly that you could repeat them with a little
variation.” But to see whether this borrowing were too noticeable,
they should show the new piece to respectable men. Whether the
readers themselves noticed the borrowing is not mentioned. These
[judges] would doubtless miss in them the creative spirit
[schöpferischer Geist], yet would want to know [how] to change a few
places, copied note for note. This should be done three, four, or more
times, until these men either were actually satisfied, or from
exhaustion at least pretended to be so. They could always leave holes
of a few bars in the piece, until a more favorable Minerva allowed
something else occur to them, but fluidity and coherence would
suffer, so one should not turn to this [strategy] alone.107
The criticism is oblique. It might seem a contradiction that a copy-cat’s works could
be derivative and empty. After all, if he copies a true master, would not the copy
remain masterful? The logic is that if one copies a true master, the copy remains
masterful, but it is not one’s own work. Nichelmann’s prospective “readers”—
107

“Das Abschreiben, welches beym Componiren getreulich bisher aus der Noth
gerissen, konte ihm dißmal nicht helfen. Solte er von sich selbst lernen, wie man
Melodien machen müsse, dieses war nicht rathsam, weil er seinen Lesern hätte
müssen sagen: Sie sollten, wenn sie etwas componiren wolten, sich vorher einige
Stücke von unterschiedenen Meistern und von der Art, dergleichen sie zu
verfertigen willens sind, vorsingen oder spielen, und sich solches so fest einprägen,
daß sie mit einer kleinen Veränderung dasselbe wieder vorbrächten; Ob die Leser
es selbst gar wohl merkten, daran wäre nichts gelegen; Doch um zu sehen, ob
dieses Entlehnen zu merklich in die Augen fiel, so solten sie das neue Stück
ansehnlichen Männern weisen; Diese würden zwar an ihnen den schöpferischen
Geist vermissen, doch nur einige Stellen wo Note vor Note abgeschrieben ist,
geändert wissen wollen; Dieses müßten sie 3, 4 und mehrmalen thun, bis diese
Männer entweder würklich zufrieden wären, oder durch eine Ermüdung sich
wenigstens so stellten; sie könten allenfals Lücken in dem Stück von einigen
Tacten lassen, bis eine günstigere Minerva ihnen etwas anders beyfallen ließ: das
Fliessende und Zusammenhängende würde zwar hierdurch leyden, allein daran
müßte man sich nicht kehren.” Caspar Dünkelfeind [= Carl Philipp Emanuel
Bach?], Gedanken eines Liebhabers der Tonkunst über Herrn Nichelmanns Tractat
von der Melodie (Berlin, 1755), 1–2.
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ostensibly stand-ins for Nichelmann himself (who else would read his treatise?)—
are described as finally arriving at something original by relying on the judgement
of masters in editing out from what they copied the marks of the masters’ models.
(Perhaps Nichelmann solicited C. P. E. Bach’s feedback on his compositions.108) The
sentiment of the passage is in common with Voltaire’s supposed reference to
correcting Frederick the Great’s poetry as “bleaching dirty laundry”: if one edits out
the hallmarks of the model, the result may be original, but one risks editing out
everything that made the model worth imitating in the first place!109 Put another
way, composition by emulation can only be empty or derivative: if it retains its
worth, it will do so only by being a true (i.e. mere) copy of the original, whereas if
the imprint of the model is no longer perceptible, neither can the emulation derive
its worth from it.110 Discernably, therefore, C. P. E. Bach was not dismissing imitative
composition as such, for indeed he admitted candidly to “borrowing the good from
108
109

110

Christensen, “Nichelmann contra C. Ph. E. Bach,” 207 esp. fn. 60.
“Voilà le Roi qui m’envoye son linge-sale à blanchir: je blanchirai le vôtre ensuite.”
Voltaire [François-Marie Arouet], Commentaire historique sur les œuvres de l’auteur
de La Henriade . . . (Neuchâtel, 1776), 47. Cf. id., Mémoires pour servir à la vie de M.
de Voltaire écrits par lui-même, ed. Jacqueline Hellegouarc’h (Paris: Honoré
Champion, 2011), 158 fn. 256.
This logic is, of course, facile: it ignores the mechanism by which an original
creation can arise from emulation. On the one hand, intelligent arrangements may
not be “original,” but they can significantly change the character of the model, or
change the emphasis of its certain qualities. On the other hand, by significantly
varying a model, the imprint of the model may fade and something new can
emerge. Emanuel Bach was concerned to efface the evolution of his own mature
style, evidence by the fact that he destroyed most of juvenilia.
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wherever it may be, even if it is found only in small doses in a piece,” and described
it accurately as “memorizing the pieces of masters and repeating them with a little
variation.”111 Instead, he was dismissing Nichelmann as doing nothing but imitating
others. From this perspective, Nichelmann was composing like an apprentice
would.
In an article on imitation (Nachahmung), Scheibe described how one should
reflect on musical models to prepare for imitative studies.
One should always very exactly consider the nature and construction
of any musical piece. One must investigate what effect the musical
tones and intervals make, when they proceed now higher, now lower,
now slower, now faster. A well-measured order and sequence
[Ordnung und Folge] of notes and measures is also always an
indispensable ornament of good pieces, which should therefore be
considered with the greatest diligence by beginning composers. For
this aspect facilitates the expression of thoughts, to the great
advantage of such feelings, the thoughts of which it is even harder to
express through notes.112

111
112

“[M]an möge das Gute, es stecke wo es wolle, wenn es auch nur in geringer Dosi in
einem Stücke anzutreffen ist, annehmen.” Burney/Bode 1773, 208.
“Man soll allemal auf die Natur und Beschaffenheit eines jedweden musikalischen
Stückes sehr genau sehen. Man muß untersuchen, welche Wirkung die
musikalischen Töne und Intervallen thun, wenn sie bald höher, oder tiefer,
langsam, oder geschwinde auf einander folgen. Eine wohl abgemessene Ordnung
und Folge der Noten und Tackte, ist auch allemal ein unentbehrlicher Zierrath
geschickter Sätze: wie dann dieses Mittel von angehenden Componisten mit
größtem Fleiße beobachtet werden soll; weil es die Ausdrückung der Gedanken
erleichtert, indem es so gar solchen Gemüthern ungemein zuträglich ist, denen es
noch etwas schwer fällt, ihre Gedanken durch Noten zu erklären. Man muß auch
zur Erlangung größerer Fertigkeit im Anfange seine Einfälle und Erfindungen nur
allein melodisch entwerfen. Die Melodie muß ohne dieß allemal vorangehen. Man
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The obscurity of Scheibe’s text perhaps reflects his struggle to articulate something
as complex and individual as “musical reflection.” Nevertheless we can distinguish
two aspects. First, the beginning composer is to “investigate” the effects of tones and
intervals. This apparently refers to learning the correlations between musical
materials and their affective results by being conscious of one’s own response to
those materials. This process is reminiscent of the early experiences of score study
described by Telemann: “I always found something that delighted me, but as to why,
this was concealed to me.”113 Telemann had not at that point learned to recognize
which musical materials prompted which aesthetic responses. Second, a composer
should study the order and sequence of the musical materials. Scheibe seems to
mean that as useful as a logical form (Ordnung) is in expressing thoughts in words,
so much the more useful it is when expressing thoughts and feelings in music. A
sense of form (gehörige Ordnung, Ordnung und Folge) does not come from natural
genius, but is rather learned by emulation.

113

kann auch nach ihr am besten die Richtigkeit der Gedanken und das Feuer ihres
Erfinders beurtheilen. Wenn die Melodie ordentlich und schön ist, so wird man
desto leichter den harmonischen Nachdruck hinzufügen können.” Scheibe 1745,
104.
“[S]o bald er aber den Rücken wandte, besahe ich seine Partituren, und fand
immer etwas darin, so mich ergetzte, warum aber? das war mir verborgen.”
Mattheson 1740, 356.
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Scheibe may not have had architechtonic form foremost in his mind—
although schematic dance forms and principles of concerto structure were common
in his writings—but certainly Scheibe’s concept of Ordnung encompasses topics
like Telemann’s requisite sequence of keys in a prelude.
Scheibe distinguished between the “rules” and “artifices” (Vortheile) of
invention. Rules of composition describe what must and must not be written, while
Vortheile suggest what might advisedly be written, what is to be preferred, what is
good matter (guter Stoff) upon which to build an invention, what is an expedient
means of elaborating. Bettina Varwig has argued that techniques of “amplification”
and “variation,” central to the Humanist rhetorical tradition, were transferred from
literary to musical composition.114 We can think of variation as including not only
melodic variation but also changes of texture and contrapuntal relationships.
Amplification actually embraces several techniques: making something longer
(expansion), increasing the number of parts (elaboration, instrumentation,
orchestration), or making something denser by adding notes (diminution and
ornamentation). To these we may correlate some basic principles of organization,
which a composer would have to know in order to appropriately apply these
constructive techniques. Some things were rules (Regeln) to be followed; others
114

Bettina Varwig, “One More Time: J. S. Bach and Seventeenth-Century Traditions of
Rhetoric,” ECM 5/2 (2008): 179–208 at 182ff.
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were useful hints that a composer could use to advantage (Vortheile): such “artifices”
were not exactly obligatory, but they were expedient and and resulted in better
music.
An early allemande of C. P. E. Bach provides a striking example of how strict
emulation of a master model can lead to a genuinely new musical idea. This is an Eminor suite dating from 1733, and is the only keyboard work that survives in its
original form from C. P. E. Bach’s Leipzig years.
Its theme is borrowed from J. S. Bach’s G-major French suite, composed
around 1722. The quotation is unmistakable from the beginning, even though in
C. P. E. Bach’s piece is in E-minor. The effect is altogether different when the
beginning of J. S. Bach’s allemande in G-major is quoted verbatim at the beginning
of the second strain. The theme in G-major does not feel like a continuation in the
relative key of C. P. E. Bach’s work, but a sudden interpolation of the original model
in its home tonic. From this perspective, C. P. E. Bach’s emulation frames a
fragmentary performace of the beginning of the model. The trajectory of the piece is
not one of outward journey and return. Rather, the piece starts from the outer
reaches, spirals in toward its home beacon—signalled already from the first bars—
but ultimately is lost again. This aesthetics of coalescing and dissolving, rather than
excursion and return, became central to C. P. E. Bach’s mature keyboard and
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chamber
music, and we5 see it already
in development
in this imitative apprentice
SCORE File: P099.MUS
Project: Ser. I Vol. 8.2
File Date:10-24-05 Time: 17:08 Print data: 1.09 1.42 2.50 1200 8
work.
(a)
7

(b)
9

tr

Allemande

tr

3

3

3

11

3

tr

3

Example 2-3:
13
(a) J. S. Bach, Allemande,
“French” Suite No. 5 BWV 816/1 (ca. 1723), m. 1
5
(b) C. P. E. Bach, Allemande, Suite in E-minor Wq 65/4 (1733), mm. 1, 11
C. P. E. Bach’s work also builds on ideas from the allemande of J. S. Bach’s B-minor
French suite. J. S. Bach develops the incomplete-neighbor figure of his theme
© 2006 The Packard Humanities Institute

7

(Example 2-4a) with a chromatically before the structural cadence at the end of the
second half (Example 2-4b). C. P. E. Bach takes this idea and exaggerates it
9
tr
(Example 2-4c) to create
even more surprising
dissonant turns of melody.
3
3

3

11

tr
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Example 2-4: (a) J. S. Bach, Allemande, “French” Suite No. 3 BWV 814/1 (1722), m. 1
(b) mm. 22–24
(c) C. P. E. Bach, Allemande, Suite in E-minor Wq 65/4 (1733), mm. 17d–19
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The completion of the Meisterstück, or masterpiece, marked the important
transition toward professional independence. Often, it was on condition of the
satisfactory completion of the masterpiece that a master would provide the Attest,
the certification of skills indespensible for a journeyman to find work. Zacharias
Hildebrandt’s (1688–1757) masterpiece was the organ at St. Nicholas’s Church,
Langhennersdorf—less than ten kilometers from Freiberg (Saxony), therefore still
under the auspices of his master Gottfried Silbermann (1683–1753).115 Silbermann
provided the materials and financial underwriting; Hildebrandt, as yet still a
journeyman, was paid only his regular weekly wage by Silbermann, who in turn
collected the fees for the project.116

115

116

The organ was completed by 1722, but it is not clear when exactly it was begun.
Silbermann reported in 1724 that he assigned Hildebrandt the Langhennersdorf
organ as his masterpiece shortly after the end of his apprenticeship (Nach
vollendeten LehrJahren [gab ich ihm] in Lang-Hennersdorff eine neue Orgel zum
Meisterstück zu bauen). The apprenticeship contract between Silbermann and
Hildebrandt, signed in December 1713, stipulated a term of three years; the
Langehnnersdorf organ might therefore have been contracted as early as late 1716
or early 1717. Ulrich Dähnert, Der Orgel- und Instrumentenbauer Zacharias
Hildebrandt: sein Verhältnis zu Gottfried Silbermann und Johann Sebastian Bach
(Leipzig: Breitkopf & Härtel, 1962), 18–19.
Hildebrandt’s contract with Silbermann refers to him as an “Orgelmacher Geselle”
and shows that from 1713 to 1716 he enjoyed 10 groschen per week in wages along
with Silbermann’s promise to give him “faithful and diligent instruction in the
organbuilder’s art” and “to perfect him in that knowledge.” In exchange,
Hildebrandt promised to “faithfully and diligently lend a hand in all of
Silbermann’s work” and “in no way to work to Silbermann’s disadvange,” which
including taking on separate work for additional pay. The fact that Hildebrandt
was paid by Silbermann from the very beginning of their association probably
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For musicians in the Stadtpfeifer system, the end of the apprenticeship could
be marked by the direction of ceremonial music for a church or civic festival; it may
or may not be associated with the performance of one’s own compositions. In the
cantorate system, wherein the terms of indenture were less formalized (and, as at
St. Thomas’s School, a boy’s commitment might be to the school rather than to the
cantor personally), the end of the apprenticeship was likewise less formalized.
Telemann got his professional break by chance in about 1695 in Zellerfeld:
There was to be a Bergfest, and the Cantor was supposed to set
a given libretto to music, but he was laid up with gout. I had
meanwhile confided in a schoolmate that I knew how to
compose [daß ich Tone zusammen zu setzen wüste]. My friend
told the Cantor this, and I was summoned, and upon [the
Cantor’s] request I took over the commission. The day of the
performance approached, but the Cantor was still bedridden, so
it fell to me, a figure of four feet and a few inches, to beat the
time. [I needed] a little stool [to stand on] to be seen. The
ensemble was well-staffed [die Musik war gut besetzet], and
sounded [well]. After the service, the warm-hearted Bergleute,
more on account of my appearance than of the harmony, were
eager to congratulate me, and accompanied me in a crowd to
my apartment. One of them carried me all the way on his arm,
and I heard them honor me with their common praise, “You
clever little boss!” [Du kleiner, artiger Boß!]117

117

reflects the fact that Hildebrandt was older (twenty-five years old in 1713), had
already already completed an apprenticeship in joinery, and had probably also
worked as a journeyman joiner in Silesia. Cf. ibid., 17–18.
“Nach einigem Zeitverlaufe sollte ein Berfest gefeiret werden, und der Cantor zu
einer ihm gegebenen Posie die Musik verfertigen; allein er lag am Podagra.
Immittelst hatte ich einem meiner Schulgesellen vertrauet, daß ich Tone
zusammen zu setzen wüste. Dieser eröffnete es jenem; ich wurde gerfuen, und
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There is no record that Telemann was paid for this well-received debut. However,
Telemann also described writing a motet to be performed in church almost every
Sunday; for these, he doubtless received some remuneration. Once musicians were
collecting fees for service, be it for copying, performing, or directing, they were de
facto no longer apprentices but journeymen (Gesellen).
Traditionally, journeymen were obliged to leave their masters’ sphere of
influence in accordance with non-compete clauses in apprenticeship contracts, but
by the eighteenth century the situation was often looser. For example, Hildebrandt
was sued by his former master Silbermann for building an organ in Lengefeld, only
about thirty kilometers from Freiberg where he had apprenticed.118 As a result of the
suit, Hildebrandt took more work to the north and west (around Leipzig and into
Anhalt and Thuringia), but was permitted to take commissions in Saxony so long as
Silbermann retained the right of first refusal. This concession reflects an innovative

118

übernahm, auf dessen Ansuchen, solche Verrichtung. Der tag der Aufführung
nahete heran; mein Cantor aber mußte annoch das Bette hüten: also kam das
Tactgeben an mich, als an eine Figur von 4. Fuß und etlichen Zollen, welcher man
ein Bänckgen untersetzte, damit sie gesehen werden könnte. Die Musik war gut
besetzet, und klang. Die treuhertzigen Bergleute, mehr durch meine Gestalt, als
durch die Harmonie berührt, wollten mir, nach geendigtem Gottesdienste, ihre
Liebe bezeugen, und brachten mich hauffenweise nach meiner Wohnung; einer
aber von ihnen trug mich auf dem Arme dahin, wobey ich mich mit ihrem
gewöhnlichen Lobspruche: Du kleiner, artiger Boß! zum öfftern beehren hörte.”
Mattheson 1740, 356.
The legal proceedings are preserved in Dresden and Freiberg (Saxony). D-Dla,
10079 Landesregierung, Nr. Loc. 13845/19 and D-FBa, Aa. Abt. Ib. Sekt. IX. Nr. 24.
Dähnert, Der Orgel- und Instrumentenbauer Zacharias Hildebrandt, 33ff.
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attitude: formerly, tradesmen’s pledges had been non-negotiable.119 Quantz
mentioned he was a journeyman for two and a quarter years with the same master
after his apprenticeship. This transition probably meant that he began being paid
wages, as well as incurring rent and other expenses.
Under Bach, apprentices—that is, students on a professional track rather
than the well-paying bourgeois and noble amateurs—seem to have marked the end
of their studies by composing, publishing, or directing their own music. Examples of
student compositions that we may think of as “masterpieces” include C. P. E. Bach’s
“Menuet pour le Clavessin” Wq 111, which C. P. E. Bach engraved himself and
published in c. 1731, a piece obviously an imitation of J. S. Bach’s minuet from the Gmajor keyboard partita BWV 829; surviving cantatas by Johann Gottlieb Goldberg
and Johann Friedrich Doles; and organ works by Johann Caspar Vogler and Johann
Ludwig Krebs. Major copies, such as those executed by W. F. Bach of the organ
sonatas or other concertos in the early 1730s just before he began to apply for
professional organ posts, may likewise reflect the culmination of the apprentice
period.
The rhetorical training of the Latin schools represents an important break
between the apprenticeship training of the guilds and that of the cantorates.

119

Ibid., 37.
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Cantors were thought of as intellectuals and teachers; the practical business of
composing music was taken in hand as but one domain in which to pursue the
broader Humanist project of copia. Apprentices trained in this new context relied
on the literary skills of their Latin-school training—as copyists, librarians,
bibliographers, and textual analysts —for the execution of their musical duties.
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CHAPTER 3

THE CANTATA WORKSHOP

Parody has long been an important area of study in Bach scholarship.1 The parody
process is a special kind of self-imitation: a new work comes about through the
reuse of existing movements, the music reworked to accommodate new texts
usually written with the existing music already in mind. Some scholars have argued
that the importance of parody has been overemphasized in the interpretation of the
resultant work. “Parody is Overrated” was the title of Daniel Melamed’s 2018
keynote address at the meeting of the American Bach Society. Melamed writes:
There are many reasons to study parody, but they are technical and
remind us that it is part of the compositional process, not a feature of
a performed musical work. When it is done well it is not audible, and
arguably has little to do with the experience of hearing a work either
in the eighteenth century or today—not least because no listener in
Bach’s time could have been expected to know the model for a
derived composition.2
I cannot agree that parody necessarily “has little to do with the experience a work,”
that is, that the fact that a work is a parody cannot affect its reception. Particularly
today, when listeners may well be aware of different versions of a single work, or of
1

For an overview, see Hans-Joachim Schulze, “The Parody Process in Bach’s Music:
An Old Problem Reconsidered,” Bach 20/1 (1989); repr. in: Yo Tomita (ed.), Bach,
The Baroque Composers (Farnham: Ashgate, 2011), 369–83.
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models and their parodies, it seems impossible to rule such factors out of audiences’
interpretations, especially if we consider that interpretations of the significance of a
work reside not principally in their author’s intention but rather their reception.3
Nor even is it always true that eighteenth-century listeners were unaware of
parody, and that such awareness did not affect their reception of a work. According
to an anecdote told by Friedrich Wilhelm Marpurg, Wilhelm Friedemann Bach was
criticized for parodying arias from one of J. S. Bach’s passions and presenting them
as a “galant serenade.”
The students of Halle took it upon themselves to present a festive
serenade to their incoming Prorector. This was in the year 1749. The
text for the serenade was prepared by the most gifted poet among the
sons of the muses, and Herr * * *, Organist and Music Director at
* * * * Church was called upon to set the text according to the newest,
most galant fashion. Either it was not this organist’s thing to compose
galantly and according to the newest fashion, or he thought the 100
Reichsthaler honorarium too little to set a couple of arias and
recitatives. Since he had a good stock of church cantatas, wherein all
manner of double counterpoint criss-crossed in [both] similar
motion and inversion, he searched out from within a very artful
Passion oratorio a couple of arias whose metrical and rhythmic
quality was similar to that of the serenade. He forced the text of the
new arias under the melodies of the old ones, as best as was possible,
prepared a score, and sent it to the impresario of the projected
2
3

Daniel R. Melamed, “Parody is Overrated,” Keynote Address, 20th Biennial Meeting
of the American Bach Society, “Reworked: Parody – Transcription – Adaptation.”
Elsewhere, Melamed concedes that a work’s origin in parody can, especially today,
affect the way that work is interpreted, but considers the effect undue, leading to a
“limited view and on that is largely cut off from the experience of hearing these
works.” See id., Listening to Bach. The Mass in B Minor and the Christmas Oratorio
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2018), xviii.
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serenade, who promised to pay him the agreed honorarium the day
after the performance. After the singers along with the city and
regimental musicians had tortured themselves enough, and believed
they stood able to perform the music as least discordantly as possible,
they proceeded [to perform it]. Unluckily for the composer, among
the audience was a Saxon cantor not far from Leipzig, who knew the
parodied artful arias. He began to lament and complain about the
desecration [of the sacred arias]—more troubled than Lully [had
been] before him over the transformation of one of his secular arias
into a sacred one—and asked a student who was the pretty bird who
had the audacity to perpetrate such a sinful plagiary. The name of the
composer was given, and the sighing cantor shrugged his shoulders.
When the impresario caught wind of this incident, and heard that the
arias were anything but new and at least thirty years old, and besides
that were borrowed from the Passion of a certain great doublecontrapuntist, he refused the Herr Plagiarist the honorarium,
whereupon the matter was brought to court. I don’t know how it
concluded, for shortly thereafter I left Halle University.4

4

“Die Studenten in Halle schickten sich an, ihrem künftigen Prorector eine
feyerliche Abendmusik zu bringen. Es war im Jahre 1749. Der Text zur Serenate
wurde von dem geschicktesten Dichter unter den Musensöhnen verfertigt, und der
Herr * * * Organist und Musikdirector an der * * * * Kirche ward ersucht, solche
nach der allneuesten Art aufs galanteste zu componiren. Entweder war es die
Sache dieses Organisten nicht, galant und nach der neuesten Art zu componiren,
oder er hielte das ihm angegebotene Honorarium von 100 Rthlr. für zu klein, um
dafür ein paar Arien und Recitative in Musik zu bringen. Da er einen guten Vorrath
von Kirchenstücken hatte, worinnen allerhand Arten von Doppelcontrapunkten,
in gleicher und verkehrter Bewegung, einander durchkreutzten, so suchte er aus
einem gewissen sehr künstlichen Passionsoratorio ein paar Arien heraus, deren
metrische und und rhytmische Beschaffenheit mit denen aus der Serenate einige
Aehnlichkeit hatte. Er zwang den Text der neuen Arien unter die Melodie der
alten, so gut als möglich war, fertigte eine Partitur an, und schickte sie dem
Unternehmer der projectiten Abendmusik zu, der ihm das veraccordirte
Honorarium den Tag nach der Aufführung auszuzahlen versprach. Nachdem die
Sänger, nebst den Stadt- und Regimentsmusikern sich lange genug mit ihren
Stimmen gemartert hatten, und im Stande zu seyn glaubten, die Musik so wenig
discordant als möglich aufführen zu können, so gieng solche nach gewöhnlicher
Art vor sich. Zum Unglück für den Componisten, fand sich unter den Zuhörern ein
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The anecdote is very plausible. It is obvious that Herr Plagiario refers to W. F. Bach,
who was organist and music director in Halle in 1749, and that the “certain great
double-countrapuntist” can only refer to J. S. Bach. W. F. Bach is known to have
performed many of his father’s cantatas in Halle in the 1740s. Peter Wollny has
suggested that the autograph score of the Pentecost cantata O ewiges Feuer, o
Ursprung der Liebe BWV 34, prepared around 1746 or 1747, was ostensibly for
performance outside Leipzig, and may have been performed by W. F. Bach in Halle
on Pentecost, May 29, 1746, the day he officially assumed his post as organist at the
Liebfrauenkirche. “If so, BWV 34 would be a parallel case to the organ prelude BWV
541 with which J. S. Bach seems to have provided his eldest son for the job
competition at Dresden in 1733.”5

5

sächsischer Cantor unweit Leipzig, dem die parodirten künstlischen Arien bekannt
waren. Er fieng an, über die Entweihung derselben, ärger als Lully ehedessen über
die Transformation einer seiner weltlichen Arien in eine geistliche, zu jammern
und zu wehklagen, und fragte einen Studenten, wer der saubere Vogel wäre, der
sich erfrechet, ein so sündliches Plagium zu begehen. Man nennte ihm den
Nahmen des vermeinten Componisten, und der seufzende Cantor zuckte die
Achseln. — Da der Unternehmer der Musik von diesem Vorfall Wind bekam, und
hörte, daß die Arien nichts weniger als neu, und wenigstens 30 Jahre alt, und noch
dazu aus der Paßion eines gewissen großen Doppelcontrapunktisten entlehnet
wären, so verweigerte er dem Herrn Plagiario das Honorarium, worüber es zu
einem Proceß kam, dessen Ausgang ich nicht erfahren habe, weil ich kurz darauf
die Universität Halle verließ.” Marpurg, Legende der Musikheiligen, 60ff.
Peter Wollny, “Wilhelm Friedemann Bach’s Halle performances of cantatas by his
father,” Bach Studies 2, ed. Daniel R. Melamed (Cambridge: Cambridge University
press, 1995), 202–228 at 213. J. S. Bach prepared a fresh copy of BWV 541 (D-B,
N.Mus.ms. 378) on the same paper that he famously wrote the application letter for
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The fact that W. F. Bach signed his name to J. S. Bach’s autograph of the
organ concerto BWV 596 is also suggestive. The son’s annotation in the upper-right
corner runs “by W. F. Bach, written by my Father’s hand.” The manuscript dates
from sometime during Bach’s Weimar years (ca. 1714–17), which makes W. F. Bach’s
self-attribution impossible.6 Martin Falck construed this as a deliberate forgery that
indicated W. F. Bach’s disohnesty; this fitted with Falck’s picture of W. F. Bach’s
character and the vicissitudes of his employment after 1764.7 Yet, J. S. Bach’s teacher
and brother, Johann Christoph, wrote out fair copies of some of his charge’s earliest
compositions in the Möller MS (D-B, Mus. ms. 40644), and C. P. E. Bach copied out
W. F. Bach’s Presto in D-minor around 1734 (Fk 25.2 in P 683), so the idea that J. S.
Bach might copy one of his son’s compositions is perhaps not as absurd as has been
assumed.

6

7

the organist post at the Dresden Sophienkirche, signing W. F. Bach’s name; see Dok
I/26, 72–4.
This was first pointed out by Max Schneider, “Das sogenannte ‘Orgelkonzert d-moll
von Wilhelm Friedemann Bach’,” BJ 8 (1911): 23–36. On the date, cf. Dadelsen 1958,
79.
Martin Falck, Wilhem Friedemann Bach. Sein Leben und seine Werke, 2nd edn
(Leipzig, 1919; repr. Lindau: C. F. Kahnt, 1956), 53 and 94.
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Figure 3-1: P 330 (ca. 1714–1717), p. 1, JSB’s autograph of the organ concerto in D
minor [after Vivaldi, op. 3 no. 11] BWV 596; WFB’s self-attribution: “di W. F. Bach
manu mei Patris descripsit”
Perhaps most telling is that in 1749 Wilhelm Friedemann Bach had a dispute
with the cantor Johann Gottfried Mittag, who had misappropriated money due to
Bach. Even if this was not the withheld honorarium reported by Marpurg, it suggests
that at least that part of the story may be true.
Whatever the truth of the anecdote, it shows that Marpurg, and presumably
his readers also, could well conceive how parody can influence the reception of a
musical work. As Melamed supposes, most listeners were at first unaware of the
parody. The listener who recognized the model was scandalized that a sacred work
had been desecrated by a secular text. The impresario apparently could not tell by
listening that the music was “over thirty years old,” yet when he discovered that it
was not new he would not pay for it. Marpurg implies that the artifices of double
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counterpoint were recognized by the performers as inappropriate for a galant
serenade, and if the model had been known they might not have bothered to
“torture[] themselves” over them. When the model became known, the audience’s
reception was transformed.
*
Parody remains a crucial topic for understanding Bach’s creative process.
Parody can affect reception today, and presumably so too in the eighteenth century;
but Melamed’s point was that parody is first of all an aspect of compositional
process. This point is true. That eighteenth-century composers frequently started
not from the tabula rasa when composing, but from a fund of finished, written
music, is a fundamental fact of what it meant to compose. To understand the
parody process is therefore all the more important for composers like Bach and
Handel, who, compared to their contemporaries, wrote less music and instead
preferred to continually revive and revise a relatively smaller group of compositions.
Composers reworked not only their own music, but that of others.
Techniques of arrangement, recomposition, and pastiche were all important
aspects of the composer’s craft. These techniques were learned by working
alongside a master composer during an apprenticeship. In the case of Bach’s
apprentices, it appears that the preparation of parodies was an important context in
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which apprentices gained compositional experience. A recent article on the origins
of several parodies from the 1720s has significantly changed scholars’ understanding
of Bach’s parody process. Tatjana Schabalina was able to show that Christian
Gottlob Meißner and Johann Heinrich Bach, J. S. Bach’s principal copyists in the late
1720s, were entrusted with preparing the scores and parts of the parodies.
Presumably, their work was directed by Bach and the librettists, yet at the same
time it required a degree of compositional acumen. Their role fell short of free
composition, but entailed rather more creative judgment than rote copying.
Schabalina concludes:
This new perspective on the role of the copyists in compiling Bach’s
cantata repertoire, and the assistance the copyists gave him during
his intensive cantata production of the first Leipzig years, begs a
number of further questions. Did Bach involve his sons and other
composition students in such work? The ability to make a parody was
a skill required of poets and composers at the time. Was it also part of
his [Bach’s] compositional teaching method? Or was it a job he
trusted only to professional scribes?8
Schabalina imagines a workshop environment that in certain respects recalls the
distribution of labor described by historians of craft knowledge, wherein the
execution of artworks and handicrafts is distributed among members of a school or
workshop, while the work’s conception and design remains the province of the

8

Tatjana Schabalina, “Activities around the Composer’s Desk: The Roles of Bach and
his Copyists in Parody Production,” UB 11 (2016): 9–38 at 38.
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master.9 Without taking the analogy too far, we can extend our understanding of the
music scribe’s role beyond that of a mere amanuensis to that of a creative assistant
who executes the designs of the master, sometimes by translating verbal
instructions into written artifacts, at other times by anticipating the intentions of
the master, or by exercising limited compositional discretion within the bounds of
the house style. In these contexts, we can witness how the apprentices learned the
basic procedures of copying in Bach’s workshop, and how these scribal activities
constituted a crucial component of compositional training. We need not conceive
of this training as part of Bach’s deliberate “compositional teaching method” in the
way Schabalina images. Rather, the ongoing activities of the workshop was a
context in which the development of compositional skills was a collateral, if
intended, effect. This is what Bach’s Weimar student Philip David Kräuter was
referring to when he said “he shares with me all the music [manuscripts and books]
9

Cf. Pamela H. Smith, Amy Meyers, and Harold J. Cook (eds.), Ways of Making and
Knowing: The Material Culture of Empircal Knowledge (Ann Arbor: The University
of Michigan Press, 2014); Pamela H. Smith, Christy Anderson, and Anne Dunlop
(eds.), The Matter of Art: Materials, Practices, and Cultural Logics, c. 1250–1750
(Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2014); Pamela H. Smith, “Making
Things: Techniques and books in early modern Europe,” in: Things, ed. Paula
Findlen (London: Routledge, 2013), 173–203; ead., “In the Workshop of History:
Making, Writing, and Meaning,” West 86th: A Journal of Decorative Arts, Design
History, and Material Culture 19 (2012): 4–31; and Linda Seidel, “Visual
Representation as Instructional Text: Jan van Eyck and The Ghent Altarpiece,” in:
Making Knowledge in Early Modern Europe: Practices, Objects, and Texts, 1400–1800,
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I ask for. I am also at liberty to look through all of his pieces.”10 In this way, expertise
and labor are productively joined according to the usual logic of apprenticeship: a
scribe’s work benefits both the master and the apprentice.11

The Work of Assistants in Bach’s Leipzig Scriptorium
The process of copying performance materials for the cantatas was
consistent over decades; for this reason, it is well understood.12 In general, Bach
would give his composing score—time was not wasted in making fair copies—to a
head copyist (Hauptkopist). Johann Andreas Kuhnau (1703–1761), the nephew of
Bach’s predecessor, was Bach’s main copyist from 1723 to 1728. The head copyist
made the first, principal parts (Erstkopien) from the score, which included the vocal
parts and non-doubling instrumental parts. Sometimes two head copyists
collaborated: one made the vocal parts while another made the instrumental parts.

10
11

12

ed. Pamela H. Smith and Benjamin Schmidt (Chicago: The University of Chicago
Press, 2008), 45–67.
Philipp David Kräuter (1690–1741) was Bach’s student from 1712 to 1713 in Weimar.
See NBR, 318.
Scholars have often remarked that the duties of Bach’s office were “brutal,”
“arduous,” “inexorable,” “relentless,” thereby implying that Bach’s mettle in
fulfilling them is nothing short of “truly remarkable”; cf. Wolff 2000, 410–11. Yet an
alternative, not to say obvious, way of looking at it is that he relied on the help of
his apprentices.
The discussion here is based on Dürr Chr 2 and Kobayashi/Beißwenger.
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In copying the principal instrumental parts, some measure of score analysis
was necessary to determine if any instruments doubled any others, and in which
movements. Once the principal parts were copied, duplicate parts (Dubletten)—
typically for violin I and II, “continuo,” and organ—were copied out by younger,
less experienced assistant copyists (Nebenschreiber). Wilhelm Friedemann Bach
performed this function on a regular basis from 1724 to 1727. An exception was the
transposed organ part, which was often copied by a more experienced scribe who
might also have been the head copyist for a particular set of parts; from 1723 to 1728
this was usually Christian Gottlob Meißner, who specialized in the thorny task of
making transposed parts.
These assistants might number as many as six on a busy week,13 and used the
principal parts as their exemplars. The division of labor at this stage was
coordinated by the head copyist, or, if there were more than one, by the copyist of
the vocal parts. Bach and the head copyists would then proofread and correct the
parts; Bach usually reserved the task of figuring one of the continuo parts for
himself, whereby he might randomly take either the principal or duplicate copy.
When time was especially short, Bach was often more involved in the preparation of
the parts; the head copyists would help with the duplicates; more assistants were

13

E.g. St 32, performed 8 September 1726. Cf. KB I/20, 184.
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enlisted, they might also help with the principal parts, and their work can appear in
shorter intermingled spurts; corrections were cursory or skipped; and in general
there is a hasty appearance to the materials.
The copying of parts should not be seen as entirely separate from the
compositional process. Performance indications (dynamics, ornaments, slurs, and
the like) are rarely present in the scores and were instead entered in the parts at the
corrections stage. Improvements to the partwriting could also take place in the
parts in the course of proofreading (usually by Bach himself, rather than copyists);
seldom were such final compositional touches transferred back to the score.
Likewise, certain aspects of the orchestration might not be finalized until the
copying of the parts. In such cases, the assistants received instructions from Bach or
the head copyist about what parts to prepare, instructions that would have
amounted to orchestration guidelines.
For example, W. F. Bach extracted a cornetto part (Thom. 133/1) from the
score of Ich freue mich in dir BWV 133 (P 1215).14 Evidently, he was given verbal
instructions that the cornetto part should track the chorale melody of the soprano.
Similarly, W. F. Bach collaborated in the orchestration of the closing chorale in Ich
hab in Gottes Herz und Sinn BWV 92. Bach composed the chorale in the score (P

14

Cf. KB I/3.1, 137.
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873), and, as was usual, did not specify in the score how the four-part chorale was to
be copied into the parts. It was assumed that the scribes knew the conventions.
After copying the melody into the oboe I part, W. F. Bach began to copy the melody
again in the oboe II part. He thought better of this, and started copying instead the
alto part, but rethought this again and went back to the soprano part.

Figure 3-2: Thom. 92, oboe II part (1725), last movement, showing WFB’s
indecision about whether oboe II should double the soprano or alto
In the viola part, he entered the alto instead of the usual tenor. There is evidence
that Bach and J. A. Kuhnau proofread his work in the oboe I and violin I parts,
which may indicate that they were supervising W. F. Bach as he worked. It is also
possible that W. F. Bach was working out the orchestration for himself; his
anomalous viola part was not corrected.
Compositional changes during copying could be even more substantial. For
revivals, a new version of a work could come into being by making changes to an
existing set of parts or by copying out new supplementary parts. Sometimes, the
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changes are slight, limited to the text and the corresponding rhythms, or to the
reassignment of a solo part. For example, in 1749 Johann Christoph Friedrich and
Johann Christian Bach prepared a copy of the text of Geschwinde, ihr wirbelnden
Winde BWV 201 for the purpose of incorporating changes to it.15 J. S. Bach, who was
quite blind by this point, presumably dictated the changes, and then made
corrections in a heavy hand. The most significant changes to the text are not in the
hand of J. C. F. Bach, as Werner Neumann supposed, but actually C. P. E. Bach.16 C. P.
E. Bach was in Leipzig in late 1749 or early 1750 to perform his Magnificat Wq 215, in
connection with the search for a successor to the ailing J. S. Bach.17 The
identification of C. P. E. Bach’s hand in the 1749 text sheet further documents his
presence in Leipzig at the time, and provides a new detail about C. P. E. Bach’s
collaboration in his father’s compositional activities.18

15
16
17
18

This text leaflet is shelved with P 175.
Cf. KB I/40, 136 fn. 24.
CPEB:CW V/1.1, xiv–xvi.
J. S. Bach seems to have made few entries in the Leipzig performing parts for Wq
215; cf. Peter Wollny, “Fundstücke zur Lebensgeschichte Johann Sebastian Bachs
1744–1750,” BJ 97 (2011): 43–6.
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Figure 3-3: Text leaflet (shelved with P 175) for BWV 201 (1749/50): main hand JCB;
alternate text at lower right CPEB; heavy corrections JSB
At other times, changes made during copying extended to a significant
reorchestration. Such was the case with Süßer Trost, mein Jesus kömmt BWV 151
(1725). The score was conceived for strings and flute only, but an oboe d’amore was
included in the first performance. J. A. Kuhnau prepared the oboe part in the first
movement, tracking the violin I part in the score. Bach copied out all the upper
parts in the third movement. In the score, this movement was for unison strings. In
the parts, Bach decided that in the vocal sections only the oboe d’amore should play
and the strings rest. This was a change in the movement’s fundamental conception,
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and presumably for that reason Bach copied the parts of this movement himself,
ostensibly because the manner the strings drop in and out is occasionally subtle.
A similar case is the violone part of BWV 226 (St 121).19 This is a double-choir
work, and the single violone part is therefore a composite of the two bass parts.
Usually it is a straightforward basso seguente, but occasionally the violone is
independent of both bass parts for reasons of motivic or registral cogency. Where
the two choruses come together, violone part is taken copied by C. P. E. Bach.
(a)

(b)

(c)

Example 3-1: Der Geist hilft unsere Schwachheit auf BWV 226 (1729), violoncello I,
II, and violone. The violone part tracks the lowest of the two bass parts, but
frequently in a different octave for the sake of its own melodic coherence; (a), (c).
Occasionally, the violone part is independent; (b), (c).
19

Cf. KB III/1, 71
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The third movement of BWV 151 and the violone part of BWV 226 are the
exceptions that prove the rule: where compositional choices followed from
conventions or straightforward patterns, Bach relied on his copyists to execute
them. For example, in 1730, C. P. E. Bach created the materials for a revival of Gott
der Herr ist Sonn und Schild BWV 79 (1725/1730) with an expanded orchestration.
The original performance was scored for horns, drums, oboes, strings, voices, and
continuo; the revival added flutes.
Table 3-1: Orchestrations of the Versions of BWV 79 (St 35/1)
1725 version

1730 version

Movement 1

ob I + II
ob I = fl I
(tutti: a2 = vln I; episodes: a1 = vln I or II) ob II = fl II

Movement 2

ob I solo

fl I solo (ob I tacet)

Movement 3, 6 ob a2 (= vln I)

ob a2 [+ fl a2] (= vln I)

To produce parts for the 1730 version, C. P. E. Bach repurposed the original oboe I
part as the new flute I part (with the second movement solo) and then copied out a
new oboe I part (excluding the second movement). The new flute II part was copied
from the original oboe II.20 This was an efficient way to create the two required new

20

The chorales were not copied into the flute II part (Anon. L 70), perhaps because of
lack of time; KB I/31, 29. Incidentally, this is circumstantial evidence for a rare
occasion in which musicians might share parts: here, flute players playing together
from one part (or even perhaps one from memory).
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parts with a minimum of copying; the second-movement solo did not have to be
recopied.
In copying the first movement, C. P. E. Bach would have had the opportunity
to consider three ways of deploying the winds. In a tutti passage, the winds can be
used a2 to reinforce the first violin line. In an episode, the winds can be used to
reinforce each of the violin lines (i.e. oboe I with violin I; oboe II with violin II).
Lastly, the winds can be given independent material. Frequently, in arias, the winds
will have a solo obbligato part. In BWV 79, the winds are used in a sectional or
“polychoral” way, a2 or a4 on an independent line in the alto register. C. P. E. Bach’s
copying of the wind parts for BWV 226 (St 121) in 1729 likewise provided an
opportunity for him to study these doubling patterns.
Over time, certain scribes assumed tasks of greater complexity. W. F. Bach,
for example, whose work had at first been limited to copying duplicate parts, was by
1725 assisting in the last-minute copying of chorales. Typically the chorale was the
last item of the cantata to be composed, frequently after the parts had otherwise
already been prepared. An interesting witness to this is found in the parts for BWV
92 (Thom.), discussed above.
A comparison of the parts for BWV 85 (early 1725) and the duplicate violin I
part for BWV 57 (26 December 1725) shows W. F. Bach taking two different roles in
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the copying. For BWV 85, the parts (St 51) were copied by Johann Heinrich Bach
(head copyist), W. F. Bach, and an anonymous scribe.21 Each scribed worked in turn
from the score, copying successive movements into all the parts. In the first and
third movements, it happens that one scribe stops working mid-movement; in such
cases, the location of the stoppage corresponds to the end of a system in the score,
and this location is shared across all the parts. This gives a very clear picture of how
it was the score, not the parts, that defined the units of the scribes’ division of labor.
It also illustrates how the head copyist frequently brought up the rear, since it was
also this scribe’s job to proofread the work of the assistant scribes.
Table 3-2: Scribes’ Division of Labor in BWV 85 (St 51)
Mvt. 1

Mvt. 2

Mvt. 3

Mvt. 4

Mvt. 5

Mvt. 6

Anon. IIf 1–12

—

—

—

—

—

WFB

13–42a

7c–end

1–10

—

—

—

JHB

42b–end

1–7b

11–end

1–end

1–end

1–end

The duplicate violin I part for BWV 57 tells a similar story: here W. F. Bach
was assisted by two other anonymous scribes.22 The pattern of work resembles the
division of labor for the copying of principal parts. W. F. Bach proofread and,
ostensibly, supervised the work of the other two scribes in this limited context.

21
22

Cf. KB I/11.1, 130–4.
Cf. KB I/3.1, 82–5. NB: KB at p. 84 does not take note of WFB’s participation in the
copying of the Bc duplicate.
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Table 3-3: Scribes’ Division of Labor in BWV 57 (St 83, vln I part)
Mvt. 1

Mvt. 2

Mvts. 3–8

Anon. IIId

1-67

—

all

Anon. IIIc

68-103

—

—

WFB

104-end

tacet

—

By late 1725, W. F. Bach was regularly working with Anon. IIe and supervising
Anon. IIf and Anon. IIIb. An example can be seen in the violin I duplicate for BWV
28 (St 37), copied principally by Anon. IIf in December of 1725 (Figure 3-4). W. F. Bach
wrote the rubric “Aria” at the top, either to prepare the part for Anon. IIf or in the
course of proofreading it; he also canceled Anon. IIf ’s incorrect rubric “da capo,”
and replaced it with the correct signs. In other parts in the St 37 set, it is clear that
W. F. Bach prepared the parts for the copyists under his supervision by orientation
marks in the header.
Interestingly, the hand of the scribes whose work W. F. Bach supervised
reflects W. F. Bach’s own hand in certain respects. It has often been remarked that
J. S. Bach’s best copyists, notably Anna Magdalena Bach and Meißner, mimicked his
handwriting.23 Various explanations have been sought for this observation, but no
explanation beyond the fact that writing was a technical skill learned by imitation

23

Yo Tomita, “Anna Magdalena as Bach’s Copyist,” UB 2 (2007): 59–76.
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seems warranted.24 In the violin I part (Figure 3-4), W. F. Bach systematically corrected
the form of Anon. IIf ’s eighth-note rests, indicating with what attention he
performed the proofreading task. In the case of Anon IIIb, the form of this scribe’s
clefs mimics that of W. F. Bach.25

24

25

Cf. ibid., 66; Dadelsen 1957, 31f; Martin Jarvis, “The Significance of Anna Magdalena
Bach,” Musical Opinion 129/1447 (2005): 36–8. Graphology, the study of handwriting
as a putative indication of the personality or character of the writer, was, like
phrenology, a pseudo-scientific invention of the nineteenth-century.
All these observations make clear that WFB’s entries are contemporaneous with
the copying of the parts, despites Klaus Hofmann’s suggestion otherwise; cf. KB
I/3.2, 68.
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Figure 3-4: St 37 (1725), violin I part; main hand Anon. IIf, rubrics and corrections
WFB
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In the case of a parody, compositional changes effected during copying
could be more substantial still. The score of Erhöhtes Fleisch und Blut BWV 173 (P 74)
was copied out by Meißner, and it appears that it might have been prepared directly
from the score of the model, Durchlauchtster Leopold BWV 173a (P 42/2). This would
mean that Meißner based his work on verbal instructions from Bach, analogous to
the case, shown by Schabalina, of the wedding cantata O Ewiges Feuer, o Ursprung
der Liebe BWV 34a. The recent discovery of the original printed text in the National
Library of Russia for the Pentecost cantata BWV 34 dates that work to 1727—not
1746 or 1747 as was long believed.26 Schabalina has further shown that BWV 34 was a
parody of the wedding cantata BWV 34a, performed in 1725 or 1726.27 Surprisingly,
therefore, the earliest composing documents for BWV 34 are in fact Meißner’s parts:
he copied the entirely new set of parts for the parody from a score of the model,
making alterations in the course of copying; the score of BWV 34 came about after
these parts. Here, the scribes worked as compositional assistants.

26

27

Tatjana Schabalina, “‘Texte zur Music’ in Sankt Petersburg: Neue Quellen zur
Leipziger Musikgeschichte sowie zur Kompositions- und Aufführungstätigkeit
Johann Sebastian Bachs,” BJ 94 (2008): 65–8; ead. “Recent Discoveries in St
Petersburg and their Meaning for the Understanding of Bach’s Cantatas,” UB 4
(2009): 78–80.
Tatjana Schabalina, “Neue Erkenntnisse zur Entstehungsgeschichte der Kantaten
BWV 34 und 34a,” BJ 96 (2010): 95–109; ead. “Activities around the Composer’s
Desk.”
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From Copying to Composing: Early Compositional Trials
Composing a cantata was a capstone of a compositional apprenticeship with
Bach. In September 1712, Kräuter sent his Augsburg sponsors a cantata (KirchenStuck) to demonstrate “how I have spent my time so far, and what I have done in
composition . . . . Should your most noble and grave Lordships order it to be
performed at the appropriate time, I hope (if it is done as I have written it in the
score) that it may please you.”28 Apparently, Bach taught his students to compose
according to the latest styles. Kräuter received a reply from Augsburg, which,
though now lost, must have reported that there had been difficulties with the
performance. He replied with a defense of his demonstration piece: “In composing
it I did not concern myself whether this or that person would be up to [the
challenge of] what I wrote. Instead, since I intended to send it as a sample, I
arranged it according to the newest and most artful church style, so that one could
see from it how I have spent my time so far.”29

28

29

“Damit ich aber auch zeige, wie ich meine Zeit bißhero angewandt, und was ich
nebst exercierung des Claviers und anderer Instrumenten, in der Composition
gethan, überschicke dieses Kirchen-Stuck: Sollte nun Ew. Hoch Adel: Gestr: und
Herrl: etwas Befehl ertheilen, daß es zu gehöriger Zeit auffgeführet würde, so lebte
ich der Hoffnung, daß solches, (wann es anderst so gemacht wird, wie ich es in der
Partitura geszt), Selbigen möchte contentiren.” Dok V/B53c, 118–9.
“Ich hab zwar damals, als ich es componiret, nich darauf gesehen, ob dieser oder
jener das, was ich sezte, auch treffen könnte, sondern weil ich es als ein specimen
enzuschicken willens war, so hab ich mich nach dem neuesten und künstlichsten
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The phrase “the newest and most artful church style” probably refers to
settings of Neumeister-type librettos with recitatives and arias. Bach himself began
to set librettos of this kind in Weimar, and it is therefore all but certain that what
was sent to Augsburg was a cantata completed under Bach’s direct supervision. It is
no less remarkable that Bach was teaching his apprentice to compose in this way as
early as 1712. It probably does not mean that Bach “had had earlier opportunities to
compose such pieces that we do not know about,” as Melamed has suggested.30
Admittedly, relatively little is known about Bach’s early cantata compositions, but
Neumeister’s librettos were not widely set until after Telemann’s settings in 1711.
Rather, it seems that Kräuter’s apprentice works naturally tended to reflect Bach’s
contemporaneous compositional activities.

30

Kirchen-Stylo gerichtet, damit man daraus sehen könnte, wie ich meine Zeit
bißhero angewendet.” Dok V/B54a, 119.
Daniel R. Melamed, “J. F. Doles’s Setting of a Picander Libretto and J. S. Bach’s
Teaching of Vocal Composition,” JM 14/4 (1996): 453–74 at 459.
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Figure 3-5: Philipp David Kräuter, “Ich habe Lust zu scheiden,” in Die Gedoppelte
Lust eines wahren Christen . . . (1723), 70–1
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Besides a mourning-ode for an Augsburg cleric published in 1723 (see Figure 35),

no church music by Kräuter survives.31 Two psalm-settings by Bach’s probable

Leipzig student Johann Gottlieb Goldberg survive. His Durch die herzliche
Barmherzigkeit survives in an autograph score and a set of parts copied by Goldberg,
J. S. Bach, J. C. F. Bach, and another Leipzig scribe.32 The first movement of this work
is an ingenious and affecting chromatic choral fugue framed by two slow
polyphonic sections in triple time. As settings of psalm-texts, the formal
organization of the works resembles that of motets rather than cantatas.33
In the Grimma collection in the Sächsische Landesbibliothek in Dresden is a
manuscript score containing a cantata and a cantata fragment by Johann Friedrich
Doles, another one of Bach’s Leipzig students from 1739 to 1744 who, in 1755,
became succeeded Gottlob Harrer (1703–1755) as Thomaskantor. Raset und brauset,
ihr heftigen Winde is dated 12 August 1740 and ascribed “Composit: Mons: Doles.
Etudiant,” the last word referring to his status at the university rather than his
relationship to Bach. Doles’s composition is unremarkable; what aspects of the

31

32
33

MGG2 records a cantata and “4 kantatenartige Intermedien” in D-As, UA. Cf. Franz
Krautwurst, “Der Augsburger Bach-Schüler Philipp David Kräuter. Eine Nachlese,”
Augsburger Jahrbuch für Musikwissenschaft (1990): 31–52.
D-B, Mus. ms. autogr. J. G. Goldber 1 M (1); cf. Dürr, ed., Das Erbe deutscher Musik
35 (Kassel: Bärenreiter, 1957).
Nevertheless, the Goldberg psalms merit more consideration, both as comparands
for cantatas by Bach and other apprentices and as excellent music in their own
right.
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composer’s craft, technical or artistic, he might have learned from Bach cannot be
judged from these sources.
More promising as evidence of Bach’s students’ assimilation of Bach’s
manner of cantata composition are those works that follow the standard movement
plan of alternating recitatives and arias with framing choruses. Bach’s
recommendation for Johann Christoph Altnickol refers to “various well-wrought
compositions for the church from his hand [having] found much favor here.”34 One
such composition might be Gedenke, Herr BWV 217, which has also been attributed
to C. P. E. Bach.
Of chief importance is the recently rediscovered cantata by C. P. E. Bach, Ich
bin vergnügt mit meinem Stande Wq/H deest BR-CPEB F30 (1733/4). This work, for
which the composing score survives, is C. P. E. Bach’s earliest securely attributed
vocal work. Ich lebe, mein Herze BWV 145, probably from about 1729, may also be an
early work by C. P. E. Bach, as may be BWV 217. There are also two fragments (P 670
and 491), the latter of which is extensive enough to be reconstructed. Lobt ihn mit
Herz und Munde BWV 220 may be another cantata by a Bach student. We turn first,
however, to Lobe den Herrn, meine Seele BWV 143.
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BWV 143
Lobe den Herrn, meine Seele BWV 143 has long been accepted as an authentic Leipzig
work of J. S. Bach.35 Spitta proposed it might have originated in the 1730s, but Alfred
Dürr’s work on the chronology of Bach’s Leipzig vocal works indicated that if it was
authentic it must be an early work, perhaps dating as early as 1708.36 Questions as to
its authenticity were raised peripherally in the 1970s and 1980s, but without
meaningful substantiation.37

34
35

36

37

“[V]erschiedene wohlgerathene Kirchen-Compositiones seiner Arbeit unsres Orthes
viele Adprobation gefunden.” Dok I/82, 150.
Cf. Alfred Dürr, “Zur Problematik der Bach-Kantate BWV 143 ‘Lobe den Herrn,
meine Seele’,” Die Musikforschung 30/3 (1977): 299–304 at 299; Joshua Rifkin,
“Bachs erste Kantate” [unpublished typescript], 10; Spitta, 2:545f.
In the first edition of Dürr’s Studien über die frühen Kantaten Johann Sebastian
Bachs (Leipzig: Breitkopf & Härtel, 1951), BWV 143 is not mentioned. Dürr Chr 2
found that the date proposed by Spitta and accepted by Schering for BWV 143, New
Year 1735, was in fact the occasion Part IV of the Christmas Oratorio was performed;
no alternative performance documents for BWV 143 survive. Thus it is counted
among the early cantatas only in Dürr St 2, 204ff and in Dürr Cantatas, 160ff.
Cf. Dürr St 2, 204; Dürr Cantatas, 161; Rifkin, 11 fn. 48.
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Table 3-4: BWV 143 Overview
Mvt.

Key

Inst.

Type

1. Chorus:
“Lobe den Herrn, meine Seele”

B-flat

tutti (= 3hn,
timp, bsn, 2vln,
vla, SATB, bc)

Fortspinnung-type
ritornello + Einbau

vln, S, bc

Fortspinnung-type
ritornello + cantus
firmus

2. Chorale:
B-flat
“Du Friedefürst, Herr Jesu Christ”
3. Recitativo [secco]:
“Wohl dem, des Hülfe der Gott
Jakob ist”

E-flat–c T, bc

4. Aria:
“Tausendfaches Unglück”

c

2vln, vla, T, bc

5. Aria:
“Der Herr ist König”

B-flat

3hn, timp, bsn,
B, bc

6. [Chorale and Solo]:
“Jesu, Retter deiner Herde” /
[Du Friedefürst]

G

bsn obl., 2vln,
vla, T, bc

Cantus firmus in
upper strings; cf.
BWV 106/5 [= 2d]

7. Chorus:
“Halleluja” / “Gedenk, Herr,
jetzund an dein Amt”

B-flat

tutti

Fortspinnung-type
ritornello + Einbau

Modified da capo

Andreas Glöckner, in his revised edition of the cantata for the NBA, proposes that
the work may be a posthumous compilation. He believes some movements, but
perhaps not all, were composed by Bach.38 Other scholars have pointed out that the
solo movements may well be by the same composer, even if the opening and closing

38

Andreas Glöckner, “Bachs frühe Kantaten und die Markus-Passion von Reinhard
Keiser,” in: Das Frühwerk Johann Sebastian Bachs. Kolloquium veranstaltet vom
Institut für Musikwissenschaft der Universität Rostock, 11.–13. September 1990, ed. Karl
Heller and Hans-Joachim Schulze (Cologne: Studio, 1995), 257–266 at 257–8.
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choruses, and perhaps the recitative, are later accretions.39 The most recent studies
have argued for the authenticity of the work as a whole.40
The earliest source for BWV 143 is a mid-eighteenth-century score from
Celle, apparently used for a church dedication in 1762.41 Dürr has shown that the
other extant sources depend directly on the Celle score, where the work is
attributed to “Joh. Seb. Bach.”42 These two facts together—the lack of any
transmission during Bach’s lifetime and the presence of a sole attribution—leave
the question of authorship open on documentary grounds.43
Stylistically, there is a distinct “Bachian tone” to the cantata, particularly in
the second and third arias; yet even if these are authentic works, it need not imply

39

40

41

42
43

Siegbert Rampe, “‘Monatliche neüe Stücke’ – Zu den musikalischen
Voraussetzungen von Bachs Weimarer Konzertmeisteramt,” BJ 88 (2002): 61–104 at
88–90. Rifkin, “Bachs erste Kantate,” 11.
Klaus Hofmann, “Perfidia-Techniken und -Figuren bei Bach,” in: Die Quellen Johann
Sebastian Bachs. Bachs Musik im Gottesdienst. Bericht über das Symposium 4.–8.
Oktober 1995 in der Internationalen Bachakademie Stuttgart, ed. Renate Steiger
(Heidelberg: Internationale Arbeitsgemeinschaft für theologische Bachforschung,
1998), 281–302 at 290f; id., “Perfidia und Fanfare. Zur Echtheit der Bach-Kantate
Lobe den Herrn, meine Seele BWV 143 – Ein Nachtrag zu meiner Ausgabe im
Carus-Verlag,” in: Cari amici. Festschrift 25 Jahre Carus-Verlag, ed. Barbara Mohn
and Hans Ryschawy (Stuttgart: Carus, 1997), 34–43; Rampe, “‘Monatliche neüe
Stücke’,” 88–91.
The score bears the annotation “Kirchewey 1762,” which establishes a terminus ante
quem; the score does not appear to be very much earlier than that. Cf. Dürr, “Zur
Problematik der Bach-Kantate BWV 143,” 299.
Ibid., 300.
It is true that there are no competing attributions, and that even a single
attribution may be accepted, all things being equal.
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that the work as a whole is by Bach, as Glöckner has conceded. On the basis of
certain aspects of formal construction atypical of Bach that Joshua Rifkin first called
attention to, I hypothesize that it is the work of an apprentice in Bach’s circle.
The use of the formal technique of Einbau provides a basis for evaluating its
authorship and date. Einbau (“building-in,” “insertion”), although not unique to
Bach and his circle, is characteristic of their concertante movements. It refers to the
technique whereby the opening ritornello, or an excerpt from it, is repeated with
new material incorporated by the soloist or soloists. Werner Neumann coined the
term Choreinbau to refer to the addition of the vocal parts to the instrumental
ritornello in a chorus.44 Alfred Dürr, pointing out that the same technique also
occurred in arias, suggested that the term Vokaleinbau would be more appropriate.45
I prefer to speak simply of Einbau, since I consider it to be essentially the same
principle underlying Bach’s characteristic blurring of the boundaries between
ritornellos and episodes in any movement based on concerto principles, including
instrumental concertos.
Structurally, Einbau is a polyphonic expansion of a ritornello or a portion of
a ritornello. Aesthetically, it can be used for a variety of effects. One effect that is

44
45

Werner Neumann, J. S. Bachs Chorfuge: ein Beitrag zur Kompositionstechnik Bachs
(Leipzig: Breitkopf & Härtel, 1938; 3rd edn 1953), 53ff.
Dürr St 2, 133 fn. 85.
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often emphasized in discussions of Einbau is intensification. In its most familiar use,
the addition of new contrapuntal lines underscores the reprise to produce a
heightened statement of the ritornello. In such cases, as, for example, at the end of a
choral movement, the Einbau technique occurs in such a way that its use does not
obscure the reprise’s essential function as a ritornello. The technique is rare in
Bach’s choral movements before Advent 1716.46 The use of Einbau in choruses stems
from its use in aria composition at the beginning of the first solo entry (i.e. the first
entry of the voice in an aria). In these cases, too, Einbau is a means of intensifying a
restatement of the ritornello, even as it tends to bridge the ripieno (instrumental)
and solo (vocal) sections of a movement (Example 3-2).

46

The few exceptions are BWV 208/15 (1713) and BWV 172/1 (1714); in both cases, the
citations of the ritornello are short and harmonically static, such that the
expansion of the vocal parts is limited to a sustained chord or tone. BWV 161/5
(September 1716), in which a sequential chain from the ritornello is inserted into
the choral section, marks a turn toward the more sophisticated technique of the
Advent 1716 cantatas.
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Example 3-2: “Stumme Seufzer, stille Klagen” BWV 199/2 (Weimar version,
1713/14), Einbau at m. 11 at sectional incise
Another use of Einbau is as a means of development. In such cases, the
ritornello material is used as an accompaniment to a new (free-contrapuntal) solo
idea, often in the middle of an episodic passage. Rather than the Einbautechnik
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emphasizing the ritornello material, it recontextualizes it and gives it new
significance. The aesthetic priority between the reprise of the ritornello and the
“inbuilt” addition are reversed, so that the formerly primary material functions as a
backdrop to the new material. Frequently, the beginning of the ritornello reprise or
quotation does not coincide with an incise in the solo part. When this happens, the
presence of the ritornello material does not signal a formal juncture but instead
functions as a kind of aside to the sustained discourse of the principal part. A wellknown example of this use of the technique is the first vocal paragraph of the aria
“Seufzer, Trännen, Kummer, Not,” from Ich hatte viel Bekümmernis BWV 21.
Structurally, it is analogous to the use Einbau illustrated in
aesthetic significance is different.
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but its
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Example 3-3: “Seufzer, Tränen, Kummer, Not” BWV 21/3 (1713?), Einbau in m. 12 as
development
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The opening and closing movements of BWV 143 both use the Einbau
technique, but in a manner unknown from Bach’s securely attributed works. The
opening movement begins with a Fortspinnung-type ritornello: a three-bar (I-V-I)
Vordersatz is followed by a five-bar sequence. In measures 22–27 the sequence is
repeated, with slight variation with an expanded cadence, with added vocal parts.
Yet, as mentioned, Bach’s use of Einbau in choral movements is rare before 1716; and
in the two instances it does occur Bach cites harmonically stable Vordersatz
modules.47 If by late 1716 Bach had begun to take sequences as the basis of
Choreinbau passages, as in BWV 161/5, it nevertheless remains the case that the
vocal parts are free contrapuntal overlays onto the instrumental structure. In BWV
143/1, by contrast, the vocal parts take over the structural parts (S m. 22 = hn I m. 4;
A = vln II; T = hn II); the polyphonic amplification instead occurs by the addition of
the repeating sixteenth-note figure, the horns’ Vordersatz material. Thus, the
structural priority between voices and instruments is the opposite of Bach’s usual
practice in Choreinbau. Significantly, in none of the securely attributed works does
Bach set a single word in octaves as a pedal, as is the case in BWV 143/1 (see Table 3-5).

47

BWV 172/1 and 208/15.
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Table 3-5: J. S. Bach’s Use of Choral Unison and Octaves
BWV

Date

Original Text and Parodies

Type

71/6

1708

“Du wollest dem Feinde nicht geben evoking liturgical
die Seele deiner Turteltauben”
plainsong

227/5

1723?

“Trotz den alten Drachen”
“Ich steh hier und singe”

direct quotation (?)
/ self-referential

65/1

1724

“und des Herren Lob verkün-[digen]”

self-referential (?)

26/1

1724

“Ach, wie flüchtig, ach wie nichtig”

recurring motto

190/1

1724

“Herr Gott, dich loben wir,
Herr Gott, wir danken dir”

evoking liturgical
plainsong

244/58
d

1727

“Ich bin Gottes Sohn”

direct quotation

198/10

1727

“Sie ist der Tugend Eigenthum,
der Unterthanen Lust und Ruhm”

direct quotation

247/46 (1731): “Mein Leben kommt
aus deinem Tod”
149/1*

1729

“die Rechte des Herrn behält den Sieg” direct quotation (?)
/ evoking singing

80/5

ca. 1729– “Un wenn die Welt voll Teufel wär”
1731

evoking liturgical
plainsong

Anh.
11/1

1732

hortative /
exclamatory

“Es lebe der König”
215/1 (1734); “Preise dein Glücke”
232/23 (1749): “Osanna in excelsis”

214/1

1733

“Tönet, ihr
Trompeten”

Paucken!

Erschallet, evoking
instruments
248/1/1 (1734): “Jauchzet, frohlocket! (hortative in 248/1)
auf! preiset die Tage”

* Modeled after an instrumental passage in 208/15 (1713)
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A possible comparison is found in BWV 149/1, mm. 113–116, in the B-section
of this da capo chorus. This movement is parodied after BWV 208/15. The
corresponding passage in the model is mm. 102–103, where the voices have rests
while the instruments play a ritornello fragment. In BWV 149, Bach fills in the rests
with a fanfare-figure in octaves, originally for instruments in BWV 208 (mm. 109–
126). In BWV 208 the fanfare figure and the ritornello theme together form a
polyphonic complex that is permuted across the instrumentation. A similar
procedure occurs in BWV 143/1, whereby a three measure module is repeated three
times, each time with a different distribution of material or harmony (see Table 3-6).
Yet the module itself is harmonically static, unlike the case in BWV 208.
Table 3-6: Permutational Design of BWV 143/1, mm. 8–16
strings

pedal B-flat
(portato eighths)

round

round

chorus

round

pedal F
(sustained “Lobe”)

pedal B-flat
(sustained “Lobe”)

harmony

I

V

I

measures

8–10

11–13

14–16
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Example 3-4: BWV 143/7, mm. 1–3 and Einbau at mm. 7–8 (= 1b–3a)
The use of Einbau in the closing chorus of BWV 143 corresponds more closely
to Bach’s practice. In its incorporation of a chorale cantus firmus, it furthermore
resembles Bach’s concerto-style first-movement choruses with a cantus firmus from
1724–5. The successive, imitative entry of the lower voices beneath the cantus
firmus (e.g. mm. 11–12, 45–47, 51–56) is elegant and indicates a higher level of
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compositional attainment than is in evidence in the first movement; yet the
ritornello is overall short and harmonically simple—not unlike BWV 145/5, in fact,
the attribution of which is also in question.
The aria, “Tausendfaches Unglück” is an especially attractive movement, and
it has been the focus of arguments concerning the cantata’s authenticity. Unlike the
other movements with a vocal soloist, it is in a modified da capo form and is
preceded by a recitative. Even if the outer choruses may be accretions, Rampe and
Rifkin have argued that there is no reason to doubt on documentary grounds that all
the arias were by the same composer. Nevertheless, this aria stands apart
stylistically. Glöckner states it was “certainly composed by Bach,” and “stems not
from the early Weimar period, but of a later date.” This statement is not elaborated,
but the “Bachian tone” is perhaps strongest in this movement, reminiscent—in key,
texture, and affect—of, for example, the aria “Stumme Seufzer, stille Klagen,” from
the Weimar cantata Mein Herz schwimmt im Blut BWV 199 (1713 or 1714) (see Example
3-2).

Its formal design, however, is unlike any of Bach’s arias from the Weimar

period, and this, despite the work’s melodic character, may be what prompted
Glöckner to date it “later.”
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Table 3-7: “Tausendfaches Unglück” BWV 143/4 Formal Plan
mm.

Key

Section

Text lines

1–5

i

R

—

5–9

i

A1 motto = mm. 1–5 + Einbau

1–2

9–12

III

A2

3–4

12–16

III–v

A3

4

16–20

v

R = mm. 1–5 recomposed

—

20–22c

VI (evaded PAC)

B1

5

22c–24

–V (fermata)

B2

6

24–26

i

r (abbreviated) = mm. 3–5 + Einbau

5–6

26–27

–bII (fermata)

B3 “ein Segensjahr”

—

27–28

i

B4

6

28–32

i

R = bars 1-5

—
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Table 3-7

summarizes the form of the aria. Measures 5–6 have the character of a

“devise,” that is, an initial phrase presented by the vocalist after the first
instrumental ritornello but before the main vocal statement. For Bach and
Pachelbel (from whose music Bach may have learned this procedure), the devise is
usually incorporated at the beginning of a restatement of the instrumental
ritornello. After a full statement of the instrumental introduction, the vocalist sings
a first phrase, the so-called devise, followed a short instrumental bridge and
cadence. The devise and the instrumental bridge together are parallel to, and
function as a modified repetition of, the ritornello. The resulting double-ritornello is
then followed by the main vocal A-section.
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Example 3-5: “Tausendfaches Unglück” BWV 143/4, mm. 1–9
The bass in mm. 5–6 is the same as mm. 1–2, while mm. 7–9 are exactly
parallel to mm. 3–5. Together, mm. 5–9 function as a modified repeat of the
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ritornello, showing that the devise is structured as a free-contrapuntal expansion of
the first measures of the ritornello. Technically, this analogous to Einbau; in fact, the
first two measures of the violin solo fit contrapuntally, but not formal-syntactically,
in mm. 5–6. Put another way, the composer has used the technique of Einbau for a
rhetorical purpose very different from Bach’s usual ends.
Bach used devise-rhetoric in his earliest datable arias, that is, as early as 1707–
1708 in the Mühlhausen cantatas BWV 131 and 71; but the details of construction of
these examples differ markedly from BWV 143/4.

Example 3-6: “Meine Seele wartet” BWV 131/4, mm. 1–11
The aria “Meine Seele wartet” BWV 131/4 (1707 or 1708) has a kind of devise (m. 4),
but this is a vocal bridge that links the cadence of the ritornello on the downbeat to
the repetition of the ritornello that begins halfway through the bar. Likewise, the
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devise in the arioso “Tag und Nacht” BWV 71/4 (1708) (mm. 8–9), fills the gap
between the cadence of the ritornello and its repetition. (After m. 9, the interplay
between the voice and the instruments is more complex, such that the ritornello
material is distributed between them. This procedure may be seen as a kind of
proto-Einbau, with the important difference is that there is no new material.48) The
aria “Durch mächtige Kraft” BWV 71/5 also begins with devise, but is not a ritornello
form. In none of these early examples does the devise take the place of the first part
of the ritornello. That is, the devise could be omitted and the double-ritornello
opening would remain intact.

Example 3-7: “Er segnet, die den Herrn fürchten” BWV 196/3, mm. 1–4, 7–11; devise
at m. 4, Einbau at mm. 9–10

48

Cf. Dürr St 2, 133–4 and 248; Rifkin, “Bachs erste Kantate,” 7 esp. fn. 34.
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Instead, the earliest example of the devise-cum-bridge that functions as a modified
repeat of an opening ritornello seems to be “Er segnet, die den Herrn fürchten” BWV
196/3. Christoph Wolff has suggested may date from the later Arnstadt years (1707–
8), but the use of the devise in this way and, moreover, Einbau (mm. 8–10) is more in
line with the techniques in evidence in BWV 71.

Example 3-8: “Alles mit Gott, und nicht ohn’ ihn” BWV 1127 (string parts omitted),
mm. 1–7
The closest securely dated comparisons are the recently rediscovered “Alles mit
Gott, und nicht ohn’ ihn” BWV 1127 (1713) and the arias in the Hunt Cantata BWV
208 (ca. 1713). BWV 1127 is a strophic aria—alternating back and forth between a
formally independent vocal strophe with continuo accompaniment and a ritornello
for strings alone—but the vocal strophe has an internal ritornello structure. In mm.
4–5, a vocal devise is answered by the second half of the continuo introduction
(mm. 5c–7 = mm. 2c–4). The continuo aria “Willst du dich nicht mehr ergötzen”
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BWV 208/4 is structured in the same way (mm. 3c–6 = mm. 1–3c). The devise in “Ein
Fürst ist seines Landes Pan” BWV 208/7 (mm. 11–12) is answered not by the second
half of the ritornello but by the first clause (mm. 12c–14a = mm. 1–2c), leading to a
half cadence; the resulting musical discourse is more continuous. Similarly, the
devise in “Ihr Felder und Auen, laßt grünend euch schauen” BWV 208/14 is
answered by the beginning of the ritornello, which leads directly to the
continuation of the vocal part.

Example 3-9: “Willst du dich nicht mehr ergötzen” BWV 208/4, mm. 1–6
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Example 3-10: “Ihr Felder und Auen, laßt grünend euch schauen” BWV 208/14,
mm. 1–23
It could seem that the use of the devise structure in BWV 143/4 fits in with the
above named examples from the early Weimar period; but there are significant
differences between these examples and BWV 143/4. In all the above examples the
continuation of the vocal part both (a) reiterates the thematic material of the devise
and (b) remains in the home key for at least a phrase before modulating to the
dominant (in major) or the relative major (in minor). BWV 143/4, by contrast,
continues with new material and a new line of text at m. 9 (see
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Table 3-7).

Except BWV 1127, all of these examples are in da capo form, with a

verbatim repeat of the A section by means of a “da capo” or “dal segno” indication.
(BWV 1127, as mentioned, is in strophic form, but each strophe is in a “free” da capo
form.)49 By contrast, BWV 143/4 is in a through-composed da capo form, a form that
Bach himself did not use until Leipzig. After the statement of the ritornello in the
minor dominant, the B-section very quickly reaches its tonal goal (VI in m. 12); the
remaining two phrases of the B-section constitute the retransition. The use of two
fermatas in this structural position of an aria is, to my knowledge, otherwise not to
be found among Bach’s securely attributed works.
Taken together, the form of this aria and the use of Einbau in the outer
movements points to a composer familiar with Bach’s cantata output in Leipzig; yet
the execution of these movements in their detail can only with difficulty be ascribed
to Bach. In the absence of any contemporary sources, it is impossible to rule out J. S.
Bach as the composer. Yet the uncharacteristic use of Einbau, the use of octaves,
and the simplistic form of the first movement would make it a weak piece in
comparison with Bach’s securely attributed concerto-style choruses. We must be
wary of the circular logic that would deny that Bach could have written works that

49

David Schulenberg, “Modifying the Da Capo? Through-Composed Arias in Vocal
Works by Bach and Other Composers,” ECM 8/1 (2011): 21–51 at 29–31.
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are seen as “unworthy” of him; the characteristics cited above are weaknesses only
in the eye of the beholder.
We are on more nearly objective ground in considering the formal plan of the
aria “Tausendfaches Unglück”; it is more or less objective to observe that this aria
(with its very short B-section and double fermata) is unlike Bach’s known modified
da capo forms. Still, the lack of a precedent can never be conclusive evidence that it
could not have been Bach. As Schulenberg has observed, “to a degree that may have
been unique among members of his generation,” Bach drew on a wide varied of
models for the formal design of his arias “without falling into routines dictated by
fashion or habit, and without ever repeating himself.”50
Despite these caveats, my impression remains that it this work is not by Bach.
The simplest explanation for its Bachian family resemblance I believe is to ascribe it
to a composer working in Bach’s orbit, perhaps around 1730. To judge from the
similarity of technique, this composer must have been an apprentice or copyist, or
at least would have had to have access to Bach’s scores.
A possible candidate is Johann Caspar Vogler (1696–1763), who was J. S. Bach’s
student from 1706 to 1707 in Arnstadt and from 1710 to 1715 in Weimar. In 1729 he
unsuccessfully applied for the organ post at the Nikolaikirche in Leipzig, and he

50

Ibid., 51.
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would have had the opportunity around that time to hear performances or copy
some of Bach’s works. Vogler’s chorale “Jesu, Leiden, Pein und Tod” (formerly
attributed to J. S. Bach as BWV Anh. 57 and long recognized as an emulation of “O
Mensch, bewein dein Sünde groß” BWV 622, closes with a coda that is similar to the
double fermata in “Tausendfaches Unglück”: mm. 16–19 of the organ chorale are
analogous in harmonic design and formal location to mm. 24–27 of the aria.

Example 3-11: Johann Caspar Vogler, “Jesu, Leiden, Pein und Tod” BWV Anh. 57 (c.
1715)
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Example 3-12: “Tausendfaches Unglück” BWV 143/4, mm. 20–28 (B-section +
retransition)
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Vocal Works of C. P. E. Bach before 1740
Whereas W. F. Bach’s early creative phase is relatively well documented by the
Clavierbüchlein vor Wilhelm Friedemann Bach (1720–25), C. P. E. Bach’s early
maturity is elusive. The composer himself undertook a systematic “renovation”
(Erneuern) of his early compositions, or else suppressed them entirely. In his 1772
catalogue of his keyboard works, he stated, “I have suppressed (caßirt) all works
before the year 1733, because they were too youthful.”51 Similarly, in a letter of 1786,
he mentioned having “recently burned a ream and more of old works” and that he
was “glad that they are no more.”52
The 2009 discovery of the composing score of the previously unknown cantata
Ich bin vergnügt mit meinem Stande Wq/H deest BR-CPEB F30 (1733/4) is therefore
especially fortunate. It shows C. P. E. Bach working at the technical execution of his
musical thoughts. Examination of the opening measures of the ritornello of the first
aria shows that C. P. E. Bach sketched and refined the outer parts of the first
measure only, and then the inner parts of this measure, before composing the

51

“Alle Arbeiten, vor dem Jahre 1733, habe ich, weil sie zu sehr jugendlich waren,
caßirt.” D-B, SA 4261 fol. 2r; see also Christoph Wolff, “Bachs Verzeichnis seiner
Clavierwerke von 1733 bis 1772,” in: Über Leben, Kunst und Kunstwerke: Aspekte
musikalischer Biographie. Johann Sebastian Bach in Zentrum, ed. id. (Leipzig:
Evangelische Verlagsanstalt, 1999), 217–35 at 222–3 and the facsimile edition with
an introduction by Wolff (Los Altos, CA: Packard, [2017]) [= CPEB:CW CV 1772].
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continuation of the first phrase. After the sixth measure, the composition of the
outer parts has a hasty appearance, but there are almost no corrections. The inner
parts, by contrast, show numerous corrections throughout, most of which are aimed
at producing a full, four-voice texture. These features evince two distinct phrases of
creative activity. First, the germinal idea of the composition was carefully refined.
Thereafter, the melody and bass phrases flowed more readily, even as the technical
aspect of partwriting required constant attention and revision. Perhaps
unsurprisingly, this process is exactly consistent with J. S. Bach’s well-documented
process of vocal composition.53
Table 3-8: C. P. E. Bach, “Lieber Gott, est ist das Deine” Formal Plan
Section
Measures
Material
Texture
Key(s)
I
1–20
R (= V F1 F2 E)
tutti
e
II
20–33
r (V F1 F2)
tutti
e–G
34–44
x (a E)
solo
G–b
III
44–51
R (V F1)
tutti
b
IV
52–58
r (V V)
tutti
b–e
59–84
y (b c d c)
solo
a–G–e
V
84–103 (= 1–20) R
tutti
e
R = instrumental ritornello; V = Vordersatz; F1, 2 = Fortspinnung; E = Epilog;
r = vocal section based on primary ritornello material;
x, y = vocal sections based on secondary material; a, b, c, d = secondary material

52

53

“[H]abe ich vor kurzem ein Ries u. mehr alte Arbeiten von mir verbrannt u. freue
mich, daß sie nicht mehr sind.” Letter of 21 January 1786 to Johann Joachim
Eschenburg. CPEB-Dok 2:1135; CPEB-Letters, 244.
Cf. Marshall 1972, passim.
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Example 3-13: C. P. E. Bach, “Lieber Gott, est ist das Deine,” mm. 52–84 (= section
IV)
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Working in this conventional way, C. P. E. Bach’s harmonic language is
original, even daring. In the second aria, the formal plan is the usual five-part
ritornello form, but the fourth section follows an unusual modulation plan and
traverses this territory with breathtaking alacrity (see Table 3-8 and Example 3-13).
It is perhaps significant that C. P. E. Bach originally intended to include an
obbligato cello, which is indicated by the caption at the head of the first page
(“Dominica Septuages. a 2 Viol. Viola Basso solo e Violoncello oblig. con Continuo).
Around the same time, C. P. E. Bach copied the “Violoncello obligato” solo part for
J. S. Bach’s Wachet! betet! betet! wachet! BWV 70 (St 95, 1731) and the “Violetta” solo
part for Herr Gott, dich loben wir BWV 16 (St 44, 1734). Apart from J. S. Bach, C. P. E.
Bach is the only scribe who copied obbligato cello parts in the early 1730s.
The aria “Reißt euch los, bekränkte Sinnen” BWV 224 is a fragment. My
reconstruction is given in Appendix 1. Only the first 71 measures of the soprano part,
copied around 1734 by C. P. E. Bach (P 491), survive. (On the reverse of the same
piece of paper is copied the Pedal-Exercitium BWV 598.) Even from the limited
surviving music, the form of the whole is clear enough. The presence of a cadence in
the relative major (m. 50) and what must be an abbreviated ritornello in this key
(mm. 50–63) strongly suggest that what survives must be the A-section of a da capo
aria. After m. 63, the fragment modulates toward an apparent goal of the home
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tonic (cf. apparent half cadence in the home key at m. 71), suggesting an ordinary da
capo form (ABA), whereby the A-section ends in the tonic and is repeated verbatim.
However, because the fragment breaks off after m. 71, a modified da capo (ABA´)
cannot be ruled out. In a modified da capo, the first A-section ends off tonic and the
second A´-section is modified to end in the tonic, often being shortened in the
process.
Since the fragment includes no B-section material, I have not included one in
the reconstruction. In order to compensate for this lack, I have added a free
cadential extension (mm. 74ff) before the structural cadence. Such cadenza-like
passages, often accompanied only by the continuo, are common before the last
ritornello in a modified da capo, but are rarer in ordinary da capo forms. In
summary, after m. 71, I have not aimed to reconstruct the most likely form of the
original composition, but rather cadence in the home key but with enough closure
that the lack of a B-section is not too strongly felt. In this way, the piece becomes
performable, even as a formal stump.
I composed the orchestral parts to fit the surviving vocal part. Therefore, the
rests before and after the first vocal entry determine the length and, to a certain
extent, the structure of the ritornello. The material for the ritornello is borrowed
from the first aria of C. P. E. Bach’s contemporaneous cantata BR-CPEB F30.
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Emendations to the vocal part include: m. 69, the missing second note is supplied;
mm. 70–1, the missing text is supplied; mm. 72ff are freely composed.54

BWV 220
Lobt ihn mit Herz und Munde BWV 220 may be another cantata by a Bach student.55
The first aria exhibits a characteristically Bachian use of Einbau at the first vocal
entry (see

Example 3-14),

and the use of upper strings in unison is likewise

characteristic of Bach’s Leipzig string writing. The second aria contains a long,
complex ritornello with a tutti-solo structure (see Example 3-15). The solo passages are
for obbligato flute and oboe, with a bassetto played by the violin. This is a texture
described by Scheibe as an Arie mit concertirenden Instrumenten; it might equally
well be thought of as an aria auf Concertenart.56

54
55

56

Andreas Glöckner, “Neuerkenntnisse zu Johann Sebastian Bachs
Aufführungskalender zwischen 1729 und 1735,” BJ 67 (1981): 43–76.
It is also possible that BWV 220 is by Telemann. Its earliest source, D-B Am.B 43, is
a late eighteenth-century composite score that transmits music apparently related
to the activities Leipzig collegium musicum before Bach’s tenure. In addition to
BWV 220 and three cantatas by Telemann (TWV 1:183 = BWV 141; TWV 1:634 = BWV
218; TWV 1:732 = BWV Anh. 156), the alto aria “Schlage doch, gewünschte Stundte”
BWV 53 is attributed to Georg Melchior Hoffmann (c. 1679–1715), who resided in
Leipzig from 1702 until his death. From 1702 he was the head copyist for the
collegium and in 1705 he succeeded Telemann as its director.
The Sonate auf Concertenart is a generic term coined by Johann Adolph Scheibe in
1740 to describe a hybrid type of concerto-style sonata. The considerable confusion
regarding the meaning of this term an the identification of examples from the
repertory is helpfully addressed by Steven Zohn, Music for a Mixed Taste: Style,
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The ritornello of such an aria generally begins with a short main idea
[Hauptsatz], and then one gives some parts to the solo instrument
alone, or at least one makes them recognizable in a meaningful way
by [giving it] certain prominent ideas: for the ritornello must make
clear straight away what the aria’s arrangement [i.e. instrumentation
and sectional structure], or musical content, will be [wie die
Einrichtung, oder der musikalische Inhalt der Arie werden soll.]57
The use of a concerto-style ritornello with an internal episode is a generic
innovation which seems to fit with the brief popularity of the Sonate auf
Concertenart and Concertenouverture in the late 1720s and 1730s.58 Similar ritornellos
can be found in the vocal works of J. S. Bach in this period.59
A notable comparison is the ritornello of the aria “Merke, mein Herze,
beständig nur dies,” from Ich lebe, mein Herze BWV 145. This is a work commonly
attributed to J. S. Bach, but Peter Wollny has questioned this attribution on stylistic
grounds, and suggested the possibility that it may be an early work of C. P. E. Bach.60

57

58

59
60

Genre, and Meaning in Telemann’s Instrumental Works (Oxford, 2008), 283–331; see
also the references cited there.
“Das Rittornell einer solchen Arien fängt sich insgemein mit einem kurzen
Hauptsatze an, und man giebt so dann dem concertirenden Instrumente einige
Stellen allein, oder man machet solches wenigstens auf eine deutliche Art durch
besondere hervorragende Sätze kenntlich: denn das Rittornell muß bereits
bemerken, wie die Einrichtung, oder der musikalische Inhalt der Arie werden soll.”
Scheibe 1745, 437.
Cf. Steven Zohn, “Bach and the Concert en ouverture,” in: J. S. Bach’s Concerted
Ensemble Music: The Ouverture, ed. Gregory G. Butler, BP 6 (Urbana and Chicago:
University of Illinois Press, 2007), 137–157.
The ritornello of the sublime aria “Mit Verlangen,” from BWV 201, has a similar
form and the same instrumentation.
Peter Wollny, “Zwei Bach-Funde in Mügeln. C. P. E. Bach, Picander und die
Leipziger Kirchenmusik in den 1730er Jahren,” BJ 96 (2010): 111–51 at 143.
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This five-movement work is transmitted in a nineteenth-century source (P 151) as a
seven-movement pasticcio; the first two movements are by C. P. E. Bach and
Telemann (see Table 3-9).61
(a)

(b)

Example 3-14: “So preiset, ihr Völker,” Lobe ihn mit Herz und Munde BWV 220/2
(a) ritornello, mm. 2f–6c (b) Einbau, mm. 12f–16
61

P 151 (c. 1800–1816) may have originated in Frankfurt/Oder, another factor
suggesting the plausibility of an attribution to C. P. E. Bach.
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Example 3-15: “Sich in Gott und Jesu freuen,” Lobe ihn mit Herz und Munde BWV
220/4, ritornello
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(continuation of Example 3-15)
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Table 3-9: BWV 145 Overview (as transmitted in P 151)
Movement

Composer

1. Chorale “Auf, mein Herz! Des Herren Tag”

CPEB (= H. 336.3)

2. Chorus “So du mit deinem Munde bekennst”

Telemann (= TWV 1:1350)

3. Duet “Ich lebe, mein Herze”

JSB or CPEB (= BWV 145/1)

4. Recit. “Nun fordre, Moses”

JSB or CPEB (= BWV 145/2)

5. Aria “Merke, mein Herze”

JSB or CPEB (= BWV 145/3)

6. Recit. “Mein Jesus lebt”

JSB or CPEB (= BWV 145/4)

7. Chorale “Drum wir auch billig fröhlich sein”

JSB or CPEB (= BWV 145/5)
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(a)

(b)

Example 3-16: (a) BWV 145/1 mm. 1–5 (b) BWV 211/10 mm. 5–10
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(a)

(b)

Example 3-17: (a) BWV 145/1 mm. 12–17 (b) BWV 232/I/6 mm. 9–11 (BWV 145/1 m.
14 ~ BWV 232/I/6 m. 10c)
The combination of the trommel bass and the five-note scalar motive of the
violin solo of the opening aria, “Ich lebe, mein Herze” recalls the gavotte finale of
BWV 211 (c. 1732–35) (see

Example 3-16);

the deceptive cadence that sets off the

epilogue of the ritornello is very similar to the aria “Laudamus te” BWV 232/I (1732–
33) (see

Example 3-17).

These similarities need not imply direct influence from these

works specifically; the point is that both the style of the material and the structural
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design of the ritornello show how Bach’s apprentices—in these instances, perhaps
C. P. E. Bach especially—were engaging with the latest musical fashions from
Dresden at the same time as Bach.
*
If the role of scores in compositional study is clear, the importance of the
copying of parts for compositional training in the eighteenth century has been
underestimated. Yet, parts had frequently been an important medium in the
compositional process of earlier periods.62 For Bach’s apprentices, parts had to be
copied from scores, and so their preparation was an important way for them to have
access to scores, which would otherwise have stored away as precious objects.
Moreover, the preparation of parts was by no means always a straightforward task
of rote copying. Assistants exercised limited compositional discretion in issues of
text underlay, instrumentation, and doubling; and a sensitivity to the composer’s
designs was often required in order to supplement the hasty or incomplete
notations of the scores. It is no surprise, then, that when they began to write
cantatas of their own, their compositions imitate works they knew from copying.

62

Jesse Ann Owens, Composers at Work: The Craft of Musical Composition 1450–1600
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1997), 48–56; David Yearsley, Bach’s Feet: The
Organ Pedals in European Culture (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2012),
79–81.
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CHAPTER 4

COPYING, IMITATION, AND CREATIVITY

Nemo nascitur artifex. Wilhelm Friedemann Bach wrote this aphorism in his school
notebook sometime in 1723 or 1724. He probably took it from dictation as Carl
Friedrich Pezold, his tertia class teacher, lectured.1 Like the other bons mots to be
found in the budding humanist’s Liber Proverbium, W. F. Bach translated it
colorfully as Es fällt kein Meister vom Himmel, which could be rendered in English as
“A master doesn’t fall from the sky.”
One can well imagine that Pezold, a classical scholar, would have
accompanied his dictation with some remarks on its interpretation for his charges’
edification. The saying is from one of Erasmus’s Colloquies and is an acerbic
contradiction of Horace’s poeta nascitur non fit (A poet is born, not made). Horace
expressed the view that poetic ability stems from an inborn natural talent
(ingenium) combined with divine inspiration (furor) and not from skill (ars)
acquired through training or experience. Erasmus took precisely the opposite view:
poetic ability emerges from the cultivation of skills. Virgil’s rapprochement was
nasci poetam oratorem fieri iactatur (It is said a poet is born, an orator is made), a

1

Wolff 2000, 247.
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formulation that acknowledges the role of art—in the case of an orator, rhetorical
training and experience—even if true poetic creativity is inborn. In saying “No one
is born an artisan,” Erasmus was in one sense stating the obvious: a master
craftsman, even when born into an artisan family, must be trained in the arts of
technical production. Yet against the backdrop of the loci classici Erasmus equally
meant artifex in the sense of the artificer, the artist, even the alchemist. In this
sense, he went a step further than Virgil to imply that art, in the sense of learned
craft, was the basis for poetic creation.2
This perspective on poetics, advocated by Melanchthon at the time of the
Reformation, made sense in the context of the Lutheran Latin school.3 In the
sixteenth century, with the need for preachers of the new doctrine pressing,
Melanchthon engineered the school system to be closely integrated with the church
as a means of building up both institutions.4 The trivium of grammar, dialectic (i.e.
logic), and rhetoric was taught to all boys, irrespective of age and ability. Music

2

3

4

Cf. Zedler, vol. 2:884 s.v. “artifex” and vol. 20:210f s.v. “Meister.” See also William
Ringler, “Poeta Nascitur Non Fit: Some Notes on the History of an Aphorism,”
Journal of the History of Ideas 2/4 (1941): 497–504.
On the reception of Erasmian rhetoric by early Lutheran reformers, see Bettina
Varwig, “One More Time: J. S. Bach and Seventeenth-Century Traditions of
Rhetoric,” Eighteenth-Century Music 5/2 (2008): 179–208 at 182ff.
Carmen Luke, Pedagogy, Printing, and Protestantism: The Discourse on Childhood
(Albany: State University of New York Press, 1989), 1–20, 83–5.
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occupied a central place in the curriculum down to the eighteenth century.5 Its
purpose was catechetical: separated from its sister quadrivial arts, music now
accompanied and disseminated religion.6
Luther argued that the personnel needs of the new church could hardly be
left to the chance occurrence of natural talent or divine inspiration. A priesthood of
all believers could only take root in well-educated congregations.7 Diligent study
was the means whereby believers, especially schoolboys destined for lives in
ecclesiastical or civil service, could attain the wisdom necessary for the pious
execution of their professions. To be sure, certain individuals might be naturally
talented (like Melanchthon) and others (like Luther) might be inspired by God to
accomplish great things. Yet all of them persevered through work to mastery of their
arts. Nemo nascitur artifex.
5

6
7

See Klaus Wolfgang Niemöller, Untersuchungen zu Musikpflege und
Musikunterricht and den deutschen Lateinschulen vom ausgehenden Mittelalter bis
um 1600, Kölner Beiträge zur Musikforschung 54 (Kassel: Bosse, 1969); John Butt,
Music Education and Performance in the German Baroque (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1994) [= Butt 1994]; and the studies cited there. See also the useful
sketch of the place of music in the St. Thomas curriculum in Wolff 2000, 307. The
other quadrivial arts (geometry, arithmetic, and astronomy) received much less
emphasis at the school level, and not every school taught them. In his 1718
autobiography, Telemann describes being sent to Zellerfeldt because geometry was
taught there; lessons in “spheres” (a subject combining rudimentary geometry and
astronomy) were given about one hour per week at St. Thomas’s School in Bach’s
time; cf. Mattheson 1731, 170.
Butt 1994, 33.
Martin Luther, An die Radherrn aller Stedte deutsches lands: dass sie Christliche
schulen auffrichten und halten sollen (Wittenberg, 1524).
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Figure 4-1: Gottlieb Friedrich Bach (1714–1785), Portrait of Wilhelm Friedemann Bach
(pastels on paper, ca. 1725). Bachhaus Eisenach. Wikimedia Commons.
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Pezold probably droned on with such erudite piety at least once in a while:
on one occasion a day-dreaming W. F. Bach doodled a perruqued teacher intoning
the Magnificat (see Figure 4-2). The figure on the left with the prominent nose and
slicked back hair seems to represent a student. Could it be an older prefect giving a
lesson, or even a beset self-portrait?8

Figure 4-2: D-EIb, Mu. Nr. 6.1.3.1 (Heft II), p. 58, “Meine Seele” written vertically at
left
The fifteen-year-old Bach (Figure 4-1) need not have listened too intently to
any particular explication of the Erasmian proverb for the message to have sunk in.
The link between work ethic and poetical accomplishment was a recurring theme of
his lessons. Another dictation from October 24, 1725 went as follows:
Whoever wishes to obtain the praise of true learnedness must
not only have been provided by Nature with a considerable
8

Cf. Conrad Freyse, “Die Schulhefte Wilhelm Friedemann Bachs,” BJ 39 (1951): 103–
119 at 108ff.
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power to understand and to judge, but must also possess those
sciences from which most noble wisdom flows, like pure water
from a pure spring. Well-meaning teachers strive according to
their ability, but mostly to no avail, unless the pupils, upon
whom it mostly depends, also apply their diligence. If they were
to do this, how much would they contribute to the growth of
the liberal arts! How much thanks would they receive from all
honest men!! With what manner of praise would they serve the
Church and the General Public! And with what contentment
would they think back on the time of the work they endured
when they reap its well-earned fruits!9
Dictation and translation exercises were meant to teach students grammar and, just
as importantly, style. Es fällt kein Meister vom Himmel is not a literal rendering of the
Latin, but it is “juicier” German than any of the more literal possibilities.10 In the
prima class the dictations were longer, the translations included Greek as well as
Latin, and the texts served as models of rhetorical strategies. Hence, W. F. Bach’s

9

10

“Wer das Lob einer wahren Gelehrsamkeit erlangen will, der muß von der Natur
nicht nur mit einer zieml[ichen] Crafft zu verstehen u[nd] zu beurtheilen versehen
seyn, sondern auch diejenigen Wißenschafften besitzen, aus welchen die
alleredelste Weißheit, wie ein reines Waßer aus einem reinen Brunnen fließet . . . .
[W]ohl meynente Lehrer bemühen sich zwar nach ihrem Vermögen, aber
merstentheil ohne nützen, wenn nicht Lerende, denen es am meisten dran gelegen
ist, ihren Fleiß auch anwenden. Wenn sie dieses thäten, wie viel würden sie nicht
zum Wachsthum der freyen Künste beytragen! Wie großen Danck würden sie bey
allen redl[ichen] Männern verdienen!! Mit was vor Lobe würden sie der Kirche
u[nd] dem gemeinen Weßen Dienste thun! Und mit was vor Vergnügen würden sie
sich mit der Zeit der ausgestandenen Arbeit erinnern wenn sie die wohlverdiente
Frucht davon einsameln würden!” D-EIb, Mu. Nr. 6.1.3.1 (Heft II), p. 36. For further
discussion on the concept of “true learnedness,” see Sari Kivistö, The Vices of
Learning: Morality and Knowledge at Early Modern Universities (Leiden: Brill, 2014),
76ff.
For “saftiges Deutsch,” see Ulrich Kahmann, Wilhelm Friedemann Bach: Der
unterschätzte Sohn (Biefeld: Aisthesis, 2010), 46.
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notebook from this year in school is a Liber Exercitiorum, a commonplace book of
rhetorical “moves.”11 Even as the focus in all of these lessons was on structure and
style, the importance of studious application and the need to avoid relying on talent
was a recurring theme that cannot have failed to shape the student’s thinking on
poetics—both literary and musical.
The importance of studious copying in the cultivation of poetic skills points
to a larger issue in the history of genius and creativity: the distinction between the
artist and the artisan.12 This distinction is correlated with analogous ones between
an artwork and its aesthetics and between a handicraft and its uses.13 This is not to
say that Enlightenment thinkers “invented” the idea of the artist and the
masterpiece. Rather, the pre-Enlightenment concept of the artifex or Künstler was
of one “who exercises and practices his profession through the artus or joints of his
hands” and “who through head-work (Kopff-Arbeit) acquires his knowledge
(Wissenschafft) and has accomplished something with it.”14 In other words, elements

11
12

13
14

Zedler, vol. 8:1197f s.v. “Exercice” and vol. 32:595 s.v. “Schreibe-Tafel.”
Jochen Schmidt, Die Geschichte des Genie-Gedankens in der deutschen Literatur,
Philosophie und Politik, 1750–1945, 3rd edn, 2 vols. (Heidelberg: Universitätsverlag
Winter, 2004), 1:150ff.
Larry Schiner, The Invention of Art: A Cultural History (Chicago: The University of
Chicago Press, 2001).
“Dieses Wort bemercket eigentlich einen Meister oder Künstler, der seine
Profession durch die Artus oder Glieder seiner Hände exerciret und ausübt;
Wiewohl es auch von denen, so durch Kopff-Arbeit ihre Wissenschafft adquirirt,
und sich zu wege gebracht haben, gebrauchet wird.” Zedler, vol. 2:884 s.v. “artifex.”
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of the modern concepts of both artist and artisan are present in the older concept of
the artificer, from which both developed. No one is born an artificer; instead, the
artist acquires his knowledge through mental labor and then puts it to ingenious
use.
Art, in this sense, is learnable. Yet, since Forkel and C. P. E. Bach, the
architects of J. S. Bach’s historical legacy, the idea of original genius has been central
to the reception of Bachian poetics.15 When C. P. E. Bach reportedly “confessed
frankly that [he and W. F. Bach] had been necessarily obliged to choose a style of
their own because they could never have equaled their father in his style,” he was
shoring up his own legacy as an original genius as much as he was his father’s.16 In
the extreme, this perspective leads to the view that J. S. Bach’s compositional art is

15

16

The word artus literally means “joint” or “limb,” but can also mean “power” or
“strength” in a figurative sense; it comes from the same root word as ars. Zedler’s
folk etymology of artifex reveals the conceptual proximity for him between
fashioning with the hands (artu) and by acquired skill (arte). See also Shiner, The
Invention of Art, passim.
The primary source which sets up this reception is Sebastian Bach’s Obituary,
written by Emanuel Bach and Johann Friedrich Agricola and published in 1754;
Dok III/666, 80–93 = NBR/306, 297ff. See also Christoph Wolff, “Images of Bach in
the Perspective of Basic Research and Interpretative Scholarship,” JM 22/4 (2005):
503–20.
Forkel 1802, 44; NBR/VI, 48.
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unlearnable; if it were learnable, his creations could not so easily be understood as
works of genius.17
This concept of genius is quite different from the one prevalent in musical
discourse at the beginning of the eighteenth century. Rather than inspiration, or
access to “the god within,” genius was an imaginative capacity, a mental faculty that
could be strengthened by practice.18 We can distinguish between Sebastian Bach’s
more or less obviously unusual combination of technical facility, broad-ranging
stylistic literacy, and powers of synthesis—whether we ascribe these to
preternatural talent or dint of study or both—and the methods whereby he might
have taught these skills, or the occasions upon which they might have rubbed off on
his students.
Wilhelm Friedemann Bach’s Clavierbüchlein is a document of such methods
and occasions. It records the young musician’s training in the practical skills of
working with pen and paper and the basic understanding of musical form that
Scheibe said must be learned. Just as poets and theologians were formed by a

17
18

David Schulenberg, The Music of Wilhelm Friedemann Bach (Rochester, NY:
Rochester University Press, 2010), 3f, 35; Wolff 2000, 467ff.
For “the god within,” see Edward Young, Conjectures on Original Composition
(London, 1759) and the commentary given by D. W. Odell, “The Argument of
Young’s ‘Conjectures on Original Composition’,” Studies in Philology 78/1 (1981): 87–
106 at 96. See also Darrin M. McMahon, Divine Fury: A History of Genius (New York:
Basic, 2013), 78–85.
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rhetorical pedagogy of rote copying, the training of composers was at first
indistinguishable from that of musical scribes. The young composer learned first to
copy.
*
Music kann mit Latein sich wohl verknüpffen lassen,
Wie diß das Alterthum vorlängst schon dargethan.
Ein Kopf, der fähig ist, die Harmonie zu fassen,
Sieht auch den Cicero für keinen Kobold an.19
Music can indeed with Latin be pursued,
As Ancients did of old extol.
A head that Harmony’s able to imbue
Will not think Cicero a troll.
—Telemann, 1718
Building on practical performance knowledge as performers, young
musicians learned the specialist aspects of composing by copying other composers.
The reminiscences of composers, discussed in Chapter 2, confirm this picture. Yet
how did fledgling composers copy in such a way that they themselves learned to
compose? Another way to frame the issue is to ask how copying can transform
implicit knowledge (know-how), whereby someone can perform a musical task, into
explicit knowledge (know-that), whereby a musician can be consciously aware of

19

Mattheson 1731, 171.
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how the task is performed and therefore modify the approach.20 “Without writing,
there is no literacy. But writing does not guarantee literacy.”21 What exactly did
Quantz and others mean when they described the “reflection necessary to become
original”?
By distinguishing what is copied (content, readings, variants), how it was
copied (constraints of format, the sequence of inscription, etc.), and the traces of
the scribe’s awareness of what he was doing as he copied (misreadings, corrections,
adaptations), we can track how an individual student made the leap from
competent imitation to original creativity. Copying exercises followed set patterns
in the Latin school curriculum, and were employed to embed a corpus of material in
memory in such a way that it could be recalled, varied, elaborated, and aptly
inserted in a new composition. In W. F. Bach’s early manuscripts, we can see how
the student’s growing musical literacy mirrored the literary methods of the school
curriculum.

20

21

Bruce D. Homer, “Literacy and Metalinguistic Development,” in: The Cambridge
Handbook of Literacy, ed. David R. Olson and Nancy Torrance (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 2009), 487–500 at 488.
Peter T. Daniels, “Grammatology,” in: The Cambridge Handbook of Literacy, 25–45 at
25. Note that Daniel’s use of the term “grammatology” is unrelated to Derrida’s. See
ibid., 37 fn. 1.
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Rhetoric and the Humanities at St. Thomas’s School
St. Thomas’s School remains one of the oldest and most prestigious schools
in Germany.22 At its founding in 1212, it encompassed effectively two schools: one for
the choirboys who sang the daily round of services in St. Thomas’s Church, and
another for the novices of the monastery. When the city council took it over at the
Reformation, it retained much of its original character. In the eighteenth century,
students continued to sing for daily services on a rota, so each student sang about
three days a week. The older boys of the upper grades were mostly boarders (the
Alumnat, the remnant of the monastic school), while in the lower grades there were
mostly day students (Externe).
The classroom climate at St. Thomas’s could be chaotic. An account from
1701 describes the Alumnat in what might be charitably characterized as an
environment of active, independent learning:
It is a daily occurrence, that when the boys in the lower classes
say their morning prayer devoutly to God and we then begin
our instruction, the upper students in the lower auditorium
perpetrate such a dreadful coming and going, throwing open
and slamming shut of the door, congregating and chatting,
indeed more often singing, hooting and hollering without
22

St. Nicholas’s School, of which Leibniz was an alumnus, may well have been the
more academically challenging school in Leipzig at the time; cf. Hans Voigt, Zur
Geschichte der Nicolaischule im achtzehnten Jahrhundert (Leipzig: Dürr, 1893), 7 and
17. Bach was charged with providing the New Church school, attached to one of the
minor churches, “with good scholars”; Dok I/92, 177–8.
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shame, that one would sooner take this hallowed place for a
tavern than for a workshop of the Holy Spirit of God.23
This description comes from the exasperated perspective of the teachers of the
lower grades, who spent more hours than anyone in the classroom, were
horrendously underpaid, suffered disrespect from the older students (who were
often the same age as they), and whose plight was chronically ignored by the more
senior teachers.24 Reading past their complaints, however, it is clear that selfdirected study accounted for the bulk of the upper classes’ time. Such an
arrangement gave students ample time to prepare their written exercises, work on
their homework, pursue supplementary interests together (as Heinichen and
Graupner did; see Chapter 2), convene ad hoc rehearsals, help in the cantata

23

24

“[Es] geschiehet täglich, daß, wenn die Knaben in denen untern Classen ihr
Morgen Gebeth mit Andacht zu Gott verrichten, und wir nachgehends in unserer
Information begriffen sind, von denen Obern Schülern, in dem untern
Auditorio…ein solch erschrecklich aus und einlauffen, auffreissen und
zuschmeissen der Thüre, zusammentreten und plaudern, ja öffters singen, pfeiffen
und schreien, ohne Scheu verübet wird, daß man diesen Gottgeheiligten Orth
mehr für ein WirthsHauß, als eine Werckstatt Gottes des Heiligen Geistes ansehen
und halten solte . . . .” D-LEsa, Stift. VIII. B. 2c, fols. 299–300, quoted from Michael
Maul, “Dero berümbter Chor” – Die Leipziger Thomasschule und ihre Kantoren, 1212–
1804 (Leipzig: Lehmstedt, 2012), 163ff.
Bach’s well known tiff with the “Zipfelfagottist” Geyersbach can be understood in
this context. Cf. Dok II/14, 15ff; NBR/19, 43ff.
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workshop (see Chapter 3), or simply goof off.25 School timetables corroborate this
picture.26
The curriculum “was determined by the alliance between the humanities
and the gospel.”27 The educational reformer and humanist Johann Sturm (1507–
1598), who was instrumental in the setup of the Saxon school system in 1580,
summarized the goal of education as to form each student in “wise, eloquent piety”
(sapiens atque eloquens pietas).28 In the lower grades, the Externen learned to read
and write German, were introduced to the rudiments of Latin, memorized the Small
Catechism (i.e. the Ten Commandments, the Creed, the Lord’s Prayer, and standard
answers on the Sacraments), and practiced singing. The Alumnat was the Latin
school proper. There the Thomaner continued to focus on the catechism, languages
(principally Latin, but at this level also Greek and some rudimentary Hebrew), and
music, supplemented by the other quadrivial sciences (arithmetic, geometry,
astronomy). Instruction was given in Latin, and students were expected to converse
among themselves in Latin, and even to address the younger boys in that language.

25
26
27

28

Maul, “Dero berümbter Chor”, 216.
D-LEsa, Stift. VIII. B. 2c.
Friedrich Paulsen, German Education, trans. T. Lorenz (New York: Scribner, 1908),
68. [= Geschichte des gelehrten Unterrichts auf den deutschen Schulen und
Universitäten (Berlin 1885/1896; repr. Berlin: De Gruyter, 1965).]
Quoted in Lewis Spitz and Barbara Sher Tinsley, Johann Sturm on Education (St.
Louis: Concordia, 1995), 349.
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The purpose of this immersive, one-track curriculum was to prepare students for
study at the university level.
The motto of instruction from elementary school to university was the triad
praecepta, exempla, imitatio.29 Vocabulary and rules of grammar were presented by
precept (praecepta); models of correct usage and good style (exempla) were drawn
from Classical authors; and written exercises in emulation of these models
(imitationes) were pursued. In practice, the imitative essay (imitatio) was the crux of
the matter, as it was the context in which model examples were selected and the
rules of grammar and diction discussed.
While a focus on Classical languages and literature may appear esoteric from
a modern perspective, in fact the humanities were considered a most practical form
of education. The purpose of this focus was not to acquire knowledge of the Classics
for its own sake, but rather to learn how to apply such knowledge in practical
composition. The Neo-Latin literature of the period hews closely to classical genres,
forms, and styles.30 The humanities prepared learned men and women to compose

29

30

Cf. Wilfried Barner, Barockrhetorik. Untersuchungen zu ihren geschichtlichen
Grundlagen (Tübingen: Niemeyer, 1970; 2nd edn, 2002), 59ff and Paulsen, German
Education, 69ff.
Paulsen, German Education, 64–5. This is especially true during the first period of
the Reformation, until the Peace of Westphalia. During this period, the number of
Neo-Latin authors was relatively small. Many had been educated by Melanchthon
personally and were working from direct knowledge of, and in direct response to,
Classical literature. From the middle of the seventeenth cetnury, as the number of
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and deliver the literary products needed for running the contemporary church,
state, and economy—sermons, catechisms, exegetical tracts, treaties, laws,
contracts, and so forth.31

Latin Imitation Exercises
To prepare for authorship, students wrote commonplace books, collections
of excerpts from their reading. These became the reservoirs from which they could
draw in their own literary production.32 Exercises were dictated by the teachers and
were

31

32

schools increased and German literature expanded, the imprint of the Classics
became fainter. Nevertheless, the technique of imitatio still prevailed. See Barner,
Barockrhetorik, 220ff.
In fact, the usefulness of humanistic learning became a central point of debate in
the late seventeenth century. Detractors did not dispute that the humanities ought
to be useful, but rather that many academics pursued them vaingloriously, that is,
without putting them to their proper use. Cf. Kivistö, The Vices of Learning, esp. 13–
16. On women in the humanities, cf. Katherine R. Goodman, Amazons and
Apprentices: Women and the German Parnassus in the Early Enlightenment
(Rochester, NY: Camden, 1999).
“Let them also compile for themselves journals, wherein they may daily be more
productively occupied in writing and speaking, that is, notebooks of simple
sayings, phrases, maxims, models, [and] proverbs in both language [at first Greek
and Latin, later reinterpreted as German and Latin], and let them be eager to
enlarge and enrich them with daily listening and observation, so that in this way
they might gather for themselves day by day a more ample apparatus of science
and learning.” (Qvò autem feliciùs in scribendo & loqvendo versari possint cotidiè,
diaria sibi conficiant, hoc est, codices dictionum simplicium, phrasium,
sententiarum, exemplorum, proverbiorum, in utraq(ve) lingva, & auscultatione
qvotidiana & observatione eos augere & locupletare studeant ut hoc modo
scientiæ & doctrinæ suppellectilem indies sibi ampliorem comparent.) Leges et
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to be carefully and diligently elaborated in class, or, when the
teacher indicates, in the dormitories or at home, and then
neatly presented. If anything should be critiqued or corrected,
the students shall go through it again and carefully note and
reflect on those places where they erred. In general, however,
they must frequently rehearse what they hear [in the dictation]
and read [in the exemplum], so that it might not trip them up
again.33
W. F. Bach’s Schulhefte are such a set of commonplace books. The teachers’
corrections and the student’s revisions (often completed with the help of his
stepmother Anna Magdalena Bach) track W. F. Bach’s path from rote dictation of
one-liners to short essay composition. Materials learned by rote in the Liber
Proverbiorum (see Appendix 2) are the raw materials for the compositions in the
Liber Exercitiorum (see Table 4-1).

33

statuta scholae senatoriae ad D. Thom. denuo sancitae (Leipzig, 1634), [ch. 11]; repr.
in Hans-Joachim Schulze, ed., Die Thomasschule Leipzig zur Zeit Johann Sebastian
Bachs. Ordnungen und Gesetze, 1634, 1723, 1733 (Leipzig: Zentralantiquariat der DDR,
1985).
“Die Argumenta und Exercitia, welche ihnen von denen Præceptoren dictiret
werden, genau und fleißig in der Schule, oder wenn es der Præceptor also
angeordnet, auch in ihren Cubiculis und zu Hause elaboriren, und so dann reinlich
exhibiren und aufweisen; wenn solche hernach censiret und corrigiret worden, sie
wiederum durchgehen, und, wo von ihnen gefehlet worden, genau bey sich
überlegen und mercken, überhaupt aber alles, was sie diesfalls gehöret und
gelesen, zum öfftern repetiren, damit es ihnen nicht wieder entfallen möge.” Raths
der Stadt Leipzig Ordnung der Schule zu S. Thomae (Leipzig, 1723), 59; repr. Schulze,
ed., Ordnungen und Gesetze. This regulation paraphrases the Leges of 1634: “Scripta,
qvæ à Præceptoribus dictabuntur hebdomatim, accuratè diligenterq(ve) suo
qvisq(ve) Marte, conficiant, statutoqve tempore in charta pura eleganter descripta
Præceptoribus exhibeant…. Adhibita jam censura scripti à Præceptore accurata,
statim semel atqve iterum totum percurrant, & ubi & qvo modo peccatum fuerit in
scribendo, seriò secum cogitent & attendant.” It is not clear whether the details
noted in 1634 were no longer in force in 1723.
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Table 4-1: Inventory of W. F. Bach’s Liber Exercitiorum (1725), D-EIb, Mu. Nr. 6.1.3.1
Page
1
2
3-5
6-7, 8/9
8/9-10/11
10/11
12-15

Date

Die XVI Maj:

\13 August/

14/5

16/7-18/9

Die 5. Septemp:

20/1
20/1-24/5

Die

Sept:

24/5
26/7
26/7-28/9
30/1
30/1-32/3

32/3-36/7
36/7
36/7-40/1
40/1

d. 24 Octobr:

Entry
[Title page]
[void]
J. N. J.
Imitatio ex Manut: Epist:
Imitatio Manutiana.
Imitatio græca.
Imitatio ad Epistolas græca.
Elaboratio Chriæ per thesin et hypothesin continen\ti/s
exprobrationem lasciviæ hodie ad modum vulgaris.
Thesis.
Ætiologia.
Hypothesis.
Altera
Theseos. Ætiol:
Hipotes:
Hipot: Ætiol:
Chria per thesin et hÿpothesin, qva asseritur, metum
etiam in hostes cadere.
Thesis.
Hypothesis.
Ætiolog:
Ampl: a fine
Ampl: ab eff:
Imitatio Græca.
Chria per antecedens et conseqvens, qva assevitur,
TriniXpib9 â nimio somno esse abstinendum.
Antecedens
Conseqvens
Ampl: a Testim:
et simili
Alia Elaboratio
Imitatio græca.
\deest initium/ Continuatio Chriæ.
Imitatio Græca.
Alia superioris Chriæ de Concordia Elaboratio.
Simile
Exemplum
Testim:
Conclusio
Imitatio ex Manut: Epist:
Continuatio superioris de Concordia Chriæ.
Imitatio Manutiana.
Imitatio ex Græc: Evang: græca
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L
L
L→G
L→G
D→L

D [p. 12, 14] → L

D→L

L→G
D→L

L
L [ → G deest]
D→L
L→G
D [p. 26, 28] → L

D→L
D [p. 28] → L
D→L
L→G

Chapter 4

42/3
44/5
44/5-48/9
48/9
50/1-52/3
54/5
54/5
56/7-58/9
60/1
62/3-64/5

66/7
66/7-70/1
70/1-72/3
72/3
74

75
76/7
76/7-78/9

80/1
80/1-82/3
82/3-84/5

dies 15 9br:
d. 12 Xbr
d. 15 Jan.
d. 16 Jan.
XVII Cal. Feb.
d. 23 Jan.
X Cal. Feb.

d. 30 Jan.
III Cal. Feb
d. 5 Febr:
d. 6 Febr:

d. 13 Febr.

d. 20 Febr:
X Cal. Mar:

86
L = Latin

G = Greek

Alia superioris Imitationis Elaboratio. [cf. 36/7-40/1]
Imitatio Græca.
Imitatio Manutiana.
Alia Elaboratio. [cf. 44/5-48/9]
GV. CV. [?]
Imitatio græca.
Alia Elaboratio. [cf. 50/1-52/3]
Imitatio Manutiana.

L
L→G
D→L
L
D→L
L→G
L
D→L

Alia Elaboratio. [cf. 56/7-58/9]
Exemplum Sÿllogismi Oratorii
Conclusio.
Major
Provincia
Minor
Alia Elaboratio. [cf. 62/3-64/5]
Imitatio ad Manutii Epist:

L
D→L

Alia Elaboratio. [cf. 66/7-70/1]
Imitatio græca ad Colos: 3. ℣ 12. seqq.
Elaboratio Chriæ ordinata de non speranda perpetuæ
felicitate
Protasis.
[?]
[…] Conclusio
Chria inversa per thesin et hÿpoth: daß erlaubt seÿ Krieg
zu führen. | Chria inversa per thesin et hypothesin:
licere bellum gerere.
Thesis.
miseri9
Hypoth:
Ætiol.
fundi
[Elaboratio; cf. 76/7-78/9]
Imit: ex 2 Col: ℣ 21.
Continuatio superioris de bello gerendo Chriæ.
Amul: ab object:
Conclus:
[Autographs and pen trials]
D = German

L
L→G
D

X → Y = parallel text and translation, from X verso to Y recto
p. 80/1 = written across the centerfold
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Imitation paved a way to free composition via a series of preparatory
exercises, the so-called progymnasmata, that broke down a complex imitatio into a
step-by-step process. In each step, the student learned and practiced just one skill.
Individual skills could include adducing an example (which should be in apposition
to the thing exemplified), inflecting through various numbers and cases (useful
when making lists or to organize parallelism across a long text), refuting a
proposition (the syntax of which should be parallel to the syntax of the proposition
refuted), or raising an objection (whereby the syntax of the objection should differ,
since an objection seeks to reconfigure the perspective).34 By progressing from what
must and must not be written toward how to write well, these exercises bridge the
gap between grammar and rhetoric.
The most common imitative exercise was the chria, a short translation based
on a dictation.35 Zedler describes it thus:
In rhetoric, chria is a kind of form [Art der Disposition] for a
short speech. One could rather call it a kind of invention [Art

34

35

For further discussion of the progymnasmata, see Ronald F. Hock, “General
Introduction,” The Chreia in Ancient Rhetoric. Volume I. The Progymnasmata
(Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1986), 3–60 at 21.
The prefered spelling by modern Biblical and Classical scholars is chreia (after the
Greek χρεία); cf. Hock, The Chreia in Ancient Rhetoric, 4. I retain the Latin spelling
chria used by seventeenth- and eighteenth-century German scholars to distinguish
between the ancient literary form and the Humanist pedagogical form.
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der Invention] of the thoughts for a composition [Satze] that is
to be worked out only briefly.36
The purpose of a chria was to provide a template for writing a response to or
expansion upon a text. The model (exemplum) was dictated and transcribed into
the exercise book on the left-hand page; the chria was then written on the facing
page (see Figure 4-3).

Figure 4-3: D-EIb Mu. Nr. 6.1.3.1, pp. 82-83
This opening shows all the elements of the chria: at the top, there is the end of a
Latin dictation from the New Testament on the left-hand page (82), which is then
translated into Greek on the right (83). The student’s Greek would then be corrected
against the Greek New Testament. Below this exercise on the left is a German
dictation, with marginal analytic annotations, which served as the basis for the
Latin translation on the right. The teacher’s corrections (marginal and interlinear)
are in the lighter ink.

36

Zedler, s.v. “chria.”
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Much like the five-paragraph essay form that burdens high-schoolers
nowadays, the chria had a stereotyped sequence of parts:
1. Propositio, or proposition: the thesis was stated, or a proverb or
maxim cited. In the case of the latter, it could be a verbatim
citation or a paraphrase of the locus classicus. This flexibility
indicates that what was valued in the faculty of memory was
not a precise recollection of the form the information had
when it was learned, but its sense.37
2. Ætiologia, or cause: a general reason for the thesis was
proposed. For example, if the proposition were “We are all
sinners,” another maxim like “We are all human” might be
propounded as a cause.
3. Contrarium, or counterexample: an apparent inconsistency is
explored. For example, “Christ, though human, did not sin; yet
this was not because of his humanity but in spite of it. For his
guiltlessness is a matter of his divinity, not his humanity.”
4. Exemplum, or illustration: an example of the thesis is given.
Often this could be yet another citation of a maxim; for
example, “For the Lord said, ‘Let him who is without sin cast
the first stone.’” However, the best illustrations implicitly
falsify wrong assumptions. “Even Peter, though first among the
Apostles and of saintly disposition, denied the Lord three
times even after he had sworn never to forsake him. This was
because of his human frailty.” Here, the wrong assumption that
goodness and saintliness might overcome sinful impulses is
shown to be false.
5. Simile, or generalization: a statement which follows
syllogistically, or as an inference from the examples cited. This
could take the form of a precision of the proposition; for
example, “For to err is human.” Another type asserts a new,
37

Cf. Anna Maria Busse Berger, Medieval Music and the Art of Memory (Berkeley:
University of California Press, 2005), 198ff.
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stronger proposition; for example, “Whosoever, then, thinks
himself to be without sin vainly thinks himself more saintly
than the Apostles, as holy even as the Lord himself.”
6. Testimonium, or conclusion: a summary of the discussion,
usually raising the stakes of the original proposition. Often,
this took the form of an “I-statement”: “Therefore I declare that
even the saintly sin, and indeed must themselves acknowledge
this, lest they commit a further sin in pridefully thinking
themselves equal to God, who alone is without sin.”
This sequence was by no means rigid: “one need not adhere exactly to this number
of parts, nor to this sequence or logic of putting them together.”38 Students were
provided ample dictations showing different variations on the same form, and
sometimes their chriae would reorganize the given form. It seems better to think of
form as order and organization rather than as a “jelly-mould.”39 Principles of
organization were learned by analysis of examples and through translation: W. F.
Bach noted the function of individual sentences and passages in the margins, and
he learned to organize his own texts after the models by translating, first from
German into Latin and, in more advanced lessons, from Latin into Greek.
Another common exercise was the elaboratio, a kind of free-response form
which was based on a chria or another type of imitatio. One could think of an

38
39

Zedler, s.v. “chria.”
“The art forms of Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven were not moulds into which
music could be cast, but inner principles by which the music grew.” Donald Francis
Tovey, “Some Aspects of Beethoven’s Art Forms,” in: The Mainstream of Music and
Other Essays (New York: Oxford University Press, 1949), 289.
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elaboratio as the opposite of a paraphrase: it aimed to rewrite its model with greater
length, greater variety of diction, and greater complexity of grammar—often
resulting in greater obscurity and ambiguity of the sense. For example, an
elaboration on the above chria might proceed:
• We are all sinners, for to err is human.
This could be expanded by using longer phrases and by adducing an example, but
without changing the underlying syntax of the sentence:
• No man can pass through life without falling into sin, for such
is the lot of our fallen human nature since the first sin of
Adam.
This in turn could be elaborated by foregrounding the example (the Fall of Man
provides a new, ample source of material whereby it is further expanded) and by
reconfiguring the syntax.
• If Adam, made by God Himself in His own image, did not resist
the temptation of the Devil, how much more must we, sons of
Adam born in sin, be susceptible to wicked promptings?
This asserts the contrapositive of the model, emphasizing the necessary correlation
between the human condition and sin, while the rhetorical question heightens the
drama of the statement itself.
In the hands of a master, the elaboratio form could produce subtle,
multivalent texts which reward close reading. Johann Kuhnau’s 1710 preface on
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musical invention can be read in this fashion.40 For the schoolboy, the elaboratio
was a venue to practice free composition—a way to churn out copy using as much
varied vocabulary and as many different grammatical as possible.
From verbatim dictation to free elaboration, the Liber Exercitiorum taught
W. F. Bach to organize ideas in writing with progressive independence. At first,
mechanically transcribing and analyzing a well-organized model made it practically
impossible not to succeed. Constraints on the copying were gradually removed with
the ultimate goal of enabling the student to produce free, original texts which
nevertheless conformed to the style and grammar of the examples. The emphasis on
translation in the chria bridged the gap between these two poles by only moderately
constraining the student’s choices: a translation is less constrained than a rote
dictation or copy, but more constrained than the open waters of free composition.
The balance between strictness and freedom in copying is the heart of
literary creativity. Johann Georg Sulzer described the function of artistic copying in
much the same way:
In making a copy, one is obliged to attend so closely to
everything that one discovers beauties and errors which
40

Reprinted as Bernhard Friedrich Richter, “Eine Abhandlung Joh. Kunahu’s,”
Monatshefte für Musikgeschichte 34/9 (1902): 147–54; for an English translation (not
without infelicities), see Ruben Wletsch, trans., “A Treatise on Liturgical Text
Settings (1710),” in: Bach’s Changing World: Voices in the Community, ed. Carol K.
Baron (Rochester, NY: University of Rochester Press, 2006), 219–226.
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otherwise would not have been noticed. To portray these, the
copyist must necessarily follow with complete mental effort the
secrets of art. One acquires thereby an ability to detect more
quickly the beautiful and the faulty [in a work of art]; the outer
and inner senses are sharpened.
According to the testimony of various artists, one often
discovers only with the sixth or seventh copy of certain works
beauties which had been overlooked with previous copies.
However, when one copies the best works of art, one learns bit
by bit to think and to express oneself as great masters have
done. He who wishes to perfect his taste and ability through
copying must not copy slavishly. [The copyist] must not set
himself the task of discovering only the techniques of the
original master [and] the mechanics of art, but rather must
strive to dedicate himself to the master’s mind [Geist] and taste.
One must not try to make copies that have all the outward
qualities of the original, but rather try to convey in some sense
its spirit [Geist].41 (emphasis added)

41

“Man wird beim Kopieren in die Notwendigkeit gesetzt, auf alles genau Achtung zu
geben, dadurch entdeckt man Schönheiten und Fehler, die sonst nicht würden
bemerkt worden sein. Diese darzustellen, muss der Kopist notwendig selbst mit
der ganzen Anstrengung des Geistes, den Geheimnissen der Kunst nachspühren.
Man bekommt dadurch eine Fertigkeit sowohl das Schöne als das Fehlerhafte
schneller zu entdecken, die äusseren und inneren Sinne werden geschärft. Nach
dem Zeugnis verschiedener Künstler, entdeckt man oft erst bei der sechsten oder
siebenten Nachzeichnung gewisser Werke, Schönheiten, die man bei dem
vorhergehenden Kopieren noch übersehen hatte. Indem man aber die
vornehmsten Werke der Kunst kopirt, lernt man nach und nach so denken und
sich so ausdrücken, wie die großen Meister getan haben. Wer aber durch Kopieren
seinen Geschmack und seine Fertigkeiten zur Vollkommenheit bringen will, der
muss nicht sclavisch copiren. Er muss sich nicht vorsetzen, die Handgriffe der
Originalmeister, das Mechanische der Kunst allein zu erraten, sondern vielmehr
sich bestreben, ihren Geist und ihren Geschmack sich zu zueignen. Man muss
nicht suchen Kopien zu machen, die alles Äusserliche der Originale an sich haben,
sondern vornehmlich den Geist derselben, auf eine uns eigene Art zu erreichen
suchen.” Johann Georg Sulzer, Allgemeine Theorie der schönen Künste, 4 vols.
(Leipzig, 1792–94; repr. Hildesheim: Olms, 1994), s.v. “Kopieren.”
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Sulzer had in mind copying in the visual and plastic arts, but the same is also
true for musical copying. From this perspective, musical compositions written in
emulation of a specific model can be thought of as a kind of musical chria, or
translation exercise. By closely copying the conceptual substance of a model while
incorporating considered (even drastic) changes, the student composer can
strengthen the powers of imagination and technical execution. Imitation,
paradoxically, is the path to originality. Or, as Wilhelm Friedemann paraphrased
Erasmus quoting Socrates, “Ein gut[es] Lied soll man offt singen.”42

Copying the Clavierbüchlein
The survival of W. F. Bach’s school notebooks provides access to the
intellectual training of an eighteenth-century musician. While the notebooks do not
show anything out of the ordinary for Latin school ephemera, they make clear that
the copying regimen of the Latin schools was the broader context in which the
Clavierbüchlein was compiled. As we shall see, the Clavierbüchlein is a kind of
musical commonplace book. Whereas Kräuter’s apprenticeship in Weimar is
described by his written summaries, the young W. F. Bach’s copies and
42

D-EIb, Mu. Nr. 6.1.3.3, fol. 2r. “Bis ac ter, quod pulchrum est. Ein gut Lied soll man
offt singen.” (What is beautiful [should be repeated] twice or thrice. / A good song
should be sung often.) Cf. Erasmus, Ad. i.2.49; Plato, Philebus 59e. See also
Appendix 2.
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compositions constitute the richest body of primary musical sources documenting
an apprenticeship under Sebastian Bach.43 If we consider the school notebooks and
musical materials in tandem, we have an uncommonly detailed picture of
professional formation of a major composer’s student, who would become a major
composer in his own right.44
The Clavierbüchlein was not written in order; the sequence of entries, and
the space allotted them, was planned in phases.45 Gaps remain when spaces were
never filled with the planned entries or when copies took more or less space than
planned. On the basis of changes in the handwriting and on the location of blank
pages and fragmentary copies, the sequence in which the entries were made can be
determined.46 Table 4-2 lists the entries wherein W. F. Bach had a hand, and from it
a trajectory of his musical growth can be gleaned.

43

44

45
46

C. P. E. Bach’s might have been as rich if he had not burned much of his juvenilia at
the end of his life, as he mentioned in a letter in 1786; cf. CPEB-Briefe, 2:1133; CPEBLetters, 244.
To my knowledge, the four so-called Schulhefte have never been studied in direct
comparison with the Clavierüchlein. See Martin Falck, Wilhelm Friedemann Bach:
Sein Leben und seine Werke, 2nd edn (Leipzig, 1919; repr. Lindau: C. F. Kahnt, 1956),
4–6; Conrad Freyse, “Die Schulhefte Wilhelm Friedemann Bachs,” Bach-Jahrbuch
39 (1951): 103–119; Ulrich Kahmann, Wilhelm Friedemann Bach: Der unterschätzte
Sohn (Bielefeld: Aisthesis Verlag, 2010), 45–54; and the sources cited there.
For details, cf. KB V/5.
Plath discusses this, but does not present a list; cf. ibid., 60.
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Table 4-2: Sequence of W. F. Bach’s entries in the Clavierbüchlein
Phase
I
1
2
3
4
IIa

IIb

III

IV

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

No.
6
7

Item
Allemande [1] BWV 836
Allemande [2] BWV 837

Fol(s).
7v-8r
8v

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
34

Menuet 1 G BWV 841
Menuet 2 g BWV 842
Menuet 3 G BWV 843
Praeludium 1 C BWV 846a
Praeludium 2 c BWV 847
Praeludium 3 d BWV 851
Praeludium 4 D BWV 850
Praeludium 5 e BWV 855a
Praeludium 6 E BWV 854
Praeludium 7 F BWV 856
Praeambulum 3 e BWV 778

35
36
37
38
21
22
23
24
47a
47b
47c
48a
48b
48c
48d
8
25a
25b
26
27
28
29
30

Praeambulum 4 F BWV 779
Praeambulum 5 G BWV 781
Praeambulum 6 a BWV 784
Praeambulum 7 b BWV 786
Praeludium [8] C# BWV 843
Praeludium [9] c# BWV 849
Praeludium [10] eb BWV 853
Praeludium [11] f BWV 857
Allemande BWV 824/1
Courante BWV 824/2
Gique BWV 824/3
Ouverteur Steltzeln g
Air Italien
Bourëe
Menuet
Praeambulum F BWV 927
Allemande [Richter]
Courante [Richter]
Praeludium C BWV 942a
Praeludium D BWV 925
Praeludium e BWV 932
Praeludium a BWV 931
[Baß-Skizze]

A = unknown scribe (not in Kobayashi/Beißwenger)

Composer(s)
WFB, JSB
WFB, JSB, A

12r-12v
12v-13r
13r-13v
14r-14v
14v-16r
16v-17r
17v-18r
18r-19r
19v-20r
20v-21r
38v-39r

Scribe(s)
WFB, JSB
WFB, JSB,
A
WFB
WFB, JSB
JSB
WFB, JSB
WFB, JSB
WFB, JSB
WFB, JSB
WFB
WFB, JSB
WFB
WFB

39v-40r
40v-41r
41v-42r
42v-43r
21v-23r
23v-24v
25r-26r
26v-27r
51v-52r
52v-53r
53r-54r
54v-56r
56v
57r
57v-58r
9r
27v-28r
28v-29r
30r-30v
30v-31r
31v
32v
33v

WFB
WFB, JSB
WFB
WFB
WFB, JSB
WFB, JSB
WFB, JSB
WFB, JSB
WFB
WFB
WFB
WFB
WFB
WFB
WFB
WFB
WFB
WFB
WFB
WFB
WFB
WFB
K7 [CPEB?]

JSB
JSB
JSB
JSB
JSB
JSB
JSB
JSB
Telemann
Telemann
Telemann
Stölzel
Stölzel
Stölzel
Stölzel
WFB
J.C. Richter [?]
J.C. Richter [?]
WFB
WFB
WFB
WFB
K7

WFB
WFB, JSB
JSB
JSB
JSB
JSB
JSB
JSB
JSB
JSB
JSB

Dates
1720-21/2?

late 1722–
early 1723

1724/5
1725/6

after 1725

K7 = Anonymous K 7 (cf. Kobayashi/Beißwenger, 20)

WFB did not participate in the copying of the shaded. No. 13 is included in this list because it makes
a set with nos. 11-2; No. 30 is included because it is a student sketch, apparently an emulation of
works by JSB.
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There were apparently four phases of activity:
I. 1720–21/2: compositional trials
II. 1721/2–1723: copying JSB
III. 1722/3–1724/5: copying other composers
IV. 1725/6: imitative compositions
In general, Phase I compositions, though more rudimentary in terms of technique,
are freer and more original than Phase IV compositions, which are based on
concrete models and explore rule-bound contrapuntal techniques. Conversely,
Phase IV imitative compositions show less imagination but are technically more
sophisticated: they were, so to speak, calisthenics.

Phase I: Compositional Trials
The two allemandes (nos. 6-7, BWV 836-7) are the earliest surviving music
from W. F. Bach’s hand.47 They are at the beginning of the Clavierbüchlein,
ostensibly copied soon after it was begun on January 22, 1720 when he was ten years
old. As Wolfgang Plath pointed out, the fact that W. F. Bach’s first entries in the
Clavierbüchlein are compositions indicates the purpose of the collection was
principally to provide models for composition. We can imagine that these first

47

Ibid., 63.
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exercises were proposed by Bach to assay W. F. Bach’s compositional mettle, or, in
Forkel’s words, his “ability to think musically.”
Father and son worked together on these pieces: J. S. Bach proposed the
clefs, key, time signature, and pickups on the first systems. Perhaps these
preliminary entries were accompanied by some verbal instruction. Early
eighteenth-century allemandes are moderately slow pieces in two strains, generally
of earnest character, and elaborated with rich harmony. Mattheson described them
as usually being in an arpeggiated or broken-chord style, a type which W. F. Bach
would have been familiar with from the allemandes of Froberger and Pachelbel, as
well as most of the allemandes of Bach’s French Suites. The allemande no. 7 is a
fragment (the following page is missing); allemande no. 6 (fols. 7v-8r) curiously has
three strains (see Example 4-2). It is the earnest, serious kind of piece typical of the
genre, but it is in a cantabile style rather than the arpeggiated keyboard style.48
It is easy to overlook the merits in this little piece: apart from errors of
grammar, it is crowded with an abundance of ideas that the short span of the
phrases cannot sustain or develop. The first strain consists of the three standard
components of J. S. Bach’s themes: (1) the presentation of a basic idea, followed by
(2) a sequence, which may or may not modulate to a new key, leading to (3) a
48

Bach first explored this type of allemande in the B-minor “English” suite; the
ornamental aria-type of allemandes of the keyboard partitas develop it further.
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cadence, which can be followed by an extending coda (or tag). In this case, the basic
idea is a descending melody through a minor sixth that is presented in the tonic and
then repeated with variation (x) in the mediant (see Example 4-1). That variation
becomes the basis of a sequence that expands the register and reiterates the
melodic trajectory through a descending minor sixth. Pleading suspensions—first a
fourth, then a ninth—contrast with the directness of the opening, raising the
expressive stakes while fulfilling the harmonic function of modulating to the
dominant. The cadential extension down the octave counterbalances the high reach
of the sequence.

Example 4-1: W. F. Bach, Allemande BWV 836, first strain melody
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Example 4-2: W. F. Bach, Allemande BWV 836
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Figure 4-4: Clavierbüchlein, fol. 7v; first system clefs, time signature, and pickup
notes JSB; everything else WFB

It is evident that the melody was entered first and the two-voiced
accompaniment in the left-hand staff was added, sometimes squeezed in,
afterwards (see Figure 4-4). Moreover, it appears that the melody was fully formed
before it was copied, since the omission of the third beat in m. 4 is a common
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copying error.49 It makes sense that such a well-turned, cantabile melody, if it is by
W. F. Bach, should have been worked out in advance—whether on paper, at an
instrument, or in the mind. Or perhaps it was provided by his father as the kernel of
the exercise. On the one hand, this observation shows C. P. E. Bach’s and Gerber’s
reports, that Sebastian insisted that his students compose on paper without an
instrument, cannot be taken at face value. On the other hand, the example evinces
an accompaniment being worked out on paper; if this were done without an
instrument, as seems to be the case, it may be what C. P. E. Bach and Gerber were
referring to.
Furthermore, the calligraphic differences between the melody and
accompaniment imply that writing out these elements represent distinct, conscious
phases in the compositional process. This corresponds to what Bach wrote in the
preface to the 1723 fair copy of the Inventions and Sinfonias, that the student should
learn “not only to obtain good musical inventiones, but also to develop them well”
(wohl durchzuführen).50 Bach himself followed this two stage procedure when he
sketched the opening motto of a ritornello in a cantata movement before

49
50

Haplology is likely in the case of copying, but less likely in a draft.
Dok I/153, 220f [= NBR/92, 97f]. For discussion, see Matthew J. Hall, “Keyboard
Technique as Contrapuntal Structure in J. S. Bach’s Clavier Works,” UB 10 (2015):
85–107 at 89.
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composing out the other parts.51 With experience, finding a musical invention need
not have been aided by an instrument. We might even infer that these two stages
could remain conceptually distinct, even after facility with the pen would efface any
sign of their chronological distinction in a source.
In W. F. Bach’s case, though, it seems that an instrument was in his hand (or
his mind) for the invention of the melody. It fits neatly in first position on the
violin—indeed it uses every finger on each of the top three strings in first position.
The violin would explain the use of the G-clef instead of soprano C-clef: the righthand staff of keyboard music usually uses the soprano clef (which is indeed is used
all throughout the Clavierbüchlein), whereas the G-clef is strongly associated with
the violin, so much so that J. S. Bach taught it to W. F. Bach as the “Violino” clef in
the didactic section of the manuscript (fol. 3r; see Figure 2-2).52
The adventurous chromatic scales in the second strain, entangling on the
keyboard, are perhaps easier when slurred on the violin. In 1726, W. F. Bach was sent
51

52

Cf. Marshall 1972, 1:31 and Peter Wollny, “On Johann Sebastian Bach’s Creative
Process: Observations from His Drafts and Sketches,” in: The Century of Bach &
Mozart: Perspectives on Historiography, Composition, Theory & Performance in
Honor of Christoph Wolff, ed. Sean Gallagher and Thomas Forest Kelly, Isham
Library Papers 7 [= Harvard Publications in Music 22] (Cambridge, MA: Harvard
University Press, 2008), 217–38 at 222.
The others are the keyboard part to the fifth Brandenburg concerto (BWV 1050),
two entries in the 1722 Notebook for Anna Magdalena Bach (BWV 573 and 991) and
the sonata for violin and harpsichord (BWV 1019). Cf. Russell Stinson, “Toward a
Chronology of Bach’s Instrumental Music: Observations on Three Keyboard
Works,” JM 7/4 (1989): 440–70.
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to Merseberg to study the violin with Johann Gottlieb Graun, and so by then must
have had at least a basic facility on the instrument. There has never been any direct
evidence that J. S. Bach taught the violin, but Jakob Adlung mentioned in 1758 that
the violin was the keyboard instructor’s most important tool: with it he could play
the melody “in its correct taste” and keep the student in time.53 If we can imagine
this allemande arising in such a context, it would show that keyboard, violin, and
composition all could be taught integrally.
In the second section, we find a variety of compositional strategies. The first
two measures, to judge from the spacing, were composed in the same way as the
first strain: the melody was entered, and then the accompaniment was added. But
then a new strategy appears. The melody in mm. 8–9 is a copy: the handwriting is
notably neater while the left hand becomes squeezed again. These two measures
appear to be a variation on mm. 2–3, directly above it on the page (cf. Figure 4-4).
The variation is not aesthetically important (e.g. as in a set of variations on a
theme), but rather a technique whereby new material is generated from preexisting material. Indeed, variations can remain quite hidden: mm. 10–12, in
augmentation, are exactly parallel to mm. 4–5, right down to the anomalous missing
beat in m. 4 (see Example 4-3). That is, the one and a half measures, with a missing

53

Adlung 1758, 787.
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beat (five beats) is expanded to two and a half measures (ten beats). This shows
how composition grows out of the mechanical procedures of copying: working from
a model, the young composer replicates its construction while varying its detail.54

Example 4-3: BWV 836, parallel structure of mm. 2–5 and mm. 8–12
This perspective allows us to explain why this allemande has three parts.
Wolfgang Plath has argued that the last two sections might be two versions of the
second half of a conventional binary form, rather than distinct sections of a threepart form. This is plausible when we consider the sequence of cadences.

54

Cf. Tatiana Shabalina, “Activities Around the Composer’s Desk: The Roles of Bach
and his Copyist in Parody Production,” UB 11 (2016): 9–38.
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• |: i - v (PAC x2) :|
• |: V (HC) | v (PAC x2) :|
• |: V (HC) | i (PAC x2) :|
The second strain fails to return to the home key as the third strain correctly does.
From this observation, and also from the eccentric chromaticism of the second
strain, Plath inferred that the second strain is W. F. Bach’s composition, while the
third strain reflects J. S. Bach’s correction and refinement. Yet he also supposed,
noting the hallmarks of copying, that this was a fair copy and not a composing
document. If that is the case, and if the third section of the first allemande is
revision of the second section, why were both sections, that is, both the draft and its
revision, copied into the manuscript?
With a closer look, we can see that each strain is a varied, expanded copy of
the preceding one:
• |: i – III – v (PAC x2) :| becomes →
• |: V – i – V (HC) | III – V/v – v (PAC × 2) :| becomes →
• |: V – i – iv – iv♭/iv (!) – iv – V (HC) | i (PAC × 2) :|
This is analogous to the procedure whereby a chria is elaborated. The second part of
the second strain literally copies, with variation, the first strain. Because of this
technique, it ends with the right kind of cadence, but in the wrong key.
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Aesthetically, it integrates the new construction (mm. 6–7) with the varied old
construction (mm. 8–12) by means of the chromatic material. Plath saw the
introduction of this material as showing the ill-judged enthusiasm of a young
composer; enthusiastic it surely is, but it is also carefully judged to try to sew
together the two halves of the second strain. The integration is weakened by m. 8,
which obviously refers back to its source, m. 2—fatally, this is right at the point
where the variation technique is begun, reemphasizing the structural gap between
the two halves.
By removing the cadence in m. 7 and the awkward backwards reference in
m. 8, the two halves of the strain could have been more effectively stitched together.
This is the approach of the third strain. It takes the first measure of the second
strain as its seed and develops and expands it through sequence. The climax at in
mm. 15–16, based on m. 9, is thereby achieved without the intervening cadence nor
the structurally pointless and aesthetically weak reference back to m. 2 and the key
of B-flat. The half cadence now comes after the climax, which in a much more
satisfying way integrates this structural requirement into the aesthetic trajectory of
the strain: instead of a stumbling block along the way, the structural imperative
becomes the goal on the far side of the aesthetic highpoint.
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The chromatic scales in the second strain were not just a random flight of
fancy, but were deployed to solve a structural-aesthetic problem of integration.
Thus, when they were omitted from the third strain, it seems to me that it is not
because Bach censured them as being in poor taste, as Plath suggests. Rather, the
problem they were meant to solve was identified and eliminated at a deeper level:
the half cadence in m. 7 and the aimless filler in m. 8 dividing the two halves had
created the problem in the first place, and were therefore eliminated.
Eliminating this problem caused another, however: the piece now ended
with a half cadence. Here, Bach showed the appropriate place for backwards
reference and the use of the expansion-variation technique that W. F. Bach had
attempted in the wrong key in m. 10–12. The last three and half measures are based
on a two-fold restatement of the first. Measures 17–18 are a copy of this first measure
with a cadence tacked on; and mm. 19–20 are an augmentation copy with variation
of m. 18. At this juncture, we can be sure, the teacher would have explained to his
student something we would recognize as the principle of the double return: the
home key and the opening material return to signal the beginning of the end.
Therefore, it seems that this is a composing document despite the hallmarks
of copying. That is, composing proceeded by means of copying with elaboration and
variation. This perspective can explain both why three strains were copied (which
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one would not expect in a fair copy) and why there are common copying errors
(which one would not expect in a composing document).

Phases II–III: Copying
After the first trials assessing the ability to “think musically”—Scheibe would
have called it assaying “genius”—W. F. Bach’s work in the Clavierbüchlein centers on
copying. That copying should follow free compositional trials in the compositional
pedagogy demonstrates the continuity between originality and imitation, both of
which depend, in different proportion, on imagination and technique. These are
two complementary facets of creativity: composition entails both conceiving and
making. Originality aims at an end distinct from the imitative means of achieving it;
but these are not actually different phenomena, only different conceptualizations of
one phenomenon.55
One of the first things W. F. Bach had to learn was how to prepare the page
and plan the layout and spacing of the contents to be inscribed on it. The bulk of W.
F. Bach’s entries in the Clavierbüchlein are copying exercises of this kind. Especially
where he had trouble with them, these exercises show how he learned to correlate

55

Cf. Graham Harman, Tool-Being (Chicago: Open Court, 2002), 103ff esp. 109.
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conceptual material with its written representation. Fragmentary items or those
spilling into the margins are listed in Table 4-3.
The largest category are those items in which the scribe ran out of room on
the recto side of a page at the end of a piece. In order to use the paper economically
and keep the entry on a single opening, an additional staff was inscribed in the
lower margin of these pages. Analogous to this situation are the instances in which
J. S. Bach used tablature for the last chord (fol. 5r) or extended the staves of the final
system so as to fit the last chord on the last line (fol. 44r). The majority of these
cases are entirely in J. S. Bach’s hand, and it is clear that the copying of the
additional system is continuous with the copying of the rest of the page.
Occasionally, J. S. Bach completed a piece begun by his son, in which cases W. F.
Bach copied to the end of the last system and J. S. Bach took over for the
calligraphically sophisticated entry of the additional system. In no. 19, W. F. Bach
apparently realized when he came to the end of the second to last system that the
rest of the copy would not fit on the last system if it was not closely spaced; J. S.
Bach’s expert hand therefore took over in the last system to complete the copy with
tight spacing.56

56

Except for one other case (no. 12, fol. 12v) [Menuet II], in no other instance does JSB
take over for WFB halfway through a system.
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Table 4-3: Fragments and Completed Fragments in Clavierbüchlein (WFB shaded)
No. Item
Type A: Completed Fragments
extra system drawn with rastrum
16
Praeludium 3 d BWV 851
36
Praeambulum 5 G BWV 781
40
Praeambulum 9 A BWV 783
43
Praeambulum 12 E BWV 777
44
Praeambulum 13 Eb BWV 776
45
Praeambulum 14 D BWV 774
54
Fantasia 6 a BWV 799
55
Fantasia 7 b BWV 801
57
Fantasia 9 A BWV 798
58
Fantasia 10 g BWV 797
59
Fantasia 11 f BWV 795
60
Fantasia 12 E BWV 792
extra system drawn without rastrum
6
Allemande [1] BWV 836
8
Praeambulum F BWV 927
22
Praeludium [9] c# BWV 849
32
Praeambulum 1 C BWV 772
33
Praeambulum 2 d BWV 775
46
Praeambulum 15 c BWV 773
no extra systems
2
Praeambulum C BWV 924
39
Praeambulum 8 Bb BWV 785

Fol(s).

Main
Scribe

16v-17r
40v-41r
44v-45r
47v-48r
48v-49r
49v-50r
63v-64r
64v-65r
66v-67r
67v-68r
68v-69r
69v-70r

WFB
WFB
JSB
JSB
JSB
JSB
JSB
JSB
JSB
JSB
JSB
JSB

JSB

7v-8r
9r
23v-24v
36v-37r
37v-38r
50v-51r

WFB
WFB
WFB
JSB
JSB
JSB

JSB

4v-5r
43v-44r

JSB
JSB

19

19v-20r

WFB

Praeludium 6 E BWV 854
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Second
Scribe

Comment

direct copy; Phase IIa
direct copy; Phase IIa
rastrum test on 48r

JSB

JSB

concept copy; Phase I
concept copy; Phase IV
direct copy; Phase IIb

last chord in tablature
last staff extended into
margin
music in last system
compressed; Phase IIa

Chapter 4

Type B: Fragments
room to complete available (analogous to Type I)
23
Praeludium [10] eb BWV 853 25r-26r
28
Praeludium e BWV 932
31v

WFB
WFB

25a Allemande [Richter]
25b Courante [Richter]
no room to complete
7
Allemande [2] BWV 837

27v-28r
28v-29r

WFB
WFB

8v

WFB

5
17
20
24
62

7r
17v-18r
20v-21r
26v-27r
71v

JSB
WFB
WFB
WFB
JSB

Jesu meine Freude BWV 753
Praeludium 4 D BWV 850
Praeludium 7 F BWV 856
Praeludium [11] f BWV 857
Fantasia 14 E BWV 789

Type C: Layout Problems
(layout modified due to fundamental conceptual changes)
14
Praeludium 1 C BWV 846a
14r-14v
WFB
26
51

Praeludium C BWV 942a
Fantasia 3 e BWV 793

30r-30v
60v-61r

WFB
JSB

last chord missing; Phase IIb
frag. concept copy; 32r blank
(!); Phase IV
last chord missing; Phase IV
29v blank; Phase IV
A

JSB
WFB?

1 leaf missing between 8v and
9r; Phase I
next page already full
Phase IV
Phase IV
Phase IIb
pages missing after 71v

emendations, shorthand
notation; Phase IIa
concept copy; Phase IV
revision copy

In certain cases, it is clear that additions of this type could have been made,
but for whatever reason an additional system was never drawn in and the piece
remains as a fragment (fols. 26r, 28r, and 29r). Other items remain fragmentary
because there was no room to complete them—either because the next verso page
had already filled (fols. 7r, 21r), or because to turn the page and continue on a fresh
opening might have been considered an extravagance (fols. 18r, 27r). Indeed, in such
instances we can see the influence of a fundamental scribal principle which
correlates content to format: in general, a piece occupies one opening, or at least
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will finish at the end of a page. Where this principle could not be maintained, the
copy was abandoned (nos. 20, 24). The visual unity of a copy and its exemplar
reflects an understanding of a copy as a performance, and as an exercise in the
conceptualization of musical “space,” both figuratively and physically on paper.
The most interesting category includes those items whose additional staves
and marginalia reflect compositional rather than purely scribal concerns. No. 14 is
W. F. Bach’s copy of BWV 846a, an early, “inauthentic” version of the first prelude in
the first book of the Well-Tempered Clavier.57 W. F. Bach began by copying out the
arpeggios in full. J. S. Bach intervened and adopted a shorthand notation with two
half-note chords per bar. W. F. Bach’s hand reappears in the last system (see
Example 4-4), at first continuing with two chords per measure but then finishing
with one whole-note chord. This last move required a conceptual leap: it shows the
student to have grasped the basis for the teacher’s shorthand notation and to have
seen the opportunity to simplify the notation even further. What is all the more
interesting is that the immediate motivation for the shorthand was a lack of space
on the page. Thus, a scribal exigency forced W. F. Bach to analyze and reduce the

57

Plath calls it inauthentic because J. S. Bach began to insert corrections to make it
conform to the later version found in the 1722 fair copy (BWV 846), but abandoned
the procedure half way through. The appearance of the copy in the Clavierbüchlein
therefore represents neither W. F. Bach’s exemplar nor J. S. Bach’s fair copy post
correctarum.
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prelude to its harmonic basis. Such analytical reading is the reciprocal process of
ornamentation, whether in composition or performance. As such, analytic reading
and writing, the habits of compositional thinking, can ramify in performance, just as
we assume that performance practices influenced compositional process.

Example 4-4: Clavierbüchlein, fol. 14v (clefs WFB)
Pieces in “difficult” keys were copied late in 1722 or early 1723, by which time
Friedemann was already copying music in the ordinary keys with relative fluency
(cf. Table 4-2). In nos. 21 and 23, for example, we can see J. S. Bach modeling tensharp and seven-flat signatures on the first staves. (These are Bach’s usual signatures
for the keys of C-sharp major and E-flat minor; the extra accidentals arise because
those at the extremes of the staff are notated in both octaves.) After his son’s hit-ormiss attempts, J. S. Bach intervened with corrections and supplied some missing
accidentals in the note text. By the end of the entries, W. F. Bach got the key
signatures right, and correspondingly the number of missing or wrong accidentals
(see Example 4-5).
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a)
1. JSB

2. WFB 3. WFB 4. WFB
✓
✓
✗

5. JSB

6. JSB

7. WFB 8. WFB 9. WFB
✓
✓
✗

10. WFB 11. WFB
✓
✓

12. WFB
✓

2. JSB

3. JSB

4. WFB 5. WFB 6. WFB
✗
✗
✗

7. WFB
?

9. WFB
✓

b)
1. JSB

8. WFB
?

Example 4-5: JSB supervises WFB’s copying of key signatures
(a) fols. 21v–23r
(b) fols. 25r–26r
Pieces in the difficult keys provided material for the hands to become comfortable
with the hand-shapes not found in chords in the ordinary keys. Figured-bass
theorists stressed how important this was for the practical organist: it facilitated
transposition, essential when accompanying concerted music at organs pitched at a
different level than the rest of the ensemble. Still, many of the chord-shapes used in
the difficult keys were already familiar from the usual keys, so fluency with writing
the difficult keys was therefore equally important: it provided occasion to be
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comfortable with the shapes not as they felt in the hand, but as they struck the eye
and ear in unusual compositional uses.

Phase IV: Imitative Compositions
The imitative exercises at the end of the volume were entered in late 1725 or
early 1726, the same year W. F. Bach began Latin imitations and elaborations in
school. His musical imitations are of two types: chordal and imitative preludes. The
Praeambulum in F BWV 927 and the Praeludium in C BWV 924a are of the brokenchord type. The Praeambulum in F BWV 927 borrows textures from the Richter
allemande (no. 25a), which was copied contemporaneously (see Example 4-6). Like
its model, W. F. Bach’s piece is chordally conceived, but its first four measures are
also an experiment in triple counterpoint. The technique used to compose it (or
improvise it) is one described by Heinichen in 1711: a chord progression is
composed, and then the positions of the chord-tones are shuffled, providing the
basis for the contrapuntal inversion.58 Each voice is given a distinctive textural
elaboration. By conceiving the contrapuntal inversion in terms of inverting block
chords, triple counterpoint becomes a cinch. (see Example 4-7).

58

Cf. the discussion in Heinichen 1711, 379.
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Example 4-6: Johann Richter, Allemande in C (fol. 27v), mm. 2d–5b.

Example 4-7: Triple counterpoint in BWV 927a, mm. 1–4
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Unlike that basic arpeggiation patterns which stand for melodies in BWV
927, the Praeambulum in D BWV 925 and the fragmentary Praeambulum in E minor
BWV 932 treat a profiled subject in invertible counterpoint. The suspension motive,
a standard invertible gambit, is used for both a modulating subject and a nonmodulating subject (Example 4-8). The Praeambulum in E minor is a fragment: it is
on a verso page, and the following recto is empty. There is no reason why it could
not have been completed; the adjacent page was probably left blank for this
purpose. From the amount of space available, we can infer that the remainder
would have been about ten bars long; based on this assumption, I have proposed a
completion in Example 4-9 (see also Appendix 3).

Example 4-8: Suspension-figure gambit (top staff) and derived subjects (bottom
staff)
(a) BWV 925 (modulating)
(b) BWV 932 (non-modulating)
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Example 4-9: Completion of BWV 932; WFB mm. 1-11 (downbeat), MJH mm. 11
(second beat) to the end
Critical apparatus:
m. 2: RH first note ] e
m. 3: LH beat 2 ] E
m. 3: LH beat 4 ] no natural
m. 4: LH beat 2 ] G
m. 5: LH no accidentals
m. 6: RH natural ] no accidental
m. 7: RH last note ] no sharp
m. 9: LH natural ] sharp
m. 10: LH flat ] no accidental
The structural cadence in the Praeambulum in D major is marked in the source with
fermatas, which evinces the scribe’s analytic reading (see Example 4-10). The coda
that follows is W. F. Bach’s most sophisticated treatment of a pedal-point in the
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Clavierbüchlein, recalling the tonic pedal point at the end of an organ fugue
(compare Example 4-11). The Praeambulum in D also includes a brief flash of
invertible counterpoint at the twelfth in m. 13 (Example 4-12). Invertibility at the
twelfth is a side effect here; it is nevertheless interesting to observe that standard
voice-leading patterns are often precisely those that admit of contrapuntal tricks.59

59

“I was once severly rebuked by a friend when I pointed out a specially beautiful
example of ‘double counterpoint in the twelfth’ in an orchestral work. My friend
dryly said that there was no beauty in such a merely scholastic device. My memory
cannot testify whether I was too polite, or merely lacking in the presence of mind,
to point out to him that there unquestionably was great beauty in this piece of
double counterpoint in the twelfth, and that it could have been attained by no
other device.My friend’s prejudice against technical pedantries undoubtedly made
him conscientiously blind to a real aesthetic value in this case . . . . And my friend
would probably have been insulted if I had treated him as a child in these matters,
by pointing out the passage as one in which a beautiful combination of themes was
made to produce a beautifully new set of harmonies by means of transposing the
upper one a twelfth lower and keeping the other in its place. He would probably
have snorted[,] ‘Thanks, I know double counterpoint in the twelfth when I see it’;
but at least he would not have missed the beauty of the passage.’” Tovey, “Musical
Form and Matter,” in The Mainstream of Music, 165–66. Tovey was referring to the
fourth variation of Brahms’s Variations on a Theme by Haydn, op. 56; cf. id., Essays
in Musical Analysis: Symphonies (II), Variations and Orchestral Polyphony (London:
Oxford University Press, 1935), 138; The Forms of Music (London: Oxford University
Press, 1957), 31 and esp. 34. I thank Prof. James Webster for these references.
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Example 4-10: Coda of BWV 925
a)

(b)

Example 4-11: Reductions of pedal points in (a) BWV 927a and (b) 924a
+9

–4
Example 4-12: Counterpoint at the twelfth; cf. Example 4-10 m. 13
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The Praeludium in C BWV 924a was composed by W. F. Bach around 1725
beginning on fol. 30r. Fol. 29v is empty, possibly to leave room to complete the
fragmentary courante which breaks off at the end of fol. 29r; but beginning the
Praeludium on a recto side would have allowed W. F. Bach to hold the book open to
his model as he worked. That model, the Praeambulum in C BWV 924 (fol. 4v–5r) is
one of the earliest entries in the volume, copied by J. S. Bach no later than the
beginning of 1722; Bach probably composed the piece directly into the
Clavierbüchlein. This may explain why BWV 924a deviates from BWV 924 most
substantially in the pedal point: this passage is on a recto side in the model and
would therefore have been less easily consulted when writing the emulation.
In composing his rhetorical exercises at school, W. F. Bach proceeded from
dictation (a kind of fair copy), to the imitatio (the translation, a kind of revision
copy). The elaboratio or expanded free response was a concept copy of the
translation: it follows its model at every turn, presenting the same ideas in more or
less the same sequence, but varies and expands upon them. W. F. Bach’s
Praeludium is likewise a concept copy of J. S. Bach’s Praeambulum. It is analogous
to a composing score in that the notation inscribes a musical idea. It is similar to a
fair or revision copy in that it proceeds from a previously notated piece rather than
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from the composer’s free fantasy, but unlike direct copies in that it does not
reproduce the text of the exemplar.
The model is based on three bass-motion building blocks (labeled x, y, z)
Example 4-13a). W. F. Bach’s emulation uses the same building blocks in the same
Example 4-13b).
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Example 4-13: (a) JSB, BWV 924 mm. 1–7; (b) WFB, BWV 924a mm. 1–8
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It is clear that the principle of W. F. Bach’s concept copy is to expand the model: he
uses more y and z units than his model, resulting in an extra measure of length. Yet
he retains the overall shape of the passage and the function of the building blocks
within it, using x to open, y to explore the relative minor and to lead to the
subdominant, and z to prepare a half cadence. The three-part structure governing
the main theme of the allemande governs the structure of this figured-bass prelude
at a deeper, less audible level.
There is a pleasing orderliness to Bach’s treatment of this design (Example 414). Each downbeat articulates a structural note in the unfolding of the opening
tonic triad (mm. 1–3) and in the arpeggiation of the subdominant triad (mm. 4–6).
The arpeggiation of the subdominant is interpolated between e and f in the overall
stepwise motion from c up to g; the interruption (m. 3) and resumption (m. 6) of
this motion correlate with the arrivals of the next building blocks.

Example 4-15: WFB, BWV 924a mm. 1–8

Example 4-14: JSB, BWV 924 mm. 1–7
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W. F. Bach’s treatment does not capture these niceties, but it would be
missing the point say it suffers as a result (Example 4-15). The move directly to A
minor in m. 2 (with a suspended ninth, borrowed from the harmonization of y) adds
a note of sweetness, and over all there is a minor coloring resulting from the
emphasis on the notes of the A-minor triad. W. F. Bach’s piece is also in a lower,
potentially warmer register of the keyboard. All this tends to give the W. F. Bach’s
version an earnestness or wistfulness. It would be facile to interpret these factors as
deliberate—at least at first. The point of the emulation, we can be sure, was for the
student to analyze the structure of the model from the bass and to imitate it, and
the differences in tone seem likely to be the collateral effects of the calculated
expansion and variation of the model.
Nevertheless, having written them down and doubtless tried them out at the
keyboard, W. F. Bach’s different harmonic and registral choices—however random
they were in the first instance—would have been felt. A sensitive student would
consider the different effects of the model and his emulation and, as Telemann
described, learn to correlate musical feelings with the particulars of construction. In
this way, imitative compositions provide a kind of controlled experiment whereby a
young composer could test the expressive results of varying musical parameters,
even if only pushing buttons randomly at first. Exercises of this kind led gradually to
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more deliberate variations,. A different student would emulate differently (see
Example 4-16); a young composer’s naïve take on a model hints toward an emerging
compositional voice.

Example 4-16: Another possible version of a C-major prelude based on units x, y, z
The entry on fol. 33v is an interesting example of a continuity draft. The socalled Baß-Skizze is the last entry in the Clavierbüchlein, entered sometime after
1725 by an unknown scribe.60 It is often called “fragmentary,” but it is a complete
continuity draft of a ritornello.61 Each line of the draft corresponds to one of the
three standard components of a Bachian theme or ritornello: (1) the presentation of
a basic idea, followed by (2) a modulating sequence, leading to (3) a cadence.
60

61

Date according to Plath. The scribe is Kobayashi’s Anon. K7, who appears in St. 33a.
The form of the C-clef is very distinctive, and corresponds to a form used by C. P. E.
Bach, as do the large serifed forms of the time signatures (cf. P 224/5). Musically,
too, the extreme harmonic palate (the goal of the sequence is B-flat minor) is
reminiscent of C. P. E. Bach (compare, for example, the opening movement of the
Auferstehung und Himmelfahrt Jesu). However, C. P. E. Bach always wrote leftwardfacing noteheads with downward stems.
Cf. KB V/5, 97; David Schulenberg, The Music of Wilhelm Friedemann Bach
(Rochester, NY: Rochester University Press, 2010), 31.
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This draft is significant in that it provides evidence that the three parts of the
theme delimited distinct chronological phases of the composer’s work: changes to
each part of the ritornello were finalized before the next part of the ritornello was
composed. This can be seen in the fact that the extension of the first part, at the end
of the first system, is comfortably spaced; this is because the beginning of the
second part (= second system) was not yet composed. Conversely, the extension of
the second part is written in a compressed fashion; this was to try to fit the second
part onto the second system. Not only did an “ideal” ritornello consciously guide the
composer as he worked, but this ideal form was correlated with the format of the
page (see Figure 4-5 and Example 4-17).
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Figure 4-5: Clavierbüchlein, fol. 33v
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Example 4-17: Clavierbüchlein, fol. 33v, diplomatic transcription; smaller staves
give readings ante correctarum
Nor is the Baß-Skizze fragmentary in the vertical dimension: it is of a type of
solo continuo ritornello that Bach used first in 1723. There is a particular
resemblance with BWV 177/2, composed in 1732, which would be consistent with
the chronology of the Clavierbüchlein. However, no single model need to have been
its basis. The solo continuo ritornello was a type used by Bach relatively frequently
in the 1720s, and it seems likely that the composer of this draft—who worked as a
copyist in the cantata workshop—was modeling his work on the type (Example 418).
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Example 4-18: Solo bass ritornelli in JSB cantatas composed between 1723 and
1732
*
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If rhetoric was taught by following a regimen of rote copying, its purpose was
nevertheless to learn free composition. Likewise, rote copying of music provided the
means for the student composer to acquire a lexicon of materials which could be
recalled without strain while composing. If the composer’s attention were
distracted by such things as the proper management of the quill, preparation of the
page, or layout and spacing, less attention would be available for the imaginative,
musical work. Therefore, facility (not just competence) as a scribe was an essential
tool for the composer.
Copying provided fuel for the imagination and honed techniques of
inscription. This much is intuitive; but not so intuitive is the observation that a
quick and ready pen can actually increase the composer’s imaginative capacity. By
making his thoughts “present-at-hand” and available for analytic scrutiny, W. F.
Bach gave form to ideas only dimly imagined. We can see W. F. Bach working
through compositional problems on paper—the “graphic act” of composition—
already in his first entry.62
Copying and imitation were the mainstays of the rhetorical education
Wilhelm Friedemann Bach received at St. Thomas’s School, and the significance of
this education on his musical outlook cannot have been incidental. Not merely by

62

Joseph Kerman, “Beethoven’s Early Sketches,” MQ 56/4 (1970): 515–538 at 538.
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rote transcription did he learn to write freely in Latin and German; rather, W. F.
Bach’s analysis of texts, his translations, his formulaic manipulations and
permutations of his models within narrowly defined parameters—all of which,
indeed, relied on rote transcription and facility with the pen—exercised the
muscles of invention and elaboration upon which he would eventually rely in free
composition. In the Clavierbüchlein, W. F. Bach likewise practiced his musical
penmanship, all while absorbing exemplary, illustrative musical works. His
analytical marks, his ornamental additions, and his formulaic essays in prelude
writing all point to a continuity of creative thought: W. F. Bach’s material
engagement with the Clavierbüchlein was very much like his use of the Schulhefte. It
is but a small step to infer that the Clavierbüchlein, no mere Stadtpfeifer’s slate,
represented the aspirations of the young composer who wrote it.
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My first experience with apprenticeship was in my grandparents’ house. Learning to
garden by helping my grandfather, or to cook by watching and tasting alongside my
grandmother, or to paint or hook up the cable box or install an air-conditioning unit
without dropping it out of the window—I learned not by being taught, but by living
along side experienced people and by helping when they asked. They asked me to
help not so much as to teach me, but rather because there were things to be done
and I was there and could help. Doing the activity was the point; learning for sake of
the next time was a side benefit of which I’m sure my keepers were aware, but it was
always a side benefit.
Toward the end of the elaborate, days-long rites of the matança (pig
slaughter)—far tamer now, we were assured, than it was in the old days—comes
sausage-making. I learned how to make chouriço over years by helping:
To make chouriço
1. Procure and cut the meat.
. . . pork butt, into chunks . . .
2. Season the meat.
. . . garlic, wine, hot pepper, paprika, salt . . .
3. Prepare the casings.
. . . salt, running cold water, lemon . . .
4. Stuff the sausages.
. . . short links, tie with cotton twine . . .
5. Smoke the sausages.
. . . ask an uncle . . .
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I can schematize the process as a whole only because I have memories of reiterated
experiences doing one or another of its constituent steps. Upon reflection, I realize
that I do not actually remember these experiences episodically. Instead, repeated
experiences are conflated as a composite memory, mentally filed away under
“chouriço-making.”
I can see in my mind’s eye the washbasin full of marinating meat, and can
smell the sweet-sour-garlicky-raw-porky fumes hanging in the air. That smell,
stronger than the smell of a traditional butcher’s shop, is neither unpleasant nor
especially appetizing, and it gets everywhere. I can see my grandmother leaning
over the sink, running cold water over and through the casings, rubbing vigorously
but gently with lemon to remove the salt and the barnyard smell. They smell hardly
at all when dry and salt-packed; the smell gets stronger as they get wetter, fades (or
at least disperses and mixes with the marinating meat smell) as they are repeatedly
washed. I’ve never done this task myself, but I suppose I’d know they were ready to
stuff once the smells and states of dryness and wetness stopped changing. I can
visualize the stuffing process only vaguely, but have vivid, short memories of things
going wrong: casings exploding when they are stuffed to full or too fast; hands
stinging when hot chili and garlic and wine gets into unkempt cuticles or paper
cuts; friction burns or cuts from tying the links too tight with twine, or with hands
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not carefully dried. I remember going over tied sausages with a pin, pricking the
casings to released trapped air lest they explode during smoking; I remember in
particular my grandmother telling me not to prick indiscriminately, but to prick
only large bubbles, since too much pricking also risks them exploding.
It would be impossible for me to distinguish when, during the many years in
which I participated in these activities, I learned which tasks or picked up which
piece of wisdom. Much less could I say who taught me what, even if I do remember
my grandmother more or less being in charge of everything. Indeed, it seems
legitimate to question whether I was actually taught (gelernt) at all. I was rather
along for the ride (beigebracht): stand here, watch carefully, hand me that, tie this.
To the extent that I was explicitly taught anything, it was by negative example: don’t
do touch that with your bare hands, these aren’t clean enough yet, don’t prick them
so much. Those negative lessons I remember mostly coming from my grandmother.
Such is the problem of reconstructing the process of acquiring know-how—
even from one’s own relatively clear memory. Reconstructing the training of
composer-apprentices in J. S. Bach’s circle across a wide historical and cultural gulf
is all the more complex, and so is bound to result in a fragmentary picture. Still,
apprentices’ copies provide an important trace of that training. Many imagine that
the teaching method of such a great composer and widely-sought teacher as J. S.
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Bach must have been special in some way. What the sources encourage us to
imagine instead is a rich environment of music-making in which apprentices
learned through repeated practical experience. As in my apprenticeship in sausagemaking, it may be impossible to distinguish when or how a given skill was learned,
even though it seems more or less obvious that J. S. Bach was the master in charge.
Close examination of students’ copies refocuses our attention on apprentices
learning rather than J. S. Bach teaching, and allows us to understand the
development of a composer from imitator to originator.
Copying was a main means of critical engagement with written music; as we
have seen, even the seemingly mechanical task of copying out parts provided
apprentices with the opportunity to engage with their materials at a compositional
level. What was special for Bach’s apprentices was what they had access to and so
were able to copy. C. P. E. Bach was grateful for “the special good fortune” he had to
engage with the “finest masters” thanks to his father’s reputation.1
A young composer’s first forays are among the most interesting windows
into the musician’s evolution from technical competence to expression and taste.
The factors that lead to the growth of a personal style or “composer’s voice” are all
the more important when considering composers of a period that itself judged them

1

Cf. Burney/Bode 1773, 199–209.
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in terms of their originality. These factors of personal style can be examined when
copying turns to composition. J. S. Bach’s students, particularly C. P. E. Bach and W.
F. Bach, were regarded as original geniuses, for, although their compositions as a
whole bore the imprint of their master, individual examples seemed to have no
recognizable models.
The relationship between continuity of former students’ compositional
practice with that of their teacher and the distinctiveness of their individual
musicianship is enigmatic. Such opposing forces in the creative personae of J. S.
Bach’s students—forces that seek both to forge new insights and to relate them to
the traditions of the past—were conditioned by practices of copying. Just as the
study and performance of others’ compositions prepared one for improvisation,
copying was another kind of performance in which the gestures of another
composer were imitated, ultimately fueling one’s own compositional fire. The
humanistic education that so many German composers received at the Latin
schools, not least J. S. Bachs sons and students, provided a robust set of tools for the
imitation, expansion, adaptation, and elaboration of models. As in literary
composition, these ways of working with source material were ultimately directed
at the production of new musical compositions.
It is for this reason that Forkel believed that “it would be no less injurious to
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musical science to throw aside the classics in our art than it would be prejudicial to
good taste in literature to banish the study of the Greeks and Romans from our
schools.”2 He lamented a musical taste that was disconnected from music history,
that favored “trifles capable of affording immediate though fleeting enjoyment,”
that was unwilling to endure “some pains (Mühe), nor even efforts” for its own
refinement. The Bach sons knew well the pain and effort of compositional training:
C. P. E. Bach wryly changed the German heading of W. F. Bach’s Liber Exercitiorum
from Buch in Mühen (exercise book) to Buch in Müthen (book of courage). The
message is clear enough: the humanities—whether constituted along traditional
lines with an emphasis on the classics, or along more modern plans emphasizing
modern languages, literature, history, and fine arts—are worth the effort.
In a humanities classroom in the modern university, rote copying is seen at
best as an abdication of the intellectual responsibility to engage and at worst as the
intellectual theft. The intellectual culture of the eighteenth-century recognized the

2

“Kurz, es würde für die Kunst nicht weniger nachtheilig sein, wenn wir unsere
Klassiker auf die Seite werfen wollten, als es für den guten Geschmack in der
Gelehrsamkeit nachtheilig werden würde, wenn das Studium der Griechen und
Römer aus unsern Schulen verbannt werden sollte. Der Geist der Zeit, der mehr
aufs Kleine und auf den augenblicklichen Genuß gerichtet ist, als auf das Große,
das erst mit einiger Mühe und sogar Anstrengung errungen werden muß, hat
wirklich wenigstens den Vorschlag zur Verbannung der Griechen und Römer aus
unsern Schulen hier und da schon veranlaßt; es ist nicht zu zweifeln, daß ihm auch
unsere musikalischen Klassiker ungelegen sind.” Forkel 1802, 10–11; NBR/VI, 421.
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pointlessness of disengaged, uncritical copying and condemned deception by
plagiarism, both in music and in letters. Yet a simplistic equation of copying with
plagiarism was by no means accepted. Productive, responsible copying was valued
for its capacity to familiarize readers—themselves future writers or composers—
with the fine details of texts, the intricacies of their design and execution, with
authorial choices made and not made.
In such a creative economy, originality and genius have less to do with
individuality and novelty than they do with broad experience, sharp critical and
analytic skills, and ingenuity in the manipulation of source material. Original genius
is not merely saying something new; it is entering a shared discourse in a way that
amplifies it. Necessarily, then, the way to such attainment is to engage with, not to
depart from, one’s musical tradition.
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APPENDIX 1
C. P. E. BACH, “REIßT EUCH LOß, BEKRÄNKTE SINNEN” BWV 224
–
RECONSTRUCTION
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Reißt euch loß, bekränkte Sinnen
BWV 224R
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APPENDIX 2
W. F. BACH’S LIBER PROVERBIORUM (1723/4)

Editorial conventions:
—
Scribal deletions indicated by strikethrough.
delendum
\/
Scribal insertions from above
illum \desuper/ interpositum est
/\
Scribal instertions from below
illum /ex infra\ interpositum est
<>
Editorial completions of illegible or missing text
suplem… → supplem<entum>
___
Editorial expansions indicated by underlining.
usqƺ → usqve
[]
Editorial annotations (translations, citations, etc.)
ex Virg. → ex Virg. [Eclog.]
Italic type is use for Latin script, roman type is used for German script.
Original spelling, including the difference between v/u and i/j, have been retained.
Numbering of the proverbs is editorial.
English equivalents of the proverbs are drawn from Emanuel Strauss, Dictionary of
European Proverbs, 3 vols. London: Taylor & Francis, 1994.
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[titlepage]
Liber Proverbiorum
in usum
Wilhelmi Friedemanni Bachii.
Anno 1723
die 15 November
fol. 1r
Proverbia in A.
1. Ab ovo usqve ad mala. Von Anfang biß zu Ende.
[From A to Z.]
[From soup to nuts.]
2. Sua veritati est acritudo. Wahrheit reucht in die Nasen, wie die Zwiebel ist
unleidentlich.
[The truth stings.]
3. Aceto aliquem perfundere. Einen hönisch durchziehen. Horatio
[To take the piss]
4. Acetum habet in pectore. Er kan sich auch unnütz machen. Plauteus [Pseud.,
739]
[He’s his own worst enemy.]
5. Sui nihil cum amaracino. Die Sau hat lieber Koth als Palsam. [Lucretius]
[A pig prefers its sty.]
6. Interstrepit anser olores. Der Mäußkoth mischet sich auch unter den Pfeffer.
[A goose squawks among swans.]
[Don’t pick the fly poop out of the pepper.]
[He who knows most, speaks least.]
[Virg., Ecl., 9,V,36; cf. Luther, Opera, Resolutiones to Leo X, 1518]
7. Ante barbam doces senes. Das Eÿ will kluger seÿn, als die Henne.
[The young would teach the old.]
[There is no wisdom like a fool’s.]
8. Aquilæ columbam \non/ gignunt. Art läst nicht von Art.
[The fruit does not fall far from the tree.]
9. Aurora musis grata. Die Morgenstundte hat Goldt im Munde.
[The early bird catches the worm.]
[Early to bed and early to rise makes a man health, wealth and wise.]
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10. Aurea ne credas quæcunqve nitescere cernis. Es ist nicht Gold alles Gold was
glä<nzt>.
[All that glitters is not gold.]
fol. 1v
11. Nemo nascitur artifex. Es fällt kein Meister vom Him(m)el.
[No one is born a master of his craft.]
12. Arcus tensus rampitur. Wen(n) man etwas zu hoch schamet, so brichts.
[If you love something, let it go.]
13. Ars oensus: Wer etwas kan, hat einen tägl(ich) Gewin(n).
[Teach a man to fish and he’ll never go hungry.]
14. Aspis a vipera mutuatur venenum. Ein Lügner u(nd) Lästerer hats vom
andern.
15. Audi sile. Du magst viel hören, aber wenig nachsagen.
[Be swift to hear, but slow to speak.]
16. Auspicio bono. Zur guten Stum(m).
17. Aures absurduerunt. Ich habe es schon offt genug gehöret. [Cic. de Som.
Scrip.]
fol. 2r
B.
18. Barba non facit philosopham. Der Bart macht keinen gelehrt.
[’Tis not the beard that makes the philosopher.]
19. Bis ac ter, quod pulchrum est. Ein gut Lied soll man offt singen.
[Erasm. Ad. i.2.49; Plat. Philebus 59e]
20. Sunt bona mixta malis. Man muß Glück und Unglück miteinander
annehmen.
[One must take the good with the bad.]
21. Bos lassus fortius figit pedem. Alte Leute sind viel vorsichtiger, als junge.
[Age before beauty.]
22. Bonus animus in mala re dimidium est mali. Im Unglücke ist (nich)ts beßers
den(n) ein guter Muth. Plautus.
23. Blandoq(ue) veneno desidiæ virtus pacilatim evecta senescit. Faulheit und
Müßig\g/ang ist aller Tugend Untergang. Siculus.
24. Blanda patrum segnes facit indulgentia natos. Wen(n) Eltern den Kindern
alles übersehen und sie verzärteln, wird (nich)ts gutes aus ihnen.
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Parthenicus.
25. Bos lente incedit. Mit Gemach \gehen/ köm(m)t man eben \auch/ so weit.
fol. 2v
C.
26. Bocasio virtutis calamitas. Wer vielen leiden muß, aus dem wird was rechtes.
27. Cæcus de colorib(us). Du verstehest, wie ein blinder die farben.
[The blind can judge no colors.]
28. Cæcum insomnium narras. Es träumt dir gewiß.
29. Credere fallaci gravis est dementia famæ. Narren gläuben alles, und wer alles
gläubet, was er höret, der ist ein Narr. \Mann./
[Do not believe all that you hear.]
30. Crescit amor num(m)i, quantum ipsa pecunia crescit. Geitz wird nim(m)er
satt. Geitz hat keinen Boden. Juven:
[Ever spare, ever bare.]
31. Cœlestis ira, quos premit, miseros facit. Mit wem Gott zürnet, mit dem zürnen
alle Creaturen.
32. Candor in hoc œvo res im(m)ortua pene (est.) Aufrichtigkeit vergehet fast
gantz. Ovidius.
33. Mus miser est antro, qui tantum clauditur uno. Das ist eine elende Mauß, die
nur ein Loch hat. Plautus.
34. Copia ignaviam affert. Voll macht faul, oder, wen(n) man sich gar zu sehr satt
gegeßen hat, wird man faul. Plinius.
fol. 3r
D.
35. Diabolo nomina mille, mille nocenti artes. Der Teuffel ist ein Tausend
Künstler.
36. Da spatium tenuemq(ue) moram: male cunita ministrat impetus. Eile mit
Weile: Den(n) eilen bringt (nich)ts gutes.
[Easy does it./Haste makes waste./Slow and steady wins the race.]
37. Dat venium corvis, vexat censura corumbas. Kleine Diebe hängt man, vor den
großen ziehet man den Hut ab. Juvenal:
[Rules are made to be broken./One law for the rich, and another for the
poor.]
38. Divitiæ grandes homini sunt, vivere parce æquo animo. Wer das Seine fein zu
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Rathe hält, kan was vor sich bringen. Lucretius.
39. Decet verecundum esse adolescentem. Zucht is der Augendt bester \und/
schönster Schmuck. Plautus.
40. Dum canisos rodit, socium, quem diligit, odit. Zween Hunde an einem Beine
bleiben gar selten ein.
41. Ne crepitis digiti dignus. Er ist (nich)t ein Schnüggen werth.
42. Duo cum faciunt idem, idem non est idem. Wen(n) zweÿ einerleÿ thun, ist es
darum (nich)t einerleÿ.
[No two [of the same] are alike./Everyone’s special.]
43. Dux bonus, bonum facit comitem. Ein guten Vorgänger, macht einen guten
Nachfolger.
fol. 3v
E.
44. Enendus cui imp\e/res. Wen(n) du einen Narren haben willst, kauffe ihn.
45. Non licet equi dentes inspicere donati. Einen geschenckten Gaul soll man
nicht in das Maul sehen.
[Don’t look a gift horse in the mouth.]
46. Multitudo errantium non parit patrocinium. Tausendt Jahr unrecht, ist keine
Stundte recht.
47. Est quodvis studium(que) dempta pietate, venenum. Kunst ohne Gottesfurcht
ist eitel Gifft.
48. Et virtus placitis abstinuis se bonis. Vergnüglichkeit ist eine herrliche Tugend.
Ovidius.
49. Estq(ue) pudicifiæ rara et concordia formæ. Schöne Gestallt und Zucht ist
selten beÿeinander. Juvenalis.
50. Est com(m)mune mori, mors nulli parcit honori. Der Todt würget sie alle
gleich, wie er sie findet, arm oder reich.
[Death makes no distinction of persons.]
51. Est arbuscula, non bruncus cur, randus in uncum. Man muß den baum
biegen, alldieweil er noch jung ist.
[You can’t teach an old dog new tricks.]
52. Equus in quadragis, in aratro bos. Ein fisch gehört in das Waßer, ein Dieb an
Galgen.
[Horses for courses.]
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fol. 4r
F.
53. Fata non obseor\rv/ant ordinem inter juvenes et senes. Es stirbt so bald ein
junger als ein Alter.
54. Periculosa est potentum offensa. Es ist nicht gut mit großen Herren Kirschen
eßen.
55. Q\u/od differtur, non a\u/ffertur. Lange geborget ist nicht geschenckt.
[All is not lost that is delayed.]
56. Nuni ferrum tuum in ione est. Nun ist deine Sache unterhanden.
57. Dum ferrum candet, sudere quem que decet. Man muß das Eißen schiden,
weil es noch warm ist.
[Strike while the iron is hot.]
58. Facilè perit amicitia coacta. Gezwungene Liebe hat nicht lang bestand.
59. Fames artium magistra. Junger lehret mausen.
60. Fasces sunt fasces. Würde hat bürde.
61. Fratrum concordia rara, disceptatio crebra. Brüder bleiben selten einig.
62. Fratrum iræ acerbissimæ. Brüder=Zorn ist hefftig.
63. Fortunam sui cuisq(ue) mores fingunt. Wer sich einer hält, also hat er auch
Glück.
fol 4v
G.
64. Geminat delictum quem delicti non pau\u/det. Wer sich der Sünden nicht
schämet, der sündiget doppelt.
65. Gracullus graculo assidet. Vögel einerleÿ farbe fliehen gerne mit eine ander.
[Birds of a feather flock together.]
66. Gratia ovatiam parit. Ein gut Wort findet eine gute Stadt.
67. Generosiovis arboris statim planta cum fructu est. Was gut werden will,
schickt sich beÿzeiten.
68. Gloriam præcedit humilitàs. Ehe man zu Ehren kom(m)t, muß man zuvor
leiden.
69. Gratitudo beneficiorum calcar. Danckbarkeit ist eine Anreitzung zu mehr
Wollthaten.
70. Grata quies post exhaustum solet esse laborem. Nach gethaner Arbeit ist gut
feÿren.
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71. Gratior est pulchro, veniens è corpore virtum. Tugendt und schöne Gestallt
stehen wohl beÿsam(m)en. Virgili(us).
fol. 5r
H.
72. Heu quantum est sum(m)o posse placere Deo. Wer Gott zum freund hat, darf
sich vor den Menschen nicht fürchten.
73. Homini diligenti semper aliquid superest. Ein fleißiger Mensch findet
im(m)erzu etwas zu thun.
74. Honesta mors turpi vita potior. Es ist beßer ehrlich gestorben, als schändlich
gelebet.
75. Hevum nemo bene gerit, nisi servierit bene. Wer ein Knecht gewesen ist, der
kan auch kein guter Herr seÿn.
76. Hominem experiri multa paupertas jubet. Armuth ist zu vielen dingen gut.
77. Hauvit aquam cuibro, qui vult discere vult sine libro. Ohne Bücher kan man
nicht studieren.
78. Homines dum docent, discunt. Wen(n) einer den andern lehret, lernet er
zugleich selber mit.
fols. 5v-8v
[vide]
Heft IV, p. 34
<L.>
79. Dum f<ames…> exilit ant<…>tantzen d<…>
80. Lapis sæpe v<olvitur non obducitur> musco. Ein Stain de<r rollt,> wird <nicht
moosig.>
[A rolling stone gathers no moss.]
Heft IV, p. 33
<M.>
81. <…> Acter <…>.
82. <…>det. Ein Esel <…> Ohr.
83. <…>fabula. Wen man<…>denket ist er (nich)t weit.
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84. <…>.
85. <…>m authoritas non con<tenne>nda. Die Alten sind kei<ne N>arren
gewesen.
[The authority . . . is not to be overlooked.]
[The ancients were no fools.]
86. <Men>dacem oportet esse memorem. Ein Lügner müßen gut Gedächtniß.
[A liar must have a good memory.]
87. Mendax est fur. Wer gern laügt der sticht gern.
[To lie is to steal.]
[Anyone who lies to you would just as soon stab you.]
88. In virum bonum, non cadit mentir<i.> Ein Mann ein Mann, ein Wort ein
Wort. [Cic. Offici. 3]
[A lie befalls no virtuous man.]
[A man is only as good as his word.]
89. Mihi nec seritur, nec metitur. Ich habe keinen Schaden und keinen Nutzen
davon.
[What I do not sow I shall not reap.]
[I neither gain nor lose.]
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Praeludium in E minor
BWV 932 – Completion

{

Wilhelm Friedemann Bach (mm. 1–11a)
Matthew Hall (mm. 11b–20)
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